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Will freedom be able to sing, 
as the slaves sang about her? 

 
All will write poetry 
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PROLOGUE 
 
The Diary of Death was written and edited from February to June 1992. It is based on my 
notes and photographs on the field and entirely relates to events that occurred in 1991. It 
encapsulates my lived experiences through a tumultuous period of history from January 
until the end of December 1991. In one section only, I have included a text that is based 
on a text belonging to my colleague Ines Sabalić with her approval. It relates to the 
events that occurred on 23 July 1991 in the village of Dragotinci in the Banovina 
region, where we spent the day together. I sincerely thank her from the bottom of my 
heart for this.  
 Don Branko Sbutega was also great support and help, and for this, I owe him my 
gratitude and also, to my numerous other friends, colleagues and war companions, who 
encouraged me so that these events could come to light in this book. They will remain 
unnamed to you, but they will always stay in my heart and my thoughts. Unfortunately, 
some are no longer with us, but for me, they will live on eternally. 

This text emerged as a direct assignment by the Arthaud publishers in France. At 
the time, I was a photographer for the renowned MAGNUM Photos agency. Using 
Magnum’s famous reputation in world media, culture, and politics, I wanted to raise 
public awareness of the events in Croatia. The Serb military power, unbeknown to the 
general public, remained unpunished for committing horrific crimes. At the same time, its 
diplomatic and propaganda machinery, inherited from the former joint state of 
Yugoslavia, efficiently neutralised any attempt by Croatia to present the reality of the 
situation in the country. 

For my own protection, my agent and I decided to hide my true identity at all 
costs, so the photographs I took for Magnum were released and published under an alias. 
I chose the name of a comic strip hero, a fighter for justice and an avenger of the 
oppressed. I became ZORO. Indeed, Zoro started to quickly fill the pages of the world 
press with exclusive photos and stories from Vukovar, Voćin, Dubrovnik. Not long 
after that, Zoro himself became a focal point of interest for the media. Some world media 
outlets would report Zoro was seen here. Others wrote Zoro, was seen there. They 
approached my agent and Magnum, seeking an interview with Zoro. They were offering 
substantial monetary rewards. Once, I was in some company when a fellow foreign 
reporter, who had heard the news about Zoro, asked, Who the fuck is this Zoro guy? Why 
didn’t he call himself Batman? 

When I decided to create a book about those events, initially, I imagined it to be 
primarily a book of photographs. I thought someone else would write the text. I asked 
Muriel Jancard, an editor at Arthaud and the future editor of my book, who could write 
the text. She replied: YOU. When I insisted that I'm not a writer, but a photographer, 
Muriel remained unconvinced saying that judging from my photos, she believed I would 
be an excellent writer. So, I became the author. 

As the book was written for a foreign publishing house while the war was still 
ongoing, for understandable reasons I omitted many events, people and their actions, self-
censoring to protect the interests of the Republic of Croatia. The explicit intention was to 
not detract from the vital essence of the initial Diary of Death, originally published in 
1992 in a concise and abridged version. However, I did not want to cast an unwelcome 



shadow on the noble, justified, and liberating war we were waging at the time. For that 
same reason and with the same objective of protection, I am now compelled and wish to 
present some of the omitted events. These events are published now entirely for the first 
time as supplements here in the Prologue. 

When the war, which had been imminent for a long time, started in Croatia, I had 
already had quite a lot of experience covering conflicts. I spent two heavy-laden years in 
Kosovo, arriving for the first time in December 1989 – during an uprising by miners in 
the Stari Trg mine in Trepče. Apart from short breaks, I remained there until 1991, until 
the war in Croatia. While in Kosovo, I encountered death for the first time. Even then, I 
had the ominous feeling that death would be my loyal follower. The prediction actualised 
sooner than I thought as I became a witness to the brutal, senseless and random murder of 
Albanian civilians. Later when the Serb forces occupied Croatia they enacted these same 
deeds but on a much grander scale and many more tragic consequences. 

In the summer of 1990, I accompanied a few of my Croatian and Albanian friends 
to Köln, in Germany, where we visited an American military store to purchase 
equipment that I thought I would need for the war: a waterproof army sleeping bag, good 
leather combat boots, helmet, bullet-proof vest, strong torch and some other bits and 
pieces of US army gear. The Kosovo experience confirmed my suspicion that a bloody 
conflict was looming. When the war in Croatia started: I had already prepared myself. At 
the time, I believed others in Croatia also saw the inevitable and prepared accordingly. 

I was close to the so-called Kosovo Alternative, listening to their debates and 
coherent analysis of the situation in Kosovo and their regional neighbours. They had a 
solution for any possible step the enemy might take. Often they had several scenarios 
carefully planned, especially Ramush Tahiri. He was the then vice president of the 
Democratic Christian Party of Kosovo. Later he became a very close friend of mine. 
He took a leading role in the analytical assembly of scenarios. It was awe-inspiring to 
listen to his superior analysis and strategic counter-attack; if they do that, we will do this, 
this and this. This period left a deep impression on me. Later, when the war in Croatia 
erupted, I would often remember my friend Ramush and hoped that we had at least one 
person like him on our side. Unfortunately, there is only one Ramush. 

The war’s sudden advance in Croatia caught most people unaware - even those 
who should never have been surprised – the people whose job it was to prepare. Valuable 
time has elapsed from the declaration of independence on the 30th of May 1990 to the 
first conflicts in 1991. This time, however, was not used to prepare for the war. The 
enormous, brutal power of Serbian aggression engulfed the unprepared and unarmed 
Croatian people. It’s only thanks to committed individuals who ignored leading 
politicians' overly optimistic blind eye that the country avoided a complete disaster and 
quick capitulation. 

The dangerously exaggerated arrogance of our enemy, in fact, was our greatest 
ally. The JNA - Yugoslav People’s Army was convinced of its superior military 
dominance and certain victory. The enemy invested high hopes in its people, in the KOS 
– Yugoslav counter-intelligence and the Yugoslav secret police – UDBA, who were now 
infiltrated like moles in institutions of the fledgling Croatian state. The belief was that 
every sixth citizen of the then joint country belonged to some secret service and worked 
for one of these secret services. They sometimes willingly, or otherwise under duress, 
conducted their conspiratorial deeds or other dubious jobs, considering it their civic duty. 



Did these people disappear from Croatia? No, they didn't. They were there the entire 
time. They continued to work for their employers in Belgrade. I came face to face with 
their deeds during the first few days of the war and later on. 

Magnum's Paris office asked me to present a story about the Croatian military 
unit – Zebras – and its commander, known by all, as Rambo. On several occasions, I 
tried to track them down. My lead took me to the elite Zagreb suburb of Tuškanac, 
where the Ministry of Interior (MUP) had its training centre. I was supposed to meet with 
the then Colonel, now a retired Counter-Admiral, Davorin Domazet Lošo. This 
nauseous episode is described in my Diary. I named the person I met then in Lošo’s 
office, without knowing his real identity, as Savage. A few years later, I had a meeting in 
the Ministry of Interior - MUP with Drago Francišković, who established the Croatian 
Intelligence Service. While I was there, I saw Savage, the man who had tried to kill me 
by shooting me in the back on the 19 th of September 1991. Colonel Domazet can 
testify to this horrific event. I recognised Savage, and he immediately recognised me. He 
approached me and uttered some apology for that minor incident a few years back, as he 
referred to it. He then introduced himself as Tomislav Mičić. I was plucked from the sure 
hand of death by Ivan Grbavac - Cobra, who handcuffed and arrested me during that 
September day. He then handed me over to the civil police, who had arrived at my 
insistence. They took me to the police station in Zrinjevac. Still cuffed, they gave me a 
phone where I used my civil right to one call. I phoned the direct line of General Martin 
Špegelj's office in the Ministry of Defence. His chief-of-staff, Ivan Trobentar, 
answered the phone and ordered the police to release me immediately. I then asked to see 
my police record and, on the computer screen, I read Zoran Filipović. Armed. 
Dangerous. Combat skills. Action: Eliminate (or something to that effect, I don't recall 
exactly, but I did know what it meant – KILL).  

Everything became crystal clear to me - that is how Blaž Kraljević, Josip Reihel 
Khir and many other patriots were killed. After that day, I spent more time on the field of 
war. Those battlefields and the front lines felt safer for me than in the clutches of UDBA 
or KOS. 

A month or two before the episode mentioned above, I attended a meeting with 
Josip Manolić at his office - in the former Bakarić Villa on Jurjevska Street. I have 
reason to believe that on this occasion, too, I escaped death by the skin of my teeth. My 
colleague Ines who had an appointment to interview Manolić, asked if I would come 
along as the photographer. The fact that she hadn't announced that I would be 
accompanying her seemed to immediately raise some suspicion on the part of our 
interviewee. Ines wasn't in the best form that day, and every time she asked a question, 
she would turn to me as if unconsciously seeking my support. I would gently nod as a 
sign of encouragement and that would be enough for her to find her feet and continue 
with the interview. This ritual of ours seemed to irritate Manolić, who probably thought I 
had some dual role, as if Ines was asking questions that I had supposedly prepared for her 
to ask. I felt a sense of danger, and to salvage the situation, I started asking the questions. 
Ines then left the rest of the interview to me.  

When the conversation was over, contrary to protocol and rules of decent 
behaviour, Manolić opened the door to his office as he saw us out. Then, completely 
ignoring Ines’ presence he, the head of all the intelligence and secret services in the 
Republic of Croatia, and previously in the former Yugoslavia, offered me his hand and 



asked: Who's paying you? I realised the gravity of the moment and felt that my life 
depended on my response. As I shook his hand, I said, CIA! I didn't mean it like that, he 
responded, and his voice slightly trembled. I did , and you can check! I responded and 
quickly left the room and building. My legs and my body still shudder when I recall that 
meeting. The bluff saved Ines and me. Thank-you CIA! That's at least one good deed by 
you. 

I can't even imagine how many people did not survive similar conversations or 
did not manage to escape beatings and torture. Vukovar’s defence commander Mile 
Dedaković - Jastreb, and other Vukovar heroes were exposed to the same treatment just 
a few months later. Why? For defending Vukovar? Jastreb was released from 
Remetinac jail in the early morning of the 24 th of December 1991. Only a handful of 
people were there to greet him; his wife, daughter, my colleague Jasna Babić, and a few 
members of the HSP (Croatian Party of Rights) and me. No one else dared to greet 
him. 

Now that I’ve mentioned Vukovar, on the occasion of commemorating the day it 
fell, I am still writing the text with the same zeal that once would overcome anyone. 
Vukovar was the most loved, most wanted and most desired place in the world for all of 
us. There wasn’t a comparable city, neither Paris nor London or any other exotic 
paradise that could have competed with our love and gratitude for Vukovar. 

I arrived in Vukovar via Nuštar through the cornfields on the 28 th of 
September 1991. Vukovar had already officially been under siege, suffering an enemy 
blockade. Entering the city through enemy lines was a dangerous and deadly task. I will 
admit, I wasn't completely aware of how dire the situation was at the time. Our arrival 
even surprised our defence soldiers and hospital staff, who took us in. I have described 
these events in Diary too. I think I have afforded them justice.  

I intended to remain in Vukovar until the end. A hospital official, Marko 
Mandić, convinced me otherwise. He approached me and asked me to take his wife and 
children out of Vukovar. He was convinced by the fact I had managed to enter Vukovar 
was a sign from God that only I would be able to save his children. Several wounded 
people at the hospital required urgent outside medical attention. Marko was so 
persuasive that I promised to try, so we did the very next day on the 29 th of September 
1991. We went the very same way as we came in - through the cornfields. I owe Marko 
my life. By saving someone else's life, without being aware of it at the time, my life was 
spared too. And what of Marko? Marko's life was not saved. He was killed on the 
Ovčara farm with the other staff and patients in the hospital. I somehow think that he 
paid for our lives with his own. 

Shaken by the events in Vukovar and everything I witnessed, I decided to 
somehow get to Kosovo and use the reputation I undoubtedly had with the Albanians. I 
wanted to convince them of a crazy idea, to open a Kosovo – South front. That was my 
own personal, crazy thought that made sense for both sides, for us Croats and the 
Albanians. It would have meant that the Serb military would have to be divided into two 
fronts, and that would help relieve the pressure on Vukovar. Well, at least I thought it 
would break the siege. I didn't share the idea with anyone because I was afraid of spies in 
our ranks. I flew to Kosovo via Skopje. I have partially described this episode too in the 
Diary, but scantily as it involved a lot of confidential information that could have 
endangered my Albanian friends and me if disclosed. The plan was to go to Sandžak 



after leaving Kosovo and meet with Sulejman Ugljanin, the president of the local SDA 
(Party for Democratic Action), and try and convince him of that same plan. 

Regardless of the outcome, I arrived in Kosovo. I didn't manage to convince my 
Albanian friends of the idea of a Southern front. Still, I did manage to convince an 
Albanian pilot and an entire squadron of agricultural planes to defect. I was supposed to 
come up with communication codes in Zagreb and send them to Pristina. The whole 
company was preparing to go to Italy. The air force had been commissioned for some 
crop-dusting expedition. The plan we created would not have raised any suspicion with 
the enemy because the job had been announced previously and approved by federal 
authorities in Belgrade. 

I didn't get to Sandžak because we ran out of fuel and Serb agents were 
constantly on my tail. I decided to get away via Skopje and Macedonia (now North 
Macedonia), where many friends were prepared to help. My escape from Kosovo and 
later Macedonia reminded me of Casablanca, brutal and dangerous Casablanca. I have 
described this episode too in the Diary. I arrived in Zagreb via Sarajevo, Klagenfurt 
and Ljubljana. On this very day, the 7 th of October 1991, Government House was 
bombed from the air. 
 The next day, I was at the Ministry of Defence and informed them of the 
agreement with the Albanian pilots. They asked how much it was going to cost. How 
much money? I said – nothing! I was supposed to come back the next day for an answer. 
The answer was – negative. They told me that it was too risky and would unnecessarily 
provoke the Serbs and other ridiculous excuses. I was beyond myself. What did they 
mean by unnecessarily provoking the Serbs? Just two days ago, the Serbs had shelled 
Government House in the heart of Zagreb and tried to kill the entire Croatian 
government who were in the building for a meeting? How could I tell the Albanians that 
we, amid a war, did not need their planes? I was never as embarrassed and ashamed in 
my entire life as at that moment. Naturally, the whole episode reeked. It’s only recently 
that I realised why. Not long before this, General Zagorac's son had been kidnapped. His 
concerned father, a former logistics officer in the Croatian Army, was able to open his 
satchel without any problems and pay the ransom of millions in foreign currency. Anyone 
with half a brain would have had enough sense to work that one out. 

If, after this book is published, you read in the obituaries that Zoran Filipović 
took his own life during a moment of weakness and has taken his soul to heaven, believe 
me, I would not have done it of my own free will. Even though it aligns with statistics, 
where at least three Croatian citizens commit suicide each day, at least one of those three 
was undoubtedly a Croatian defender, a war veteran. Trust me, if my name finds its way 
into the obituaries, that would be the will of one of the people mentioned above or their 
services - definitely not mine. As my friend, a former correspondent for the Večernji List 
daily from Kosovo, Šefki Ukaj would say, if it weren't so tragic, it would almost be 
comical! 

Just one more thing, a warning of sorts to all those who read these words, every 
scene described in this book is the truth. Regardless of how much these events may seem 
fictitious from this position and distance in time and peace, this is the truth, and it cannot 
be more truthful. War heroes, not just those in Vukovar, were cuffed to radiators and 
beaten to exhaustion – exhaustion of their torturers. The truth is that the war heroes have 
forgiven their torturers. They loved and still love their homeland Croatia so much. The 



truth is that we ended the horrific and bloody war, and we defeated a far more superior 
enemy. Yet, we have not named even one war hero. Where are our war heroes, other than 
the few who are in Remetinac jail? Where is our Sava Kovačević? Where is our Boško 
Buha? Where are the streets that carry their names? Where are our history lessons that 
speak about those people who created this country for future generations? Where are the 
idols for our youth? Who can they look up to? 

My role in all this is a little ridiculous and tragic at the same time – it is something 
like the sad role of Don Quixote in Cervantes's novel. It is of a man who truly cannot 
defeat his nature. Everything I did then and what I am doing now is because I have to; my 
conscience told me to do so and is still telling me now. I would do it all again if I had to. I 
would not change anything, nor would I do it differently. When I was supposed to go to 
Kosovo, I went. Why - because people were suffering unnecessarily and unjustly there. 
After that, the people in Croatia suffered, then Bosnia and Herzegovina, my two 
homelands, suffered, so I went there too. No one sent me, paid me, or forced me to go. 
No one, but my conscience! Had the people in Belgrade suffered like that, believe me, I 
would have been the first to go there too, and no one could have stopped me. Everything 
I did was of my own accord. I financed myself by occasionally selling a photograph to 
cover most of my costs. I did not receive orders, instructions or directions from anyone. I 
didn’t need to bare my intentions to anyone then, nor now because I was born and 
granted by God to be an untamed eccentric. I answer to no one but to Him alone. 

I am still not a member of any association or organisation, not even the local library, 
because I don't want to belong to anyone. That's how I am. Forgive my sincerity! 

 Greetings to one and all wherever you may be – in heaven, on earth and in the 
country. Croatia. 
 

  
18 November 2005, Zagreb, in remembrance of the day Vukovar fell. 

 
                                                                                                                                   Z. F. 

 
 



THREE STORIES TO START WITH 
VILLACH, BRČKO, ZAGREB 
 
6 April 1992 
 
Villach, 6 April 1992 
Today, at 3.51 a.m on the 6th of April at the local hospital in Villach, a girl weighing 
3.232 kg and 50 cm long came into the world. At this particular moment, her path began 
nine months ago in Dubrovnik, Croatia, where her mother, father and older sister 
Anamarija were living at the time. They lived in a large house just outside town with a 
big garden and green lawn. The birds chirped all day long, and not far from home, they 
could hear the sound of the sea. It was just beautiful, so beautiful that it was almost hard 
to believe, and you couldn’t help but think: you’re going to wake up now, and it will all 
just be a dream, like a fairy tale. 

And yes, it was just like a fairy tale, and then some bad people came. They shot, 
looted and burned houses and killed people. Her father, mother and older sister 
Anamarija had to flee. They fled, and she fled too, in her mother’s womb. 

Today on the 6 th of April, at 3.51 a.m., as a refugee and displaced person in 
Austria, my brother became a father for the second time. 
 
Brčko, 6 April 1992 
Today, on the 6 th of April about 3 p.m. in Brčko, Bosnia and Herzegovina, two elderly 
people, he a sixty-year-old pensioner, she a little younger, with travel bags in hand 
followed a column of sad people, on foot, along a road which had long before been 
planted with land mines. They trampled across a half-demolished bridge across the Sava 
River, over to the Croatian side from Bosnia. They took with them only the bare 
essentials they could fit into their bags. They left behind a large comfortable house in a 
quiet part of town, two cars, a truck, their belongings, their memories. They had been 
aware for some time already that this would come eventually. Still, somehow, like the 
majority of other people, they thought: it will pass us. A few days earlier, some armed 
people entered a neighbouring town, some thirty or forty kilometres away. It was in the 
middle of prayer time and locals, mostly Muslims, were in the local mosque. They were 
all killed there together with their imam. Other residents were caught in their homes and 
killed on their doorstep, in their yard. Soon after that, the town of Bijeljina fell. In a 
statement for Belgrade national television, Chetnik leader Arkan announced that they 
would take over the next town. 

Today, on the 6 th of April 1992, at about 3 p.m., my parents, sixty years of age, 
carrying four bags, left their home and headed across the Sava River on foot. 
 
Zagreb, 6 April 1992 
My flat: bathroom to the right, straight ahead is the kitchen: a gas cooker, only one burner 
works, a fridge, it’s old, a table that I bought from Ranko, two chairs, one is missing a 
leg, it’s propped up against the wall. A room is to the left: a door, opposite the door along 
the left wall, a low table with a TV set on it, newspapers, an armchair straight ahead, 
deep, comfortable, rarely used, next to it to the right, a table, reading lamp, papers, 
newspapers, a chair, wooden, legs tied with some rope, so they don’t fall apart. I sit in it 



when I’m working. There is a window in front of the desk. It’s covered. It would look 
onto the street if it were peacetime. To the right along the wall, a bookshelf with books, 
things, a radio on the shelf, newspapers, a window by the shelves, a second window. It 
would look out onto the neighbouring building, under it is a sofa. It could serve as a bed 
if need be. There is a wardrobe next to it, and my things are in it, my shirts, trousers, 
underwear. Nearby along the back wall towards the door is another sofa and my bed. It 
takes up a third of the room.  Next to the bed and wall is a lamp, it’s not mine. I use it to 
light up the room. There is a large chandelier in the middle of the room. I don’t use it. I 
don’t like the light. I lie on the bed, sit, write, watch TV, turn off the light and sleep. 

My room sinks into the darkness. There are no silhouettes. I can’t fathom the size 
of the room. The darkness is complete. 
 It’s definite. Final. 

In just one spot under the sky, in my room, two bright spots disturb the darkness. 
They are my helmet and torch showing the way from my wardrobe. Next to it, I know, there 
is a bullet-proof vest and a waterproof sleeping bag. I keep a backpack on the floor. It 
contains other items for the road, for war. Yes, for war! I Zoran Filipović, previously a 
professional photographer, aesthetic, lover, author of several books, now...a witness. A 
witness to burnt demolished villages and destroyed bridges. A witness to the odour of smoke, 
gunpowder, flesh. A witness to the moans of hungry livestock and frightened people. A 
witness to missing birds and lost visions. A witness ... to death. 

This is my story. Just the way I experienced, saw and felt it. Without wishing to judge 
or be imposed as the only truth, this is simply my ... Diary of Death. 
 
Pristina, 25 January 1991 
Tonight, the TV News in Belgrade screened a film about General Martin Špegelj and the 
armament of Croatia. They announced the film at the start of the News with some a 
couple of excerpts. Viewers were informed that this documentary material contained 
brutal content and shouldn’t be watched by the faint-hearted. The film was screened in 
the form of a special broadcast immediately after the News. I felt like something 
important was happening. I immediately called Shkelzen Maliqij because I knew he had a 
video recorder and asked him to record the film. His wife, Alisa, answered the phone and 
promised that she would record it for me. To be sure, I called a few other people for the 
same favour. I watched the film. I was astounded by what I saw.  
 At first, I was confused and embarrassed. I had reacted emotionally, just like the 
directors of the film had presumably wanted people to respond. Only as the film came to an 
end did I manage to keep cool. Rationalising the events, I started posing questions to 
myself: ultimately, who will benefit from the outpouring of emotion derived from this film? 
I wondered whether special effects were used to falsify the images and voices. I came to 
the conclusion that it was possible. With this in mind, I contacted some friends on the 
phone, a few some leaders of opposition parties in Kosovo. One of them, Ramush Tahiri, 
secretary of the Democratic Christian Party, confirmed my thoughts of the film being 
fraudulent. 
 Someone from the Vjesnik newspaper’s office in Zagreb called me asking what 
was going on and had I seen the documentary film. They advised me that they are getting 
calls from Bosnia and Serbia, telling them about the film. They didn’t see the film 
because only TV Belgrade, Sarajevo and Montenegro televised it. Based on everything 



they had heard however, the effect has been horrific. My colleague V. from the Vjesnik 
daily tells me that he’s ashamed of being a Croat. I asked him to call someone on the 
national broadcaster Croatian Television to immediately screen the film because that 
would be the best way to deny its authenticity. I beg them to believe me because I was 
the only one who had seen the film. This reaction is precisely what the film producers 
wanted to achieve, and to trust me that the film was a falsification. The public needs to 
see this film. We have to trust the Croatian people of being capable of distinguishing lies 
from the truth. Anything else would go in favour of our opponents. 

My calls, conversations continue late into the night. Later I went to meet with 
some of my Albanian friends whose opinions I value. We discussed the documentary 
relentlessly. I returned home very late, or better said, early the following day. 
 
Pristina, 26 January 1991 
Someone smashed my car’s windscreen during the night. My car was parked in front of 
the house in the Albanian part of town. I had rented a flat and lived there for more than 
six months. The car had Zagreb number plates: message received. This wasn’t the first 
incident, and yet this time, it was different. I decided to go away for a while. I decided to 
go via Sandžak, Montenegro and Dubrovnik. I called Don Branko in Dobrota near 
Kotor to know that I would be arriving that evening. I placed some cardboard on the 
broken windscreen and covered it with some plastic bags. I learned how to do that as I 
had had previous experience. 

I headed out from Pristina quite late. On the way, it started raining and then 
snowing. I was afraid the rain would get into the car through the smashed glass. I was 
scared of other things too. I tried to tune into the news on the Croatian Radio national 
broadcaster. I managed to catch a signal, but it kept breaking off due to the terrain. 

I arrived in Kotor about 11 p.m. Don Branko had arranged for me to stay at his 
brother Toni’s place. I sat in my car in front of the building for a while, listening to the 
News broadcast. When I entered, relief, they had been afraid for me. 
 
Dobrota, 29 January 1991 
I’ve been in Boka for three days. Don Branko convinced me to take a rest and catch my 
breath. The light is fantastic: beyond description. Sharp winter air. Dry. Snow on the 
surrounding mountains. The sun is bright. Visibility is clear. We walked around during 
the day. I used this incredible light to take some photographs. I feel like I’ve taken a great 
shot of Mt. Perast: the last rays of the western sun, horizontally on the axis of my lens 
and of that great mountain. Under the snow and above it, Mount Kasun, a vast mass of a 
gently shaped mountain range that sends a golden, faint reflection of Mt. Perast in the 
sea. A seagull flies towards us.  Don Srećko is taking us to shrine to Our Lady of the 
Rocks in his boat. God, how does such beauty exist? Boka. 

In the church of St. Eustachian, I see a 300 square metre mosaic by Edo Murtić. 
Unbelievable! I was here last summer when they were installing it. Now the scaffolding 
has been taken down. Above the altar, the mosaic of the sky with a large, gold, all-seeing 
eye: God’s eye.  

We went to the convent in the evening, where Don Branko hears Don Gracija’s 
confession every day as he foresees his imminent eternal rest. What a pity. An entire 
encyclopaedia will disappear with him. He is a man of God. 



In the evening, Don Branko makes dinner. Chinese, Italian style.. He cooks well. 
After dinner, he plays the piano. Someone always pops in. We speak well into the night. 
We talk about the election. About the communists in Serbia and Montenegro. About 
Bushmen and other tribes, about the Serbs... Today, I leave for Dubrovnik. 
 
Herceg-Novi, 30 January 1991 
Last night, I was stopped and arrested at the exit from Herceg-Novi. I was accused of 
spying for Croatia on the JNA military base. The situation is serious. God help me. 
 I headed out from Dobrota about 5.30 p.m. I was heading towards Dubrovnik. 
As usual, I was alone in the car. 

It was already dark. I stopped at the first petrol station to fill up. I noticed that the 
attendant threw a glance at the ZG number plates on my car. He probably thought, ‘ah an 
Ustasha.’ I tried to start up a conversation, but he was not engaging, so I headed off on 
my way. I began to feel uncomfortable. It’s probably just the full moon, I thought. I could 
feel it shining on my back the entire time. I could hardly wait to get to the other side of 
the bay and to face the moon head-on, face to face. I drove into the night. Perast, Risan, 
the bura gale-force wind was blowing. Then it appeared behind the mountain. Huge. 
Shiny. Round. Its light lit up my left cheek. I felt excited. I drove further until its light 
overlapped the floodlights that lit up a little church on an islet. I pulled over to the left 
side of the road. I left the headlights on. The wind continued to blow fiercely. As I set up 
my camera to take a few shots of this incredible scene, a bus pulled over. The driver was 
babbling on, yelling. But I couldn’t understand what he was saying as his voice was 
drowned out by the sound of the bus’s running motor and the howling wind. He 
continued on his way. No one got out of the bus. The moon had risen quite quickly even 
though it had been relatively low. 

I took a few shots, packed my gear and headed off. The blunt feeling from before 
still lingered with me. I just wanted to arrive as soon as I could. I stepped on the gas. 
Zelenika. Gas. Herceg-Novi. 

And just when I thought I had left Herceg-Novi behind me...the police. A 
barricade. I could hear one of them speak into the radio, “We’ve caught that spy.” 

So that’s what that meant.  
I lifted the table in front of me with both my hands in the small police station they 

had taken me to. It fell back with a crash. You first accused me, and now you’re going to 
interrogate me. The policeman just shrugged his shoulders. It was about 7 p.m. They 
came and collected me and took me back to the police station in Herceg-Novi. They 
searched the car. One time, a second time and again, a third time. They took everything out of 
the car to a separate room, to be processed later. They found something suspicious in the boot 
of the car: two cans of leftover paint. Two, usually it’s only one. They opened the cans and 
carefully inspected them. Carefully with a screwdriver, they examined the contents, probing 
into each can, one by one. Metallic grey drips onto the concrete floor. Then they put them 
back in their place in the boot and took them out again. Something’s fishy here! 

My things are next—bag by bag, one object at a time. First, one officer and the other 
authorised official in civilian clothes examine the same item with incredibly meticulous care. 
The collars on the shirts, belts, fly on the trousers, cuffs. My toiletry bag is fascinating. 
Toothpaste, face lotion, hand cream, shampoo, a packet of bandages, manicure set, wet 
wipes, lip balm, hairbrush, comb, Aramis Devin Eau de Cologne, a small bar of soap. 



They squeeze the toothpaste, first one official, then the other. They scrape some face 
cream and the hand cream, poke at it, first one, then the other.  They shake the shampoo 
bottle, examine each band-aid. First, they feel it with their fingers and then examine it 
under a strong light. Suspicious! They try the cologne. 

While these two were actively engaged, the others stood around and observed.  
After that, they set aside incriminating material: a camera bag, film bag, and a large 

heap of written material, photographs and books. They established that the ‘accused’ – me, 
had written some of the books. 

They then let me return the remaining items to my car. They also returned my torch, 
which they used during the search because theirs didn’t work. 

Shortly after that, my camera bag and a bag full of films were taken to some secret 
place outside the police station and accompanied by two agents. I was left waiting under 
the watchful eye of the guard on duty. 

From where I am sitting, I can see a television. A film about the murder of 
Ambassador Vladimir Rolović and the Ustasha is being televised. It goes on for a long 
time. I remembered the film about General Špegelj that has been constantly televised over 
the past few days. The time passes. No one takes any notice of me. No one is asking me 
anything. Why not? The accusations are serious. Espionage? Subversive activity against the 
state and people. Why are they making me wait so long? Why do I have to watch these 
films about the Ustasha, murders, terror? Now and then, a policeman passes by, swearing at 
the murderous bandits, the Ustasha: “They should have all been killed.” 
 I’m starting to get scared for the first time. What’s going to happen to me? Why 
aren’t they questioning me if they already suspect me of something? I know that I’m not 
a spy. I’m not working for anyone. No one is paying me. I have always acted according 
to my conscience. 

I think to myself. There are three possibilities: 
 a) They suspect that I’m involved in the illicit act of espionage of JNA’s military 
base for Croatia or some other power. In that case, if they want to know the truth, they 
should be questioning me. They should be undertaking all the procedures and steps to 
determine the facts. They don’t have to know I’m not a spy. They have to determine it. 
But they aren’t, maybe, because … 
 b) They know I’m not a spy. So why are they holding me? What do they want 
from me? 
 c) The third possibility is that they know I am a spy, which is impossible. Not 
least, because I know I AM NOT! To be able to prove it, they need evidence, but they 
don’t have it. Because I AM NOT a spy, and there is no proof to that effect. 

I kept regurgitating the possible situations in my head, nervously analysing 
WHAT IF THIS and WHAT IF THAT scenarios. The time was passing. TV Belgrade or 
TV Montenegro kept rolling films with the main characters being the Ustasha. A thought 
crossed my mind: What if they plant something on me? What if they need to reveal a 
Croatian spy? Once again, I recalled the film about Špegelj. It’s only been four days 
since the film was first televised. Is that what this is about? Would they dare? Am I the 
scapegoat? The crown witness? Why did they choose me? 

I remembered my camera bag and the agent that took it out of the police station. 
The film is in the camera, in both. They can quickly go to the closest army base and take 
some shots as if I had taken them, as a continuation of the photos I took of Perast and 



‘Our Lady of the Rocks’. Perfect evidence! That’s what’s going to happen. 
Why didn’t I take the films out? Why did I make their task easier? Fool. Idiot. I 

started to panic. I should have foreseen this. Just think of Kosovo. How many times had I 
been in a similar situation and always managed to rewind the film. You push the button 
on the camera, and it rewinds the film. I would even manage to put in a new, unexposed 
film and expose an empty one, so they would think that was the film I was working on. 

I asked the on-duty guard to call someone. I need to speak with someone. He 
takes no notice of me. It will be almost midnight soon. I tried again. I tried to bluff him. I 
need to immediately speak to his superior; otherwise, they’ll all be found in an awkward 
situation. He checks me out, assesses. Lazily he reaches for the phone. It seems to take 
forever. He says something. I can’t hear what he is saying. They come for me, in civilian 
clothes, take me up to the first floor. There are six of them inside. What do they want? 
What do they want from me? They know I’m innocent. Are they going to let me go? The 
uncertainty is palpable. 

I tell them I have to make a phone call by midnight. To whom? To Sbutega. 
“You can’t,” I tell them that a problem will occur if I don’t make the call by then. 
That was what I agreed to. The world and local public will raise the alarm. Silence. 
“Can you call someone else?” 
“I can call my friend in Start's office.” 
“Why don’t you call your brother?” 
“I can’t,” I lie, “he’s on a trip.” 
Silence. “Well, call your friend then.” He hands me the phone. 
I dial the number in Zagreb and call Ines. I got a line immediately. Ringing. 

Ringing. It kept ringing for so long. God, just let Ines be at home. I hope she’s at home. 
Maybe she’s sleeping? Will she wake up? God, let her be at home. I hope she hasn’t 
gone out. God, what if she’s asleep. Ringing. Wake up. Wake up! Ines is the only one 
who will catch on to what is going on. Only Ines. 

“Hellooo.” 
“Thank God! Ines. Listen. Everything is OK. I’ve been arrested. I’m in Herceg-

Novi. They’re accusing me of espionage. But everything is okay.” Ines quickly woke up. 
“There’s no need to do anything. Everything is okay. Don’t call anyone. You know what 
we agreed. For now.” 

“I’ll call your publishers in France and Vienna. I will call...” 
“Ines... Ines. Listen carefully. Don’t call anyone for now. If I don’t get back to 

you by ten tomorrow morning, then call. Bye.  Ines, bye.”  
It worked. Thank God. My bluff worked. Checkmate! We talk. Now I’m at ease. 
I tell them that I’m afraid they might plant something to incriminate me. The 

guards are offended. They are familiar with my work and value it highly. They are 
professionals in their jobs, too, just like I am in mine. That’s what I’m afraid of. They ask 
me about Kosovo. The Alternatives. Who do I know among them, with whom am I in 
contact? They ask about Don Branko, about Slaven Letica. How come I have his 
personal phone number? They ask, even though I have the impression they already know 
all the answers. They talk about me. They commend my work. They say they noticed that 
I manage to mingle well in crowds. I observe them. I no longer have to shut up. Now that 
someone outside this building knows where I am, I don’t need to be afraid anymore. And 
I’m not. I ask, is that a job offer? If it is, thanks, but I already have a job. 



Wednesday morning, 9.30 a.m., they returned my things. My camera bag, the bag 
with my films, my books, notes, photographs, a large bunch of keys that I didn’t even 
realise they had taken. They offer me their handshakes. Apologise. A job’s a job. You 
know how it is. They offer me the phone to call Zagreb. 

No. Thanks. I’ll call from the post office. Give my regards to Dragan.  
Get out. Run while you can. Run. Foot on the gas. Gas. Gas.  
Free.  
God. What was that? UDBA. KOS. Or all of them together. 

 
Zagreb, 15 July 1991 
After that episode in Montenegro, I didn’t go out on the road for some time. I asked the 
flat owner I had rented out in Pristina to change the locks on the door. He did so the 
same day, without even asking for an explanation. Obviously, everything was clear to 
him too.  

Jacques Cousteau and his team were ousted from Kopački rit, a unique natural 
ornithological reserve. It was a last-ditch effort to do something to protect the entire area. 
Before leaving, Cousteau dived into the waters of the Plitvice Lakes. 

Those would be the last shots of the lakes taken before the bloody events that 
followed.  

The conflicts in Slavonia and Knin took a turn for the worse. 
In mid-March, I returned to Kosovo. I wanted to record a unique religious ritual 

by Islamic mystics named Dervishes. It occurs once a year on the first day of spring. The 
ritual is known as the Dance of the Dervish. The best place for that is Prizren, the centre 
of the Dervish order for Kosovo and Yugoslavia. Ten days before it, I went to Prizren 
and met with sheikh Džemail, the elder, for all Dervish orders. We discussed the 
recording. The Dervish dance is interesting for its dhikr: the ritual invocation of inserting 
swords, knives and needles of various sizes into one’s body. The dance is also conducted 
on razor-sharp edged blades: without a drop of blood! 

At the same time, on the other side of the country, a ‘bloody’ Easter dawned in 
Plitvice. Serbs were erecting barricades around Vukovar. In Vinkovci, the JNA was 
firing tear gas at the crowd that had gathered. In Osijek, JNA tanks were out on the 
streets. In Dalj, Serb extremists attacked the police station. 

In Zagreb, Croatia’s President Franjo Tuđman was greeting all Orthodox 
believers who celebrate Easter according to the Julian calendar.  

In Belgrade on that same day, the 8 th of April, Vojislav Šešelj, the leader of the 
Chetnik forces, announces the Serbs' intention regarding the western border of a Great 
Serbia - along the line of Karlobag - Karlovac - Virovitica. The JNA begins a 
systematic and well-planned armament of the Serbian population in Croatia. 
 
11 April, in Goražde, a truck with Kragujevac (Serbian) issued number plates is 
intercepted. It has counterfeit documents. A search reveals 1,119 automatic rifles in the 
truck.  
15 April, the population census is completed. 
2 May, in Borovo Selo, on the outskirts of Vukovar, 13 Croatian policemen are killed in 
an ambush by Serb rebels. 
18 May, a referendum is held in the entire territory of the Republic of Croatia for an 



independent and sovereign Croatia. Eighty-five per cent of voters registered in the 
electoral roll go to the polls, and 94.17% vote for an independent and sovereign Croatia, 
while only 4.18% vote against it. 
14 June, Željko Ražnjatović, aka Arkan, and his Serb extremists, the White Eagles, are 
proclaimed guilty before the District Attorney for preparing an armed rebellion against 
the Republic of Croatia and are released from prison. Later, as the war developed in 
Croatia, Arkan and his White Eagles will massacre and take vengeance against 
Croatian civilians. 
25 June, The republics of Croatia and Slovenia proclaim their independence and 
sovereignty. Two days later, 27 June, war erupts in Slovenia between JNA forces and the 
Territorial Defence Forces of Slovenia. I was in Kosovo when the war broke out. It was 
then that I realised what we had all known would eventually occur had begun: War! I 
gathered my belongings, and under cover of night, I headed for Dubrovnik via Sandžak. 
Croatian Television takes over televising Slovenia’s national broadcaster. The war entered 
our homes.  

Now, however, it is not some spectacular, high tech war or TV show. As seen 
during the Desert Storm, we sit in front of our TV screens for hours, days following the 
developments. However, this war involves people with recognizable names and 
surnames, friends, neighbours, and relatives. We spend hours on the phone trying to find 
out about our loved ones' fate and their families. 

The wave of violence is spreading throughout my homeland. JNA tanks attempt 
to leave their depots. The people, unarmed, stand in front of the army gates, trying to stop 
the tanks from leaving. Nearby in Murska Subotica, Croatian civilians lie on the road 
across the bridge, forming a live carpet, blocking a column of tanks heading towards 
Slovenia. Another column of tanks, armoured transporters and trucks, at least a dozen 
kilometres long, heads out from Belgrade towards Croatia. They are carrying all the 
necessary logistics with them and are entirely autonomous. Part of the column of tanks 
enters into Baranja. At the same time, one section remains stationed on the border to 
Croatia in Vojvodina (Serbia).  
10 July, the Chetniks burned down the village of Ćelije in eastern Slavonia. 
 
Zagreb, 21 July 1991 
With the unselfishness and sacrifice of the national broadcaster’s young photographer, 
scenes of the burnt down village of Ćelije were released. The public saw the horrific 
images of absolute destruction. During those days, the enemy forces’ artillery was active, 
shelling the Banovina region in central Croatia. A radio message by a JNA colonel 
Lekić or Letić was intercepted. He ordered the tank shelling of the Croatian village of 
Dragotinci near Petrinja. Croatian Television did not have any footage of this. 
 In the evening, I was sitting with a group of friends. We spoke about the shoddy 
reporting and chronic lack of footage on Croatian Television. Oliver, a good friend of 
mine and a reporter for Croatian Television, tells us it’s impossible to get footage from 
occupied areas. Any attempt to obtain such footage was equal to committing suicide. I 
asked him, in his opinion, where the most dangerous place was? Dragotinci. OK, Oliver, 
you’ll get some pictures from Dragotinci then. We bet for dinner.  
 A day earlier, the State Bureau of Statistics released the results of the population 
census. In April, Croatia had a population of 4,760,344 residents. Of that number, 77.9% 



were Croats, 12.2% were Serbs, 2.2% were Yugoslavs, and so on. 
 
Dragotinci, 23 July 1991 
We were in Dragotinci today. Ines and I. Thank God we managed to leave – ALIVE. 
Oliver, you owe us dinner. 
 My old partner Ines. Back in Kosovo, where I was working on my book on 
Kosovo, I worked with Ines on an article for Start magazine. Now we are working on 
this for the Nedjeljni weekly. 
 It wasn’t that early when we set off. We were driving towards Petrinja. We left 
Zagreb, Velika Gorica, Turopolje with their beautiful wooden houses behind us. 
Flowers in flower boxes hanging from the windowsills. People were heading out towards 
the fields. Children were taking cattle out to graze. A little morning fog was still lingering 
on the horizon. The dew reflects the morning sun. An immense, grand blue sky. Life is 
beautiful.  
 Life. I still haven’t told Ines that we are going to Dragotinci. I just might hint at it. 
I’ll let her know along the way, sort of spontaneously. But it doesn’t take much to convince 
Ines. She’d go in any case. 
 Our first stop in Petrinja is at the JNA army base. That’s where they recently shot 
at the police, their neighbours. 
 They won’t give us any statements, in the police station. They direct us to Sisak 
because they aren’t allowed to say anything. Ines is angry. Had we gone to the Chetniks, 
she says, they would have put out the red carpet just to exploit an opportunity to put their 
case forward. They’re cunning. They know the power of the media. 
 We head back to the centre of town to the local social club. The HNS - (Croatian 
People’s Party) is holding a panel discussion with the key speakers, Savka Dabčević-
Kučar, Mate Meštrović and others. Srećko Bijelić, who says he’s a Serb, gives an 
emotional performance.  In World War II, he says, they forced the Chetniks away from 
here, and now they have to do that again. In want of a sign of hope, the public, mainly 
displaced people, listens in awe and expresses ovations as they share their own stories 
and lament. 
 The caravan leaves. We leave too. 
 In the centre of town, the Gavrilović building bears the sign of the Red Cross. We 
enter. While we are talking with the Red Cross volunteers, newly displaced persons 
continue to arrive. We leave and head towards the Caritas office in the parish presbytery. 
It’s lively there too. We ask about these displaced people. Where are they from? Does 
anyone know anything about Dragotinci? Is it possible to get there? 
 The news got around town that we were asking about Dragotinci. A man 
approaches us. He’s carrying a plastic bag. If we are going, he’d like to come with us, if 
he may. He’ll show us the way. 
 So the decision is made. We’re going. God help us. 
 We leave town. Hrastovica is the last village still in Croatian hands in the direction we 
are heading. A Croatian National Guard – ZNG soldier tell us that it is at our own risk if we go 
any further. Wishes us luck. 
 Thanks. We’ll need it. 
 We are driving along an asphalted road. Nobody is coming from the opposite direction. 
We didn’t come across even one vehicle. Not a living soul. We pass through abandoned villages. 



Everything seems in order. Houses seem to be intact. The fruit trees bear ripe fruit. Their 
branches are hanging laden with the weight of the fruit. Nobody is picking it. The wheat is 
turning golden, swaying in the breeze. The surrounding hills are covered in forests. Everything is 
green. Everything is teeming with life. But this isn’t life. It is reminiscent of the story of Snow 
White. Everything is asleep as if the entire landscape has been frozen in time, frozen by some 
supernatural will. No movement. No sound. No life. Nothing warm. Even the birds seem to have 
compromised and adapted to this eerie scenario. There aren’t any. No chirping. No flight. 
 The car’s motor makes a treacherous sound and can probably be heard from a distance. 
We are in the car but huddled by our thoughts. No comments are made. No gestures are made. 
We fit in well and mirror this general scenery. Uphill, along a gravel road, we arrive in 
Prnjavor. We stop in front of a house. Our guide gets out and opens the gate. We drive the car 
into the yard. He says, if Martić's forces come along, let them think it is a local resident. The car 
is clearly marked PRESS. I quickly remove the tell-tale sign. Our guide won’t go any further. 
We have to continue on our own, on foot. That’s the best way. I take my camera bag out of the 
car. I emptied my pockets of all my documents and personal belongings, leaving just a little 
money, just in case we are caught. They love money. I don’t want to disappoint them. I take one 
camera. I removed the motor from it, so it is lighter and smaller. I put it in the pocket of my 
trousers. I put a wide-angled lens in my other pocket, and telescopic lens and a roll of film. I put 
another film in the camera. That’s all. Ines does the same. We hide our things in the basement. 
 Our guide shows us the way. Just straight ahead. Watch out. There is a crossroad ahead. 
A little path leads to the right. Don’t go that way. It leads straight into a Serb village, and just one 
other thing. Right at that intersection on the left side of the road is a Serb house. Go past it 
quietly. Good luck. It’s just a few kilometres away. If you’re not back by five, I’ll...  
 I take a look at my watch. It’s almost two. We head off. Our feet stick to the earth. I can 
barely lift my feet off the ground. We walk quietly. If any branch cracks under our shoes, we 
freeze. Did anyone hear? The slightest sound seems to be one hundred times louder in my head. 
Each movement requires one hundred times more strength than usual. I’m shaking from the cold 
and sweating at the same time. Is Ines feeling the same? I don’t ask. Oh, God! God, remember 
all the splendid promises you gave me. God! Remember that your son is walking through the 
valley of the shadow of death. 
 We leave the village. Quietly, like thieves. The protective shadows of the fruit trees 
along the roadside remain behind us. We come out into a clearance. The southern slopes are 
covered in cornfields. Luckily, the corn has grown high. It provides some sort of protection from 
unwanted views. I give Ines a sign to walk to the right. That side seems more assuring because it 
can protect us from above. I strain to hear anything. I jerk at every more robust sound of the 
wind. Watch. Ines is in high heels. Naturally! I could have told her to wear something more 
appropriate. But I didn’t. I’m angry with myself. She could have thought of it herself. It’s war, 
after all, for fuck’s sake. The anger seems to help me put aside my fear. Just take it easy! 
 The cornfield turns into a field of wheat. Now that’s a problem. They can see us served 
on a platter. I try to think, if I was in their position, where would I set an ambush. I look around. 
Up, on the hill, of course. It’s easier to fire from above downwards than vice versa. In any case, 
there is some sort of forest along the ridge of the hill. It could be a perfect hiding spot to hide 
from view. 
 I conclude if there’s anyone there, that’s where they would be: up there. We faked some 
forced leisure, waving our arms around all sides. I kept my eye on the ridge and forest above the 
entire time as if we were just passing by. We come across some bush to our left, to the right, a 



sparse row of trees. There is a road, two benches, like in front of an old village school a little 
further on the left. Names and dates are carved into the wood. In the dusty gravel road, traces of 
an off-road vehicle. Tiny metal fragments littered around the benches. 
 We head on further. Everything is okay for now. In the first clearance to the left, down 
the road, a discarded army shirt. Bloody. Next to it, an empty box of ammunition and a bloodied 
bandages. Empty bullet cases again. A little further on empty cans of Spam. A bottle of rakija: 
moonshine, next to them. There’s still half a bottle left. 
 We approach the village. The further we go, the more empty brass cartridge cases there 
are. If we went the right way, that should be Dragotinci. If not, then our fate is sealed. 
 Utter silence in the village. Not a living soul. The facades are riddled with rifle 
fire. In the window of a wooden house, in the left panel, is a little statue of The Mother 
of God, towards the right, Jesus. The road glitters with the remnants of empty brass 
cases: detritus of war. We enter a yard. The gate squeaks. A double-storey house. The 
blinds are down. We call out to the owner. We tell them they don’t need to be afraid. We 
wait. No answer. 
 We move on. Cautiously. I hear cows mooing in the fields. Someone has to be 
here. Yes, just a little further on, a man comes out of a little wooden house. We introduce 
ourselves. A woman is preparing lunch inside the house. The house is poor but tidy. The 
exterior walls are adorned with shelves and flowerpots, and lots of flowers. Their son, 
eighteen-year-old Jandro, appears. He is our future guide through the village. We talk. 
They tell us there are only about twenty people still left in the entire village. The rest 
have evacuated. Some have gone to Petrinja, some to Zagreb, Sisak, and some even 
beyond that, to the coast, where it’s safer. No, we won’t go. Whatever happens. We don’t 
have much. But what we have is ours. You don’t leave that behind. 
 Jandro takes us through the village. As we move on, the strength of the silence 
can be heard. There aren’t any usual trappings of everyday life; someone taking water 
from a well, the squeaking of wooden cartwheels, a housewife singing as she cooks the 
daily meal. There’s no barking of dogs. Neighbours aren’t calling out to each other, 
inviting them in for a shot of rakija or cup of coffee before lunch. Here and there, the 
moan of a hungry cow in a shed rings out in that silence.  Jandro says that the people 
who have stayed feed and care for their neighbours’ cattle, giving them water. As long 
as they are here, nothing will go missing. Nothing will disappear. We are watching 
theirs like our own. Even more so. 
 Jandro tells us that it was nice here before, while the Croatian police were here at 
the social hall, which doubled as a local station. They were youths just a bit older than him. 
The young villagers socialised with them. They would stay up late into the night, talk, 
listen to the radio, and watch TV until midnight. 
 “The village isn’t nice anymore,” says Jandro, “because it’s bare. I don’t have any 
company anymore.” He’s the youngest. All the others who have remained are much older 
than him. He takes us to a yard where three elderly men are sitting with two women. A 
woman in black is standing in tears. A pink children’s Rosary hanging around her neck. 
 They say: 
 “We are at a dead-end here in this miserable valley. I spent two days in a colony 
in Petrinja. I couldn’t. I wanted to come back. I returned. The cow is lying down. It can’t 
stand on its legs. Poor thing, it props up on its front legs and then collapses. Everything 
would have died had we not come back. We’re taking care of everyone’s livestock, but 



it’s not easy. I go into someone’s yard. I don’t know if the house is empty, whether 
someone is still there. What are we to do? What? Weep. I howl. I look out for the cattle 
and feed the chickens. The wheat is laid down. It’s high time to reap that wheat. 
Everything is going to ruin. But the harvester is theirs,” she tells us. 
 “The first time they came, there were fifteen of them. The next time there were 
twenty. They came in a Gavrilović truck accompanied by a police car – Krajina police. 
They were offended by the flag. They said: ‘Take down that Croatian flag with the 
chequerboard – (the Croatian Coat of Arms)!’ The first time they came, they had 
camouflage uniforms. It fooled us. We thought they were our men. The second time they 
came, they banged on the doors. They drilled everything with bullets. They claimed they 
were looking for hidden weapons. They smashed whatever they could. Especially holy 
statues. Smashed. One wasn’t that bad. He said, leave the old lady alone, don’t touch her.” 
 “Yesterday, we went to Jabukovac to negotiate. They said they didn’t have 
anything against us but that no Croatian police officer could come to the village. 
 Then again, it could be worse. Nobody in the village was killed. We all like to 
pray, but that seems futile. Whatever! We got together and fled. We’re not running 
anymore. There are some people, two or three, who didn’t go anywhere the entire time. 
We fled on Sunday, running on all fours and crawling all the way to Prnjavor, yes. We 
came back on Tuesday. There were good people in Dragotinci. We stayed low. We never 
tried to be ahead of ourselves. Always be modest, be humble. We prayed a lot.” 
 “Listen, I’m fifty-five years old. I have worked for fifty. I’ve been taking care of 
pigs since I was five, yes, for fifty years. I built my house and property with my kids. 
Could I have known it would be like this? Now it’s okay. Martić’s men haven’t been here 
since Thursday. The only thing is that it is all burnt down. We don’t need anything now. 
There were some reserves. My family is in Petrinja now. My son is apparently in 
Malinska. We decided to stay. We’ve huddled together as one family. We all sleep in the 
same house. I’m afraid. When the cow accidentally hits the barn door with its hoof, I 
startle. I immediately think they’re shooting again. Here they come.” 
 I cooked some beans today. We eat together. In the evenings, we sit, listen to the 
transistor. What is there to hope for? There’s nothing good to hear. How is all this going 
to end? That’s all we talk about; we’re constantly mulling over that.” 
 Our hostess gets up. She takes us into the house to show us. The entry door handle 
has disintegrated from bullets. The glass is smashed. In the kitchen, the table is set for 
lunch. Soup bowls, plates, fork to the left of the plate, a knife to the right, then a spoon, 
serviette. Behind the table a TV set – a hole. The wall is drilled with bullet holes. The 
hostess explains that a holy picture used to hang there. That bothered them. Okay. But the 
TV, why did it bother them? 
 She takes us further to Grandma’s room. In the corner of the room, there was an 
old wooden chest that grandma had prepared for her death: a top cover, bottom cover, a 
pillow, underwear, petticoat, skirt, blouse, jumper, scarf. “On top of the clothes,” our 
hostess tells us, “Grandma had prepared a crucifix. Then he came. The chest wouldn’t 
open, so he got angry. He shot at it until the lock fell off. Then he shot at grandma’s 
things. He searched for money. He turned everything over. When he couldn’t find 
anything, he got even meaner. He shot around the room, at the walls, the pictures. They 
did the same in my daughter-in-law’s room. They turned everything over there too. They 
took a gold necklace. Let them have it. They shot around that room, too, at the walls. 



They turned everything upside down.” 
  Wherever we go, the door handles have been destroyed by bullets, walls and 
pictures are drilled with bullet holes, everything is overturned. All the houses, those still 
standing that weren’t burnt, went through the same procedure. As we go from house to 
house Jandro waits in the yard. He sits by the wall, tossing stones into the distance.  
 We go further to St. Anthony’s chapel. A tidy wooden fence surrounds it. Inside the 
fence, next to the chapel a tall, strong pine tree. For shade. The chapel is neat, freshly painted. 
White. Here too, Jesus has been killed again and again for God only knows which time.  
 Behind the chapel, there is a crossroad. One road leads up to the right. There used to 
be a house here that once belonged to Stjepan and Mara Šustić. Now it’s incinerated. 
Behind the pile of burnt rubble, what a grotesque sight, an unscathed concrete stairway 
protruding into the sky. It managed to survive the fire and shelling. Now it leads – 
nowhere. The road to hell, the thought crosses my mind. Next to the house, a burnt shed. 
There were pigs and cows in the shed. The locals poured lime over the carcasses and 
buried them for fear of infection. Miraculously, two piles of hay remained untouched. 
Ljudevit Vujnović’s house experienced the same fate. 
 “It used to be nice here. There were flowers,” says Jandro. “There wasn’t a house 
like it in all of Dragotinci.” 
 Only the chimney remained now and a stove. All that is left is burnt rubble, ashes, 
and an entire porcelain coffee set.  
 Next door is Anton Kardaš’s house. It wasn’t burnt. A tank fired directly at the 
house, destroyed the roof, and made a massive hole in the southern wall. Anton Kardaš 
lives in Germany. He wanted to come home and retire here. The local parish priest 
phoned and carefully explained the news to him. 

 We head back to the centre of the village, passing by the demolished local social 
hall, where the Croatian police were stationed. A plaque on the front wall: In memory of 
Kardaš, Nikola and Franka, who were loyal members of the KPJ – Communist Party 
of Yugoslavia and paid with their lives in 1941 for the freedom of our peoples. 
 It’s time for us to go. I hide the exposed film in my shoe, just in case. Jandro 
follows us to the edge of the village, stands for a while, then turns around and heads back. 
We go back the same way as we came. Everything should be the same as on our way 
here. But it isn’t. The fear I felt earlier has gone. In fact, everything has gone. Somehow, 
it was all the same to me. I wasn’t bothered by anything anymore, an ambush, a bullet, 
death. A deep sorrow, an undefined sadness, had overcome me completely. 
 We arrived in Prnjavor half an hour later than planned. Our companions were 
worried, particularly when they heard two shots fired. 
 We leave immediately. I’m not driving fast, but slowly. Just like it should be. Just 
like the speed marked on the road signs suggest. Suddenly, that seems to have become 
essential to me, to respect law and order. 
 Hrastovica. The Croatian soldier is pleased to see us. He says he had already 
given up, on us.   
 Petrinja. Our companions leave us. We wish each other luck, health and long 
life. Property can be acquired again. We roam around Petrinja a little longer. The Red 
Cross, Caritas. The retirement home. The locals tell us their stories. Children play. 
Twelve-year-old Ivan had a birthday on Sunday. Any other twelve-year-old boy would 
be inseparable from his toy car, but Ivan prefers to play with a knife. They can’t take it 



away from him. He even sleeps with it under his pillow. “You never know when a 
Chetnik might attack,” Ivan explains his loyalty to his new toy. 
 
Zagreb, 24 July 1991 
Croatian Television televised my shots from Dragotinci during the evening News and in a 
special edition following it. 
 
Zagreb, 26 July 1991 
Egon Scotland, a reporter for the Sueddeutsche Zeitung daily from Munich, was killed 
today. He is the first reporter to be killed in this dirty war. The killing occurred in the 
village of Jukinac, near Glina. His vehicle, clearly marked PRESS, was targeted by 
direct open gunshot fire. The shots came from the direction of residents who were 
supposedly “unarmed, threatened, weak Serbs.” Scotland’s companions in the car, also 
reporters — Udo Maure and Dietmar Schubitz from Austrian TV, Sussane Kupke and 
a reporter from the German DPA news agency — found refuge by swimming across the 
river and were taken in by Croatian soldiers. 
 
Kutina, 30 July 1991 
Ines called me last night at about 11 p.m. She said that a large column of refugees from 
villages in the Banovina region is heading towards Kutina. We leave immediately. Tim 
Judah, a reporter for The Times, is accompanying us. I drive through Velika Gorica 
bound for Sisak, hoping that we might meet them on the way if they head towards 
Zagreb during the night. 
 The night is dark, with no moonlight. We come across thick fog now and then, 
and I’m driving almost blindly, hoping that all is well. Occasionally, armed people appear 
out of the fog, some in uniform, others in civilian clothes. A sigh of relief in the car each 
time we realise they are Croatian defenders and organised villagers along the way we are 
travelling. They tell us: let them come, we’re waiting for them, we won’t run. We’re 
ready. They tell us the bridges are mined, pointing to somewhere in the fog. 
 Our nervousness is palpable because we headed out of Zagreb with the fuel tank 
being on reserve. Finally, we manage to refuel in Sisak. We arrived in Kutina about 
midnight. All the refugees are in the hotel. Tractors parked in the parking lot. Lots of 
tractors. Things were thrown into sidecars, obviously packed in a hurry. Some have 
benches attached so more people can ride. Others are covered with plastic sheeting or 
canvas. Some are standing bare, exposed to everyone’s looks, dishonoured right to the 
end in their tragedy, while the bundles of their salvaged belongings bathe in the neon 
HOTEL sign. This is probably the first time they’ve ever stepped into a hotel room for 
many of them. 
 The Red Cross is in the hotel lobby. So is the police chief. A large number of 
refugees are also in the lobby. They can’t sleep after everything they have experienced. 
They are all prepared to talk. They tell us what really happened in Struga. They say 
Višnja Blažević can tell us best what she saw, but she’s been sedated and has gone to 
rest. Someone wanted to wake her up. We tell them not to wake her, we’ll be back here in 
the morning.  
 We return to Zagreb, three hours of sleep and then back again. 
 They bring Višnja to us. Višnja is twenty years old. She’s a student at the Faculty 



of Physical Education. Tall and thin with black hair. Until a few days ago, she was 
probably a beautiful girl. Now her eyes have lost their glow, and her movements are 
slow. It’s as if she’s treading through the water. It’s probably because of the effects of the 
sedatives and partly due to what she has just experienced. As she speaks, her gaze 
wanders, and she stares into an unknown distance. I have the feeling that she’s reliving it 
all again, right here in front of us. Her eyes dilate wider, her body cramps as if guarding 
herself against the blows. As she speaks, I feel the pain in every spot they hit her. It’s as 
though each fist and baton that hit her were leaving their trace on my body now. I feel 
uncomfortable as she relives all this while retelling us, but I know it’s important to hear 
her testimony. 
 This is Višnja’s story: Zamlaća, the village where Višnja lived with her father, 
brother and grandmother, was first attacked with mortar shells. While the attack lasted, 
she hid in her brother’s room. She was alone in the house. Then someone broke down the 
front door. They stormed into the house and yelled: “Arms in the air!” She was scared 
and started praying to God that they don’t find her. They did, though. The door banged 
open, and HE was standing in the doorway. She recognised him straight away. He was 
her age. They went to school together, in the same grade. He recognised her too. He said: 
“Don’t be afraid. I’m not going to do anything to you.” He took her outside. Someone 
then noticed a gold cross on her necklace. It made them angry, and they started beating 
her: fists, batons, legs. They asked her to throw her necklace to the ground. She did. Then 
someone found a walkie-talkie in her brother’s room, not a real one, a toy, but that didn’t 
matter. They beat her again. They demanded she give them the secret code used to report 
to the police. She had no idea what they were talking about but they beat her again. When 
they got tired, they stopped. Then someone remembered to ask her where the others were 
hidden. She didn’t know, so they beat her again. In the end, they put her among the other 
hostages, who were standing by the road. They used them as a human shield. They were 
forced to march in front of the truck marked “Police – Krajina”, which had a heavy 
machine gun, a mine launcher and an anti-aircraft weapon attached. They marched 
through the village in the direction of Struga. They had to hold their hands on their 
heads. The Chetniks fired shots above their heads and laughed. They found three police 
officers in one house. They ordered them to crawl. Their knees were bloody from 
crawling, and then they ordered them to take off their clothes. They were left completely 
naked. Then, they started beating them with their batons and kicking them, naked as they 
were. They ordered the hostages to turn away and not to watch. After that, wounded and 
bloody, they were ordered to run through the field. They started, wobbling from pain, 
completely red with dripping blood. The Chetniks laughed. Then they all started shooting 
at them. More than a thousand bullets pierced their bodies because all the Chetniks had 
automatic rifles, and there were about a hundred of them. 
 One hostage turned around and saw this scene: dead soldiers. The Chetniks 
approached them and slit their throats with knives. 
 A lot of the hostages felt nauseous from it all and vomited. The Chetniks laughed. 
They shot over their heads into the air. They continued towards Struga. Višnja’s 
grandmother was old. She was tired and fell. They killed her on the spot where she fell. 
Even though it’s only a few kilometres away, the journey to Struge lasted about six 
hours, because they moved slowly. They came across a battle in Struge. They all threw 
themselves to the ground and tried to find shelter. Mate Drndelić’s son-in-law sacrificed 



himself. He tied several grenades around his waist and ran and jumped straight onto a 
truck driven by Martić’s men. He blew himself and them up. Only his head remained. 
That’s how they defended Struga from the Chetniks. 
 Then, when the Chetniks began losing, the federal JNA army stepped in to create 
a “buffer zone between the warring sides.” They ordered the Chetniks to go. As they left, 
they kept shooting. That’s when they killed Višnja’s uncle. Dead as he was, they slit his 
throat. The JNA collected the wounded Croatians too. They took the first three to the 
hospital in Dvor na Uni. When they returned for the next four, the first three were found, 
killed and butchered on the road. The Chetniks didn’t allow anyone to bury them. 
 As all the witnesses in the human shield told us, the Chetniks who attacked and 
killed didn’t come from Serbia. They were their neighbours, with whom they had lived 
with side by side for years. Some were even related to them through mixed marriages. 
They were the best men at their weddings. Friends. Or at least it seemed that way. Now, 
it all seems different. Hate brewed for years, bottled up, only for it to explode now. There 
are many tragic cases when, for example, a brother shoots his sister and her children 
because she married an “Ustasha.” 
 While we were talking inside, the people outside were preparing to leave, to 
continue towards Sisak. They leave the hotel, their refuge for one night. They leave 
silently. No shouting. No gestures. Their faces seem lost. They modestly thank the hotel’s 
management for their help. For everything: for the bed, for the attention, for the kind 
word, for breakfast. Finally, they apologise for the inconvenience, because they... you 
know... some even cried quietly, recalling the image of their homes... the house, the 
property they left behind. You rise at dawn when the sun awakes, milk the cows. What 
joy, the milk is steaming, you feed the cattle, cows, pigs. There’s a lot of work to do. The 
barns are full. The chickens wander around. They are hungry too, chooks, hens, ducks, 
geese, sipping water and wobbling around as you feed them. The wheat, corn, sheds are 
full, there was always a lot to do. Still, it was rewarding. You ploughed, sowed, fertilised, 
dug up, harvested, stored hay in the sheds, kept your machinery intact, your tractor, 
harvester and all its accessories. Then there’s the orchard, vineyard, rakija to make, wine, 
Sunday Mass, praying to God, praying to God … 
 There, they stood, squeezing their bundles and sticking together with other people 
from their village. What are they carrying in those bundles, in their bags? What 
possessions did they collect from their wealth, from the properties they had, to take with 
them into the unknown, to have at hand? What’s inside? Is it gold, money, cash? Is it a 
woven national dress worn by their ancestors or the suits they are wearing now, shirts, 
socks, and spare pants? Or is it a handful of wheat from their barn? Or a lump of dirt 
from the threshold of their home? What? 
 The column forms. The tractors have lined up one behind the other. People are 
climbing onto them. I watch. Some don’t have a sidecar, but a tiny cage, one metre by a 
metre and a half. They used to carry pigs, sheep, calves in them. Now people are staring 
at me from behind the caged bars.  
 Reporters and photographers who have just arrived from the metropolis run 
around taking shots. What a good shot, some of them comment. People hide their faces. 
They’re humiliated. They are embarrassed. I’m embarrassed too for these people, because 
of my colleagues. They run, up, down, alongside the column, clicking away, poking 
cameras into people’s faces. Yet, these people would run if they could get out of these 



caged pens. Do they need this further indignity too? 
 The column passes by. Slowly. Residents come out to greet them. Quietly. 
Everything looks like a huge funeral procession. Now and then, a local resident moves 
closer to the column and shoves a bundle of food they had prepared earlier, into the trailer 
as they utter GOOD LUCK, the way miners usually do when they go underground. The 
people in the column don’t respond. They just watch on. They pass by watching. Those 
staying weep silently. Their neighbours are leaving now, when will their turn come? 
 
Zagreb, 31 July 1991 
Today, we went to see General Ivan Rukavina. He speaks about omissions in organising 
Croatia’s defence, of the need to form a special centralised place that would systematically 
and professionally conduct and coordinate defence actions on all the front lines. Something 
like an army headquarters or the like. He speaks about the unexploited reserve units and 
personnel officers and the concept of “arming the people” because a nation that defends 
itself is unbeatable… 

 Yesterday, Tim asked me to send my photos to The Times. I sent them straight 
away.  
 
Zagreb, 2 August 1991 
Refugees from Aljmaš and Dalj testify to the horrific massacre in Dalj. According to 
eyewitness accounts, more than a hundred civilians, Croatian soldiers and police officers 
were brutally killed. Some were buried in mass graves, while others were still lying 
where they were executed. Reporters are banned from approaching. Those brave ones, 
who managed to send the news, were treated the same as the rest – they were killed. A 
reporter for Glas  Slavonije, Stjepan Penić, was killed in the most horrific way on the local 
football ground. His body was left lying on the pitch, only to be burned on the third day. A 
reporter was killed, but the news goes on to live. 
 
Šibenik, 6 August 1991 
Today, I met Robert Storić in Šibenik, the first and only surviving prisoner of the war 
camp in Knin, used to incarcerate Croatians. The first news I heard about the POW 
camp was from an Italian reporter, Paola. Following a trace of unverified information, it 
took me to the director of the Šibenik Psychiatric Hospital. He was my contact, and he 
managed to arrange for me to meet with Robert. 
 Robert Storić is twenty-one years old. He’s going to be a dad soon. He’s an 
active policeman in the Šibenik police administration. As he speaks of the past events, he 
lowers his head, stares at the floor. He’s ashamed. 
 I watch him as he speaks. His voice is quiet but calm. His speech is 
comprehensive as if he is justifying his torturer’s actions, not for himself, but for their 
sake. I understand his shame. He’s not embarrassed for himself, who had to bear witness 
to it all, but he is ashamed for them, his torturers who had to and wanted to do that. In the 
end, he sums up: “No, I don’t hate them, I pity them. You know, they are sick. They need 
help.” 
 Unintentionally, as I listened in my head, I contemplated the connection with The 
Bible: Golgotha, Jesus on the cross, HIM, crucified, UP THERE. THEY, his torturers, 
DOWN THERE...they are frightened by the serenity he suffers with and punish him even 



more...even harder…  
 This is what Robert tells us: 
 “On the fifth of July, I headed off, as usual, by bus to work. I live in Čista Velika. 
There’s a bus that connects all the villages in Šibenik’s hinterland. It was a warm day. I 
was nodding off in the front seat. I didn’t notice when the bus turned off and headed 
towards Bratiškovci, which isn’t part of its usual route. I only woke up when I heard the 
yelling, swearing and felt the barrel of a gun on my face. They threw me out and started 
beating me. They cursed me. They called me an animal, murderer, Ustasha. There was 
some fellow Javor with them. He worked with me in the police force before. He knew 
my name and surname. He also called me an Ustasha, murderer and beat me along with 
the rest. I saw as the bus driver shut the bus's doors, calmly turned it around, and headed 
back to its regular route. It was near the cafe in Bratiškovci. They threw me into their 
Police – Krajina vehicle and drove to Knin. They threw me into a room where there 
were some other people. Before the earthquake, it used to be a hospital. Now it’s a prison 
camp for Croatians. There’s another camp, up there, in the old fortress. It’s much bigger 
than the one where I was. The other one is full, so they opened a new one here in the 
hospital. There are ten rooms here. There are ten people in each of them. Previously, 
these rooms were part of the neuropsychiatric ward, when it was a hospital. 
 They beat us every day. With their fists. Boots. Batons. Rifle butts. That wasn’t 
the worst of it. You watch out and try and protect your kidneys, but it’s not easy. They 
made us do other things too. They’d strip us naked and force us to perform sexual acts. 
They’d laugh and beat us. I couldn’t. I didn’t want to. They hit me for any reason, for no 
reason. It didn’t matter. They would have beaten me in any case. They did other things 
too. They’d make you take a knife or gun that was connected to a live electric wire. This 
would amuse them, and they’d laugh. 
 They beat us every day, but mostly at night time: from nine in the morning until 
six in the evening. Sometimes they beat everyone as they went along, and sometimes 
they’d pick out someone in particular and beat them. They come to the door, cock their 
guns, enter, call someone out. Sometimes you could hear as they unlock the doors to the 
other rooms, then you know you’re next. You can hear them approach. You don’t have 
any particular thoughts at that moment. You make the sign of the cross and wait your 
turn. It was the only certainty you knew. You never knew exactly when, but you knew for 
certain they were coming. They beat you with their boots or batons. Beat you like cattle. 
You don’t feel the pain of the blows. Later you return to your room, make two or three 
squats, shake your head and go to sleep. Sometimes they come back and get you again. 
Beat you again. You return once again.  
 It’s not real sleep. I would sleep maybe twenty minutes during the night. They 
yell, throw knives into the doors, ten of them thrusting their bayonets. You shudder each 
time they hit the door. Music rings out loudly all night long. They listen to their Chetnik 
songs. The lyrics intoxicate everyone. Or they are just constantly drunk. 
 Sometimes, they’d bring some civilians to see real-life Ustasha. When you hear 
the door unlocking, you have to stand up, gaze at the floor. They demanded that we stare 
at the floor. They would say we’re not dignified enough for them to look at us, to see 
their faces. Old people would come, young girls too and women and children. The guards 
would let them in and say, here are your Ustasha, murderers. When you hear that, then 
you know they’re speaking to you. Nobody would force these people to come here. They 



would have come on their own. They would beg to be allowed to see. Demanded! To see 
the Ustasha. That meant us - murderers, Croats, livestock. We would stare at the floor, 
and they would comment: look at the Ustasha, look at the murderer, we’ll kill you all, 
we’ll slaughter you. We’ve prepared the execution dock. Slit their throats! What are you 
waiting for?  
 They wanted to break us, mentally and physically, and there was no way to 
defend ourselves. There was no chance of escaping. There was no chance for you to try 
and reason with them, to say something. It didn’t help. There was no understanding. They 
all think the same, Martić’s soldiers and those women, even the most minor child. To 
them, we’re all Ustasha, and that means Ustasha, murderer, Croat, animal. Those ten 
days, they displayed us like animals in the zoo, and the worst thing is that they would 
bring their children to see us. These children would then yell: give me a knife so that I 
can slit their throat. I felt...weak, helpless. You can’t believe this is happening. You can’t 
convince yourself that it is all true. 
 There were some doctors there too. Young women. Twenty-four or twenty-five. They 
were dressed in a dignified manner. They’d come inside and say: ‘Good day Ustasha! How 
are you, Ustasha? Are you well, Ustasha? They would walk around the room and tell each 
other: ‘Throw an analgesic to that one, don’t give this one anything, he’s faking it...’ The 
greatest empathy I had was for a commander from Glina. A quiet, peaceful man. He never 
raised his voice, never complained. They broke every bone in his body, his chest cavity. He 
must have been in terrible pain. But they didn’t manage to break him. Not mentally. He has a 
wife and three children waiting for him back home. He was the one that got the analgesic 
from the ‘doctors.’ A man with a fractured chest cavity who couldn't breathe from the pain. 
 Someone fromt the International Red Cross came. What can I say. They were 
horrified at what they saw. Everything was clear to them. They took our details. They said 
they’ll help us by telling them outside. Hygiene was horrific. People hadn’t bathed for a 
month. Their underwear was falling to bits on them. When theythe first time, nothing 
changed. Then they came again and saw the same situation. They banned civilians from 
coming, and the guards improved. 
 We dreamed about when we would be going home. We imagined what we would 
say, what our loved ones would tell us, and what we would do when and if they released 
us.  
 They knew my wife was pregnant. They threatened that if it were a son, they 
would get him too because he too would be an Ustasha. With this approach, everything 
seems normal, from when you eat and when you work and when they beat you and when 
they don’t. All those nights spent all those scenes. You don’t let your head register it all. 
 Sometimes during the night, you hear screams, they’re almost not human, people 
can’t scream like that, but screech, they were feral screeches, they weren’t normal. That’s 
when they burnt their sex organs with electricity and tied them, and pulled them apart. 
 When they caught me, some other people came, Serbs from Čista Mala. I knew 
them well. They pleaded for me. They came there to help me. Now they are being 
threatened that they’ll experience the same fate as me. Grulović was one of them. Now 
he’s faced with dire problems. Similarly, any man who exchanged two or three words 
helped me if he didn’t beat me. I greeted them all. I genuinely don’t hate them. I’ve never 
been able to think of vengeance. Maybe that’s good, and perhaps it isn’t, I don’t know. I 
can’t hate them. I pity them. I feel sorry for them. All of them!  



 There was one guard who called me to the fence. He asked, are you from 
Šibenik? Yes, I worked there. He knew a lot of people. He asked, do you have a phone? 
Yes. Give me the number, and I’ll call them for you. And he did. He was a man, after all. 
He came to the fence two or three times, and asked how I was. I have the feeling that 
none of them thought of themselves or their future. Chetnik songs all day long, beating 
into their heads. They’re all sick. I can’t hate them.” 
 
 

Zagreb, 9 August 1991 
Today, Gordan Lederer, a cameraman for Croatian Television, was killed. He died on the 
way to the hospital from wounds inflicted by sniper shots in Hrvatska Kostajnica. The JNA 
was asked to allow a helicopter to fly in and transport him to the hospital. It wasn’t 
approved. He bled to death. 
 
Zagreb, 19 August 1991 
A coup occurred in the Soviet Union. President Mikhail Gorbachev is under house 
arrest. Russia’s President Boris Yeltsin objected to the developments and called for 
resistance. 
 
Zagreb, 6 September 1991 
I returned from Paris, where I had gone regarding my Kosovo project. I spoke with my 
publishers and arranged for the text of my book with the authors. 
 Ismail Kadare is thrilled with the project. He promised all the help and support 
from other authors to finish their part of the job on time. I went to Magnum. I managed 
to get Ayperi’s approval to cover the war in Croatia. I’m on my way back home from 
Paris. I’m taking a French photographer Emmanuel Ortiz with me. I knew him from 
previously working in the field together. We drive directly without stopping. 
 
8 September 1991 
Today, we went out into the field, Emmanuel, a British photographer Rene Shultz and I. 
We did the rounds: Novska, Rajić, Dubica, Sisak, Petrinja for a start. We arrived in 
Novska first, via the motorway. It’s peaceful in Novska today. However, we’re looking 
for trouble and head on further to Rajić. The front line. Between Donji and Gornji 
Rajić, barricades. JNA military forces on one side, Croatian defenders on the other. 
 Between them, for a distance of about three hundred metres, no man’s land. We 
peep from behind a tanker lorry. Detonations can be heard in the distance. We decide to 
hunt down where they’re coming from. We drive back to Novska and from there to 
Jasenovac. On the bridge across the Sava River, Croatian soldiers are preparing lunch: 
Stew. We take up their offer and eat with them. We talk a little and then continue on our 
way to Dubica. While driving past, I noticed that the monument in Jasenovac is still 
standing. In Dubica, we ask about the chances of making it to Kostajnica. There were 
fierce battles there, recently and they are continuing. Croatian forces dare not go even in 
armoured vehicles, and they advise us not to go in our car either.   
 We returned to Jasenovac and drove further along the motorway. We are driving 
towards Sisak and Petrinja. In Petrinja, the bridge in the centre of town has been mined. 
A few days ago, fierce battles were fought here. Evident traces of the fighting can be seen 
everywhere. Houses riddled with machine gun fire. There is barely a window with any 



glass left, and these are the houses in a better condition than the rest. Other houses were 
hit directly with tank fire, and there was nothing left of them at all. The church in the 
centre of town experienced the same fate. Two direct hits in the middle of the steeple. In 
a counter-attack, the JNA and its tanks were forced back into the barracks. As they 
retreated, they dragged their steel machinery with them. The Croatian army is keeping 
them there, under its control for now. 
 The town is deserted. It’s eerie. Here and there, a delayed refugee is leaving town 
— a barefoot woman with two baskets and an old lady with a cane. A younger man in 
jeans, a camouflage uniform marked “Police,” with a leather belt and a row of bullets 
around his waist and an old M48 rifle, helps them cross the crumbled bridge. I'm passing 
a window of a house, next to the broken glass, a forgotten pet – a black cat with 
fluorescent eyes — the only living creature left in that abandoned house. 
 I come across a young Croatian soldier. He’s no older than twenty. He has an 
Iroquois hairdo. I can tell he’s an experienced fighter already. He tells me what 
happened here, how the tanks came in. How they shot at everything, randomly, to destroy 
as much as they could. How the battle unfolded. About the losses, theirs and ours. We 
cross some yards, hedges and fences to get closer to the army base. He tells me to stick 
close to the wall and walk huddled closer to the ground because of the snipers. He runs 
across a clearing first, watches, then gives a signal, and I follow him.  
 There’s nothing around the barracks. No sign of life. Understandable. They’re 
probably hiding somewhere, in ditches. The sun is already appearing bloody as it sinks to 
the west. It’s not wise to drive at night. It’s not healthy. Step on the gas. Head straight for 
Zagreb. 
 
13 September 1991 
When you go out into the field, then it’s best not to go alone. You have to have a partner. 
Two is a good number. Three is no good. Your partner has to be as good as you are. Not 
better, nor worse. Your partner has to know how to drive if you get hit. Your partner 
mustn’t panic, can’t be nervous, nor can you. Your partner mustn’t be too self-confident, 
nor you either. That’s dangerous. It brings bad luck. You become insensitive to gentle 
signs that God sends you. Listen to yourself, trust your intuition. Be careful. Always. 
Rarely take risks. Only when absolutely necessary. Don’t gamble with your life, but if 
you do, then be sure of why you’re doing so. 
 Three is not good—too many people in one spot. Everyone wants to go their own 
way. And then they talk too much. You can’t hear what nature is telling you when you 
speak, your inner and outer self. You get nervous quickly, and when you’re nervous, 
you’re not worth much. You become an easy target, easy prey because you forget death is 
always here with you, and you mustn’t ever forget that. 
 One is better than three. When you’re alone, you make your own decisions, you 
do things your way, and bear the consequences on your own. If you blunder, you go to 
hell alone. Nobody else will pay the price for your stupidity. Good luck. 
 I’m driving with Futty. I like working with him. The others talk too much. More 
often than not, it’s just the film that is important for them. Especially foreigners. They’re 
too young. They’re dropping off like flies. 
 I’m driving with Futty. He’s behind the wheel. All is well so far. That leg of the 
trip wasn’t dangerous. What is coming up presents a significant risk. We leave Dubica. 



The next few kilometres are relatively straight. The road runs alongside the Una River. 
Dead space. On the other banks of the river, Bosnia. The Chetniks and federal army are 
there. Their tanks, artillery and other arms and weaponry are dug into ditches along the 
entire riverfront. They’re shooting from over there at anything that moves on the Croatian 
side. 
 We stop and take cover behind a house. We observe the section ahead. There’s 
not much to think about, to discuss. You have to put the foot on the accelerator and in 
first gear, quickly change gears until full speed, and watch that you stay on the road. You 
mustn’t stop. You mustn’t stop at all because if you stop, you’ve stopped forever. 
 Futty is driving. Futty knows how to drive. I trust him. He put the clutch down 
and stuck it in first. With his right foot, he hit the accelerator. He tries the motor on the 
spot, hasn’t let go of the clutch yet. He sticks a cassette into the player with his right 
hand. A war salute. The sound of a low flying helicopter fills the space around us: 
“Apocalypse Now.” The deafening noise of machinery and machine guns. “This is the 
end, my only friend”, cries Morrison. Now. Gas. Gaaas! 
 The car jerks. First gear. I feel the tyres screeching but can’t hear them. I can only 
hear Morrison. Now second. It’s accelerating. “….beautiful, my friend...” Then third. 
Now we’re going pretty fast. The car jerks on the uneven road. “….Mother! Yes, son...” 
Fourth. We’re literally flying along the road. The trees by the side of the road race 
towards us. As long as a tyre doesn’t burst! What’s happening on the other side of the 
river? I don’t know. Are they shooting? Did they see us? … 
 On the right, a Ford van is lying in the ditch. Is there anyone in it? How long has 
it been here? I don’t know. We speed past it. In any case, it didn’t have any luck. Not 
long after that, another car – a new Passat. It, too, met the same fate. 
 God help us, I say to myself. 
 I don’t look left or right. Just straight ahead. Straight. Straight! The car’s flying, 
literally flying. In some spots where the road declines, the car leaps into the air and then 
crashes back down to earth. In front of us, a few houses to the left in the distance. Then 
there’s a chapel to the right and then another two houses to the left. They speed towards 
us. Behind the house, the road veers to the right. 
 “Stop next to those two houses. Stop there on the spot.” 
 He slams on the brakes, the tyres screech. The house has to be our cover. We have 
to stop… otherwise. We stop. Good. The house was either an inn or a store with a large 
glass shopfront window. There’s glass everywhere. We only now saw that we drove 
straight across an electric cable that had fallen onto the road. The road is riddled with 
craters created by mortar shells. The church has serious wounds. A vertical line of shell 
craters lined up next to each other along the facade of the chapel. The plaque on the wall 
or what’s left of it bears only three letters...ćin. 
 We estimate that we are about ten kilometres away from Kostajnica, in a village 
we think we are in, called Baćin. We don’t know what the situation towards Kostajnica 
is like now. We should ask someone. But who? There’s no one here. We withdraw 
carefully under the electric cables towards the houses. We enter the yard from the south, 
from the side of the Una. Holes on the houses on the side to the south, craters. The yards 
are gouged on all sides. Dead cattle lying around. 
 We get back to the road, take cover. A man appears from out of nowhere. He’s 
wearing a blue overall and gumboots. A hunting rifle is hanging from his shoulder. He’s 



young. Maybe thirty. We introduce ourselves. We talk. Finally, I ask about the road 
further on, about Kostajnica, can we get there? He says no and tells us why.  
 “The next village from here towards Kostajnica is a Serb village. The entire time 
they were quiet while the rebellion was erupting all around us. Then our police arrived, 
our soldiers, and asked what their plans were for the future. They said that they are loyal 
to the Republic of Croatia. Our guys believed them. They didn’t send any backup forces 
to watch out, just in case. They believed it wasn’t necessary. What a mistake. Overnight, 
the villagers changed their minds, or better said, they didn’t change their minds but 
pretended slyly. The first lot were given weapons long ago and had them hidden: buried. 
When it started in Kostajnica, they unearthed their weapons, set up barricades and 
started shooting. That’s how they cut Kostajnica off. I’m telling you, our guys are naive. 
They trust people too much on their word.” 
 We can’t go any further. We have to come up with something else. But there is no 
alternative. The only road is back to Dubica. The same way. The road of death. The road 
to hell. God help us, again. 
 Futty is driving again. All the preparations were just like on our way here. The 
same rhythm, same pace, same speed. The same target. The same relation. We farewell 
our host. Look ahead and….gaaas. Now my side is next to the river, closest to the 
Chetniks. Gentlemen, Chetniks, we’re fine. We’re just taking a little drive. 
 Now, on the way back, I counted three cars in the ditch. Did I miss one on the 
way here, or has a new one been added? 
 Did they see us? I don’t know. Did they shoot at us? I don’t know. 
 I do know that we made it to Dubica and we deserved a beer. And another. As we 
sit in the cafe, planes fly over at a low altitude. Nobody takes any notice. Two Croatian 
soldiers in the corner are playing chess. We drank our beers in peace. There was no 
warfare. At least not here or anywhere near us. 
 Next stop, we say, Sisak. We had a good intuition. A convoy was forming in 
Sisak of about thirty-forty vehicles. They’re heading for Kostajnica to take over the dead 
and wounded. Negotiations with the federal army are underway. We try to negotiate with 
the troops to take us with them, to take some shots of that slaughterhouse. They can’t. 
They don’t want to risk it. We need to get the people out of there, provide medical 
attention. It’s just too risky. 
 I come across Oliver, a friend, a reporter for Croatian Television. He’s alive! 
Alive! In his name, let’s have another one. 
 The convoy is cancelled. The JNA won’t allow the medical team through. Maybe 
tomorrow, we kid ourselves. By tomorrow how many more will die. There’s no 
tomorrow for so many of them. Nor today even. Nor tomorrow. 
 Naturally, the convoy was never let through.  
 
14 September 1991 
All the army barracks in Zagreb are blocked. All access roads are full of trucks laden 
with gravel. In some spots where they could get them, land mines and iron hedgehogs 
have been set up. There still aren’t a lot of Croatian soldiers in uniform. There is a 
shortage of everything. 
 Something is brewing around the barracks on Selska street. I go there early in the 
morning. Armed civilians everywhere, hunting rifles, shot guns and carbines, trophy 



weapons. A reserve police officer here and there in uniform. Locals are in a good mood. 
They laugh, talk, tell jokes about the JNA and Serbia. Women cook in the surrounding 
buildings and bring coffee to their heroes, their men. They say that there wasn’t any 
shooting on either side. They’re going to let them surrender peacefully. It’s best for 
everyone, while they still can, while they haven’t bloodied their hands. 
 I watch through binoculars from the closest window of the nearest building. 
Watching from Selska street, I see a face on the first floor of the two-storey 27th of July 
barracks in one window lined with sandbags. It peers over the sandbags. He has black 
hair, dark tan, black moustache. He knows I’m watching him. He smiles. He appears to 
be a Macedonian or Roma. I sense and see that he’s not afraid. It’s almost as if he’s not 
even trying to hide. He’s young. I pray to God that no one gets hurt here. 
 I will go to Petrinja until the situation here is resolved. Something is always 
happening in Petrinja. Today’s news: Tito’s statue up in the air. Then, it fell back down 
to the ground in pieces. One arm landed in front of the Department Store. His head and 
body are lying next to a concrete flower box in the city square. I didn’t bother looking for 
his other parts. I had seen enough. 
 There are more death notices around town. I see three members of the Horvat 
family, one above the other, on a tree in the main street. Who is putting up all these death 
notices when there are hardly any people left here? Whoever had anywhere to go has left. 
Those remaining are those who no one wants. The retirement home is still full of 
disabled, elderly folk.  
 I return to Zagreb. During the night, the Selska barracks fall.  The Croatian flag 
is flying above it. The people are happy. They celebrate. They arrive from all sides to 
convince themselves of the good news. A lot of reporters have come too. They won’t let 
us in because the entire premises of the barracks has been littered with land mines. Now 
and then, a delegation of officials, the political elite and the like arrive. TV channels are 
recording – for history’s sake. Let it be known that they were here when they needed to 
be. I ask about the soldiers. They say they surrendered without any shooting. They’ll all 
be given civilian clothes and can go wherever they please. They’ll be given some money 
for their journey. 
 
Petrinja, 15 September 1991 
Last night, Petrinja was under fire all night from the barracks of the JNA army base in 
the centre of town. I try to imagine, for instance, the French army attacking Marseilles or 
Bordeaux or the Americans pounding on Forth Worth or Los Angeles until they are 
razed to the ground. 
 The retirement home suffered the most severe damage. What heroes, attacking old 
folks like that. When I arrived at the scene of the crime, they were just evacuating the 
residents. A Slavija transport bus parked in front of the home, inside glass was strewn 
across the carpet. The staff and police carried the disabled, moving them in wheelchairs 
and placing them on the bus. One bus had already left with its disabled freight, while the 
next one was being filled. Grandmas in their pyjamas, wrapped in blankets, scarfs on 
their heads. Dry, wrinkled hands clasping a wooden cane. Eyes, deep, hollow, even 
deeper into their sockets, they circle and look around. Not one pair, not ten. A whole 
busload of eyes turning in all directions, peering at the driver who has just arrived, at the 
yard covered in glass, at me. I stand, also horrified at the scene that I am watching and 



which is unfolding. A cannonade of mortar shells had been falling for days. All of their 
compatriots had fled from the town. Everything had been driven away from them except 
the fear in their eyes, primordial fear for survival: to be. 
 As the bus leaves, I stay behind in the yard in front of the home. Glass cracking 
under my feet with each step I take, tiny fragments stick into the soles of my shoes. My 
steps make a frightening sound in the silence that suddenly occurred. I go inside to have a 
look.  
 Inside, havoc, rubble. Apart from shattered glass, which is a constant in this 
scene, the mortar of the walls has crumbled, water has flooded everything. I recognise 
rooms that I passed through not that long ago, where I spoke to refugees who took refuge 
there, played with their children, trying to woo a smile on their faces. 
 There was nothing left of the flowers that had adorned the terrace along the entire 
side of the building, where residents would sit in the afternoons… nothing. Nothing was 
left. A similar scene in the yard behind the building. Everything, all the items, objects, 
surfaces, as if they were impregnated with dust and glass. A wheelchair lying on the 
ground, light grey, surrounded by similar-coloured grass. Flowers and other items ejected 
from the upper floor from the explosions. I go back inside, through the hallway. 
Somewhere midway, I’m surprised by a light that appeared, considering the state of the 
building. When I got closer, the light spread. I peeked inside, a scream rang out in that 
space, a deadly, desperate cry in fear of life. The sound was more like a mortar shell hitting 
in the silence that prevailed in the ruins rather than any human voice. The image I came 
across in that freight lift, where the light was protruding from, and that sound that rang out 
like a bullet, froze the blood in my veins. In that huge, room-size, orange-coloured freight 
lift, with the light still miraculously working and hanging from the ceiling, two old ladies 
almost naked, dressed in nothing but light nighties, sat huddled in their wheelchairs in the 
farthest two corners from the opening. Fear, silence and loneliness of two old forgotten 
ladies. Bony, dried hands stretched out in defence, shaking as if the wind was blowing 
them. I tried to say something, apologise, as I didn’t know they were there. I would get 
help, and that they need not be afraid, I’m a friend and the like. They just continued to stare 
at me in fear. They kept their arms raised in a defensive position, squealing with a tiny 
inhumane voice. It was the voice a person lets out as they step into their long-awaited 
death, aet, they don’t quite want to go. I couldn’t bear it any longer. It was too much for me. 
Unexpectedly and quite suddenly, I turned away and left, virtually running down the 
hallway. 
 I came across a nurse in the yard, feeding the cats. She said she knows about the 
two women, but they couldn’t fit on the last bus. It was packed, but they’ll be back for 
them. She asked if I had been upstairs. If I hadn’t, I should because there’s certainly 
something to see there. She didn’t say what. 
 I went upstairs. Water flowed down downed the stairs, like a series of waterfalls 
going downstream. Cautiously. Quietly. As if it had always been that way. A passageway 
extended from one side of the building to the other. Rooms to the left and right. Each 
room with one bed. It must have been comfortable living here. Traces of comfort could 
only be imagined here now because everything resembled a vast, horrific cataclysm. All 
the doors had been blown out of their sockets from the explosions and strewn across the 
passageway. The former residents’ belongings were thrown out too. The mortar on the 
walls and glass in shambles. I went from room to room, trying to find at least one intact. I 



didn’t find even one. That’s how I came across HIM. I saw him as soon as I came to the 
doorway. Better said, I felt him, even though I didn’t immediately notice where he was. 
Something in that room wasn’t quite right. Rubble from the explosion, like in the other 
rooms. Things thrust around and destroyed just like everywhere else. Everything was 
virtually the same, but something was essentially different. There was SOMETHING in 
this room. Something that is infallibly sensed. Something that we call DEATH.  
 That’s when I saw him. I saw his grey head protruding from the felled and strewn 
items. He was sitting on the floor, his back leaning against the bed and desk, where he had 
been thrust away from the wall by the explosion. He looked like he was perched 
comfortably, leaning against the solid furniture. Linen on the bed to his left was crumpled 
and huddled in a heap with the mattress peeping under it. The pillow was still in its place, 
leaning against a radiator under the window. There was no window anymore, just two 
wooden splinters hanging and waving in the empty space. The table on his right was 
covered in dust. Behind the table stood a chair, a coat strewn across it. There was no seat in 
the chair. A complete second chair stood untouched next to the other wall. A tidy old-
fashioned suitcase stood next to the chair. In front of it, neatly set, a pair of leather shoes. 
On the wall above, a bookshelf covered with some transparent cloth. His hat is on the shelf, 
neatly placed and oddly still intact. An Istra tourist travel pamphlet was left on the shelf. 
Wooden splinters all over the room, cardboard and things that only heaven knows how they 
found their way there and together, they completed this scene of chaos. The floor was 
covered entirely with water. I wanted to see his face. I climbed onto a chair, then the table 
and lowered myself through the broken window onto the balcony. My shoes left a wet trace 
on the table. 
 I saw his face. It had a peaceful, sleepy expression. His eyes were almost 
completely closed. As if he was asleep. One lock of hair across his forehead. His hair was 
completely white. His face was white too. As were his jumper, shirt and hands. Everything 
was white. He, the room, the things, everything was covered with white dust. Everything 
was like alabaster. Unreal and soft. White. Just one tiny red trace on the edge of his lips and 
a few drops on his jumper, and a black fly creeping along his sleepy hand. Under the table 
was a book he was reading. I take a look: The Mystery of Death – 40 Minutes among 
Lightning. 
 I went outside with tiny white dust from my shoes trailing behind, leaving a white 
trace on the street. All I wanted to do was walk. Despite everything, the hidden, latent 
enemy, the snipers. I just wanted to walk, to go. Whatever happens. Let it be. 
 There was no one in town. I didn’t come across anyone. I didn’t see anyone. Here 
and there, a car full of Croatian soldiers would drive past without taking any notice of 
me. Nor I of them. I just roamed around the town without any aim. 
 A dog barked. Growled from behind his gate, his imagined line separating the 
street from his yard. A church next to it. Used to be. Now it’s a well-standing ruin. Green 
branches on the road, the victims of the recent shelling. The dog lets me pat him. When I 
tried to enter the yard, he growled. He has learned not to trust anyone.  
 On the way back towards downtown on the crossroad, the JNA barracks, near the 
Bonbonniere sweets shop, a mannequin, a casualty. A mannequin from the store. Full-
size. I thought it was a person at first. Lying in the street. Next to it is a sandbag. The 
asphalt around it was drilled with mortar shells. I saw how they killed people. I saw how 
they killed animals. I saw how they destroyed houses, churches, cities. I saw a lot of 



death. I now see that they kill dolls too. Why not! 
 Late afternoon in Zagreb on the same day, sirens sounds an air raid. I was near 
the Lotrščak Tower. People around me, running in different directions, not knowing 
exactly where to go, were still unaccustomed to these circumstances. The war has taken 
full swing everywhere, and now it has arrived in Zagreb too. I wait near the cable car, 
behind a wall, wait for the planes to come. I know they don’t need long after taking to the 
air to get to their target if indeed Zagreb is their target today. I managed to buy a cob of 
corn at the last moment before the attendant packed up and disappeared to find shelter. 
I’m eating it now. It’s the first thing I’ve tasted today. I’m glad to see the people are 
disciplined. Most of them heard the sirens and took shelter. 
 
Zagreb, 18 September 1991 
‘Hyenas’ have appeared in the city. They attack at night. Sometimes during the day. They 
attack the unarmed, attack those not expecting to be attacked, attack for the sake of 
attacking. For mere pleasure. To see blood. They attack from a distance. Painfully. Their 
faces are hardly ever seen. Only when things take a turn for the worst for them and in our 
favour, only then do they get caught. 
 Snipers have arrived in town - enemy snipers. Better said, they didn’t come. They 
were always here. They are our neighbours, whom we greet with a good day and good night 
every day. They, whom we go for a drink with, or share a coffee with, so they don’t feel like 
strangers, intruders, it’s war after all, and people will say anything. Someone’s neighbour is a 
Chetnik, a murderer. But they are shootings from their position, from their homes, secretly. 
To kill. Old, young. Female, male. No matter who. Just to cause panic: insecurity. 
 I had been screening the Marshall Tito army barracks for days, lurking to see if 
anything will happen. Now, as I drove past, I came across a traffic jam at the Lisinski 
Concert Hall. People jumping and running out of their cars, buses, city transport vehicles 
abandoned, left on the road, empty. Pedestrians are running and clinging close to the wall in 
search of some solid shelter. Panic has caught the people, fear. A sniper. Somewhere from the 
direction of the old Paromlin steam mill. Shots are fired at the intersection, at cars, 
pedestrians passing by. I hid my car behind the Court House. I join the people trying to 
locate, capture where the sniper is. God, I hate those kinds of “heroes.” I like a gentleman’s 
fight. 
 I run across the clearing, from shelter to shelter, seeking an appropriate spot to watch. 
I lay on the grass behind a bush where I wouldn’t be easily located. I take a strong 500 mm 
telescopic lens and observe the surrounding buildings. They can hit from above. From time to 
time, I hear a bullet whistling past. I can’t see where it hits, whether someone has been hit. 
No screams are heard. That’s a good sign. 
 People from the neighbourhood are here by my side, from the civil defence and 
reserve police officers. We observe the surrounding buildings, carefully eyeing the top floors. 
I notice an armed person on the balcony of the city council building. I assume he’s one of 
ours. Nevertheless, we enquire via a contact one of the people next to me has. The answer is 
positive. We watch on. 
 I stayed there for about an hour, with no results. I had to go on. Later, I heard that 
the sniper came out, hijacked a bus and managed to escape. Pity. 
 
Zagreb, 19 September 1991 
Today was an exciting day. It felt like a year-long. I knocked on the doors of hell but 



managed to stay alive. 
 The day started once again at the Marshall’s barracks. Just like these few days 
before. There’s shooting going on here. Throughout these past days, mostly at night, the 
gates to the base are open. Several flats in the surrounding area have been burnt already, 
hit by JNA mortar shells, or surrounding facades drilled with machine gun fire. There are 
always a lot of many reporters around here, local and foreign, waiting for the final result. 
Danger is omnipresent. Oddly, there’s no one here this morning. I’m the first one here. 
 As I wait for other colleagues to arrive, I speak with the guys, the defence forces 
entrenched in ditches around the park. They grumble about the snipers shooting from 
behind and show me the bullet holes. And yes, they were being shot at from behind. It’s 
obvious. They say they aren’t allowed to search the surrounding flats, and they feel like 
sitting ducks waiting to be shot down whenever the undercover shooter or shooters want to. 
 In the meantime, two reporters from Japan joined us. I immediately had an idea. 
We need to do something to stop the waiting. I don’t know if anyone has tried to enter the 
army base, get a photo from inside, but I firmly decided to try my luck. Right now. Straight 
away. Without any delay. 
 I ask the Croatian soldiers to find me a white rag to wave. They found a white cloth 
serviette from a neighbour in one of the nearby buildings. I had to have someone else with 
me, so there were more of us. 
 I try to convince the two Japanese reporters to come with me. I tell them it’s their 
duty towards their profession, so that they didn’t come thousands of kilometres for nothing, 
inside they’ll get some sensational, exclusive material, and they mustn’t be cowards and 
some other crap. 
 They refuse. They say it’s too dangerous. They don’t want to risk their lives for the 
sake of a photo. I think to myself if it’s dangerous for you, what’s it like for me then, after 
two years in Kosovo, various arrests by Serbian police, physical attacks, after publishing 
my book The Day of Change in Croatia – 30.5.1991 (translated title) and Adem Demaqi, 
the affair with Špegelj...If it’s dangerous for you boys, what’s gonna happen to me? 
 But I won’t give up. Somehow, I feel this is something I have to do and that it can 
be done. Just then, an Australian TV crew turned up. I ask if they want to enter the base. 
Yes. OK, guys, after me. I left all my papers and documents with the soldiers, just in 
case. The only thing I left on me was a badge from the Ministry of Information. 
 As I walked towards the barracks, past the iron hedgehogs, I waved the white 
cloth serviette. Everything took place so quickly, I didn’t have time to be afraid. At the 
gate, they tell us to wait until they call their superior. They let us in to wait in the park. 
The Japanese journalists watched from behind a bush to see what would happen. When 
they saw it was possible, they ran in after us. They let them in too.  
 We waited in the park. We waited for a long time. Only now, was there is enough 
time for fear. They took down our details. What if they check them? If they arrest me. 
Suppose they take us all as hostages, like the incident in Petrinja. 
 The responsible officer arrives and takes us into the building. He introduces 
himself as the deputy commander of the barracks, captain first-class Slavko Milovanov. 
He offers us coffee and juice. The Australians ask questions, I translate. Later we go for 
a tour. A tank decorated with flowers and graffiti PEACE in Cyrillic and Latin script at 
the very entrance. A red carnation hangs from the cannon. The Japanese take photos as if 
in a trance. We go further into the base. We come across some young fellas, recruits. I 



ask them if there are any reserve troops here. I’m asking on behalf of the Australians. I 
get a negative answer. 
 The news got around of our success, and so some other colleagues braved it and 
entered the barracks. That’s how Tim Judah arrived, a reporter for London’s The Times, 
my old friend. 
 We continue. Soldiers are positioned behind sandbags. Soldiers are cooking in the 
field kitchen. Soldiers washing laundry, steaming it in a cauldron over a fire, troops 
washing their dishes after their meal, soldiers. We enter the mess hall during lunchtime. 
They eat armed. They’re all young. They’re happy to be recorded. They smile. 
 We continue. The Japanese are always the last. I crack a joke at their expense to 
break the tension. On our way out, at the end of our visit, we were greeted by the 
propaganda committee. A young officer, who says his name is Zoran, a Croat from 
Banja Luka, gathered the troops around him. He’s in the middle. He asks the questions 
and then answers them himself; the troops just confirm. He asks, for example, who 
believes that the Croatian side will stick to the agreement and unblock the barracks? He 
doesn’t raise his hand, neither do the recruits. Second question. Who thinks that the 
Croatian side will breach the agreement and attack? He raises his hand first, and the 
others all follow. It’s an odd spontaneous assembly. A performance for a television show. 
For us reporters. Free of charge. I just feel sorry for these soldiers. They have no idea 
what is going on outside. They are banned from watching television, from listening to the 
radio. They have been turned into proper hostages by their superiors in the JNA. 
 On our way out, each one of us is given a “rose from the soldiers’ garden.” They 
tell us to take care because they intercepted a conversation by these “Ustasha” around the 
base and their commanders. They’ve been ordered to open fire on us today as we leave 
the barracks. They offer us shelter if we wish to stay with them. That’s our safest option, 
seeing that we found the courage to come and investigate the “real truth.” We thank them 
for their kind offer and decide to return among the “blood-thirsty Ustasha” at our own 
risk. Naturally, no one shot at us as we returned, albeit I wasn’t entirely sure about our 
backs. Everyone had already had enough of this audacious propaganda they smothered us 
with. 
 I went home. I spoke with Magnum in Paris. Jimmy Fox has an idea. He says 
that everyone in London is going on about some Croatian fighter named Rambo. He 
asks if I can do a story on him and his guys in the Zebra unit that many people are 
talking about. OK, Jimmy, you’ll get it. 
 I call the Ministry of Information and the Ministry of Defence. They tell me they 
don’t know, but they’ll ask around and call me later. I ask about the Zebra’s and where 
they are currently stationed. I called later, but nothing. They didn’t have anything. 
 I speak with my friend Darko from the OTV television channel about the same 
thing. He is also interested in the Zebras. We conclude, only Colonel Domazet would be 
able to tell us something about this. We call on the phone and ask if we can meet. Yes. 
He’s in the Police training centre on Tuškanac. We register at the entrance—the guard 
on duty checks on the phone. The colonel will meet with us immediately. We leave our 
ID cards. We watch as he writes our names in the register. I had no idea at that particular 
moment that a dangerous, stupid and unnecessary adventure had just begun, which could 
have ended tragically. For us, of course. 
 The on-duty guard asks; if we know where the colonel is, have we been here before. 



No. Just head down the path. You’ll see a building to the left. He didn’t give us any ID cards, 
passes, escort. At the building we assumed was the one we were looking for, we ask the 
soldiers there where the colonel is. About ten of them are sitting on the veranda and steps. 
They wave their hands and point to a building a little further down the path. 
 I knock on the door. No answer. I knock again. I don’t go in because a sign on the 
door says entry is strictly prohibited. I knock again, and as there’s no answer, I open the 
door. Inside I see two people working at their desks. I ask for colonel Domazet from the 
doorway. Inside, a barrage of foul language and cursing on our account and the colonel’s. I 
see a large man in a black t-shirt, dark tan with rosary beads around his neck. A revolver in 
its holster hanging at his hip. He approaches the door and pushes me back forcibly. 
Confused, I insist that he tells me where Colonel Domazet is. In the castle, he answers with 
disgust. 
 We go back to the soldiers we asked just before. We ask again. Now, they say he’s 
in the CASTLE. They’re a little embarrassed because they saw and heard the entire scene 
that just occurred. Here, they say. The building we passed by, and they were standing in 
front of us the whole time. 
 Inside, a guard is sitting at a desk. We introduce ourselves and say that we have an 
appointment with Colonel Domazet. He confirms and says he knows. He stands up and 
leaves through a door at the other end of the hallway. When he returns, he says that the 
colonel will see us shortly after he finishes a phone call. He tells us to wait. While we wait, 
another incident occurs, even more exciting than the one just before. In comes a man, 
Savage - that’s what I called him to myself - who, as he passes, threatens us aloud. He 
disappears through a door for about five minutes. I’m not sure what that man wants and 
why he picked on us. Everything seems like dark humour, absurd, illogical and unexpected. 
All the more so because we were in the general headquarters of an army, where everything 
should be logical and operate with a firmly established routine. Savage comes out and 
starts offending us again. I tell him we have nothing to say to him. We’re waiting for 
Colonel Domazet. If he’s that interested in us, he should introduce himself, like my 
colleague and I had done, then we can talk.  We were visibly carrying our Press ID cards 
with our Ministry of Information pictures, names and accreditation by our media outlets 
that we work for.  
 Savage then entered Colonel Domazet’s office and remained for about thirty 
seconds. I don’t know what he could have said in that time, but it had some effect. Now 
both of them come running out of the office, pushing us, cursing and insulting us in various 
ways. They shoved us out of the building onto the veranda, where those soldiers who had 
been there when we first arrived were still standing. Shouting, “get out, get out,” they 
pushed us further down the stairs. From the corner of my eye, I noticed Savage had taken a 
pistol out of its holster. Call the police, I yelled. 
 Like lightning, a thought raced through my mind. I realised what could happen: 
they’re going to kill us. Shoot us in the back. Why? 
 I refused to take one step further until the police arrived. They’ll shoot us in the 
back saying that we tried to run. God, what is this? A horror movie. A nightmare. How can 
this be happening? How? Has everyone gone mad? 
 We waited until the police came. The police handcuffed us and took us into a room 
in the second building. We were scared to death. Some soldiers who saw all this from the 
start came to calm us down, telling us it was all a big mistake and that everything will be 



alright in the end. 
 The entire episode and how it unfolded from the very beginning resembled some 
sort of conspiracy. But the only thing I didn’t know was WHY, what was all this about? 
FOR WHAT REASON? 
 Then, scared as I was, when I started to rewind the film in my head, it was all 
highly suspicious to me. It had all unfolded before, already experienced. 
 Not that long ago, I experienced a similar scene in January, just as a prelude with 
different actors. Then it was the Montenegrins/Serbians, KOS and UDBA, and they called 
me an USTASHA. The two-year experience in Kosovo, too, wasn’t any smoother. 
Countless arrests, spectacular arrests, all that is behind me. But never by my people, my 
own Croatians. Do I need to be killed in Croatia? Just like that. Like a dog. 
 Maybe there was some secret logic behind it all that I just couldn’t fathom. Then 
nor now. Why? 
 The police arrived, put us in their car and took us to the Zrinjevac station. While 
they drove us in the official vehicle, in cuffs, they stared at us. Never in my life, not 
before nor after, did I ever feel like that. They left us, cuffed, to wait. After some time, at 
my insistence, they removed the cuffs. The time passed slowly. People came and went 
into the room where we were left to wait, finishing their business with the police and then 
they would disappear. They were free. 
 Nobody took any notice of us. 
 After waiting for some time, I asked someone to explain what was happening. An 
inspector in civilian clothes came up to us. He was polite. He said that the matter was 
quite serious. Someone had issued an arrest warrant against both of us. He asked if we 
had anything to say and showed us some papers. My warrant read: Zoran Filipović, 
description, armed, knows martial arts: dangerous. 
 It ruined me. An inevitable conclusion followed...for anyone who saw it, it 
meant... KILL. 
 Naturally, it was all crap, and it had all been made up. None of it was true. I 
wasn’t armed. I had never been armed, not even in the army when I served as a recruit in 
the JNA, which I avoided for a decade, finally serving when I was twenty-eight. Even 
then, I didn’t handle any weapons, much less now. As for my knowledge of martial arts, 
it dates back to primary school, twenty years ago. 
 The same thing with Darko. The joke had gone too far. We needed to do 
something. The inspector said it wouldn’t take long. There wasn’t much to see on the 
arrest warrant. They’ll have to search their archives, among the papers, and it’ll take 
some time. We might be here until morning. Night had fallen long ago. I explained that 
this was all senseless, at least as far as I was concerned, and as long as I have known 
Darko, I doubt that he is as dubious as he described in this warrant. 
 I suggested that we resolve the issue more efficiently. I gave the police officer a 
phone number and name and who to call. After that, I believe that everything will be 
more straightforward. He did so. After the call, I was freed. I can go home. 
 I don’t want to go until Darko was cleared of any suspicion as well. You don’t 
ever leave a friend in the lurch. They called his editor at OTV. He said he’ll be right 
there. He arrived an hour later. He introduced himself as Romano Bolković, the 
director of OTV. He spoke with the inspector, they agreed on something, then debated. 
In the end, the conclusion was: he doesn’t have time to lose on this crap, let Darko deal 



with this how he knows best, he has more important work to do, etc. He asked for 
Darko’s reporter’s ID, camera. Darko handeds it all over to him, confused with this 
kind of help. I couldn’t just stand by and watch. That man and his behaviour sickened 
me. I lost it. 
 I asked him, is Darko, a reporter for OTV? Yes, he says. How can you then just 
act like that to take away a reporter’s badge for your convenience? With the badge, he’s 
an official person. Without it, he’s no one, nothing. Is that how you help your reporters? 
You’re supposed to protect them, wherever and however. Whatever he does, your TV 
channel has to stand behind him. Always. That’s called loyalty.  
 This guy was just a career seeking mongrel, only looking out for himself, which 
made me sick. After everything that happened to us, I would have loved to have 
smashed his head because he genuinely made me sick—what a weasel. 
 He gave Darko back his badge, which he had the right to in any case, but he 
took the camera and disappeared. Thanks for your help, buddy! Not! 
 It was already quite late at night. It was completely dark outside. The city was 
blacked out due to fear of possible airstrikes. Wandering around in the streets now was 
equal to suicide. I left my car behind on Tuškanac. We would have to walk through the 
night, through the forest, to the other side of town. I asked if they could take us there in 
their police car. They agreed. They drove us. After that, I drove Darko home and then 
went home, to my home, my freedom. O beautiful, o dear, o sweet, liberty. 
 What just happened today? Was it a nightmare, a horror movie? Did that really 
happen, all that madness? Are those people really that: cunning, rotten, evil? Now, 
during a war, can someone really only be looking out for their own interests, their own 
promotion? Is it also true for Croats? Are we, during some exalted suffering, prepared 
for such turpitude? Is it possible that now, when the light should be shining on us, there 
is still so much darkness, deep and unreachable? If so, and it seems so, then we mustn’t 
forgive because they genuinely know what they are doing, and why. 
 
21 September 1991 
What’s happening around me? Has the whole world gone mad, or have I become bait for 
madmen? This morning I found myself in trouble again. It seems this has become the 
norm for me. 
 Early this morning, around seven, I was driving my friend home. As I was driving 
back along Maksimirska street from the direction of Dubrava, a yellow Mercedes, the 
old-fashioned kind, appeared behind me. I saw it in the rear-view mirror. The driver 
blinked his lights and started waving his hands like some sort of sign. He had a 
camouflage cap on his head. We were driving behind a line of cars. I thought he wanted 
to overtake me as he was in a hurry, so I moved over and started driving on the tram 
tracks to the side of the road. He followed me on to the tracks too. I realised he wanted 
me to stop. I took a better look in the mirror. Maybe I know him? No. So what does he 
want? Then, the thought struck me. He wants me. Yet, another newly-bred patriot or 
fighter at the bar. A new Hitler in our street. He wants to test his newly-gained powers 
on me. He doesn’t have the guts to prove his courage on the front lines, so he hunts down 
victims in Zagreb. I recalled the experience of two days ago and my new acquaintance, 
Savage, as I knick-named him. I’m almost sure that he, too, has not spent one minute on 
the front lines. I don’t want to go through another humiliation again. 
 OK, buddy, let’s see how well you can drive. We were about parallel to the petrol 



station on Maksimirska street. As I had already moved over onto the tram tracks, 
everything was clear up to a tram ahead. A line of cars to my left was driving in the same 
direction. I put my foot on the accelerator. I caught up to the tram and quickly swerved 
bhein it in front of the line of cars on the left. He headed after me. However, he didn’t 
manage to merge into the line of vehicles. Two other cars managed to pass. We drove on 
until we passed the tram, and then I swerved back onto the tram tracks and started 
increasing my distance from him. He followed. Near the entrance to Dinamo Stadium, I 
let him catch up to me but wouldn’t let him overtake me and cross my path. I swerved 
into the left lane and put on my left indicator. He followed. We stopped at the 
intersection, waiting for the lights to change so I could turn left onto Svetice street. He 
tried to overtake me on the left, but couldn’t, because of the cars coming from the 
opposite direction. He couldn’t overtake on the right either because of a line of cars 
heading straight, so we remained stationary. 
 When the lights turned green, I didn’t take-off quickly but gave him a chance to 
catch up. He tried to overtake me. He was already driving parallel to my car. I felt like he 
was about to block my path. I was parallel to the right turn-off from Svetice onto 
Kennedy Square towards Zvonimirova street. I had almost passed the turn-off. I let him 
get the impression that I was heading straight ahead, and when I had nearly passed it, I 
braked suddenly and made a sharp right turn. I just managed to miss the curb. He tried 
the same move, but because he was about a metre ahead of me, he caught the curb and 
landed on the grass as he turned. I put my foot on the accelerator and disappeared down 
Zvonimirova street. He was left behind. The game of catch was over. Goodbye. 
 I drove home and quickly packed to go out into the field and decided to head off 
straight away. Being on the front line is the safest. There are too many idiots in town who 
are waging their own war in the cafes and bars, and they are just as equally armed, if not 
more, than the guys on the front lines. They cruise around town acting like heroes. I 
headed for Banonvina. Before I left, I removed the number plates from my car, I thought 
if that guy was some idiot, he might have raised the alarm, and I didn't want to attract any 
unnecessary attention. 
 I arrived quickly in Sisak. I met Ines there with a crew from Croatian Television 
working on some sort of documentary. As we had breakfast, the siren rang out. We 
stayed where we were. After the alarm was over, we headed to a news briefing by an 
extraordinary man, Đuro Gajdek. He tells me that as far as he is aware, the Zebras are 
in Petrinja. He hands me a letter of recommendation for the local police chief, assuming 
everything is okay in Petrinja. However, as I would find out later, Petrinja had already 
fallen. Without losing any time, I decided to head off immediately. 
 We drove from Sisak through Žažina to Petrinja because Serb forces had 
occupied the direct road from Sisak to Petrinja. Before arriving in Petrinja, we came to 
Brest. This was the It is the last village under Croatian command on the way to 
Petrinja. The Zebras and Gavran are in Brest. The battle for Petrinja is in full swing. 
Enemy tanks have gone out into the streets and are firing at house by house. While the 
fighting in the town was still going on, an order arrives to firmly hold the position on the 
bridge across the Kupa River on the road from Brest to Petrinja. Experienced Zebra 
troops and Gavran are located at the base behind our units. The order is to hold the 
bridge and not allow the enemy across at any cost. We decide to go with them and cover 
the battle directly on the front line. They tried to turn me away, claiming it’s too 



dangerous. But it’s just as dangerous for me as it is for any of them. I don’t think my life 
is worth any more than any of theirs. 
 As we head towards the position not far from us, we see smoke rising from 
burning houses. Petrinja is burning. We go part of the way along the road and then 
across yards and fields. We arrive by the bridge sheltered by a mound along the river. 
Troops disperse to their positions, each with their set duty. 
 Land mines are placed on the bridge in case the enemy tries to break through to 
the other side. There are land mines on the road over the bridge and iron hedgehogs. 
Surprises for enemy pedestrians are placed around the bridge. Just in case the land 
mines aren’t enough, gas cylinders are standing by. Gas cylinders with added explosive 
devices lie at the foot of the bridge. I imagine these mines - gas cylinders have a pretty 
destructive power. On the left side of the bridge Brest, the guys set up a heavy machine 
gun. The troops take positions on the bridge behind a thick concrete wall and around 
the bridge along the embankment. The entire time, heavy artillery can be heard very 
nearby. 
 Late that afternoon, at dusk, three locals managed to escape on tractors from 
Petrinja, which is surrounded by flames. They tell us about solid fighting near the 
police station, destroyed enemy tanks. Then Siniša Dvorski, aka Rambo, commander 
of the Zebras, arrived. At first sight, he immediately gives the impression of knowing 
warfare skills, which gives a man confidence. He checks that everything has been 
appropriately set and issues some new brief orders. As he scans the positions, a black 
dog follows his every step. It was probably left behind without its owner and 
instinctively joined the troops and their home. Two or three other dogs hung around the 
entire time while they prepared the bridge. The guys love them, and when they have 
time, they play with them, pet them. That’s how warriors rest - a moment of gentleness 
ahead of battle and looming death. 
 When it got completely dark, I withdrew back to the base about one kilometre 
away. I decided to spend the night with these warriors. As we sit sheltered, waiting for a 
particular group of warriors to take over their shift, we talk to pass the time. The sound 
of battle is clearly heard in the background. The warriors comment on the battle, what 
phase it’s at, what artillery can be heard. The signal is given, and they quickly gear up 
for their shift and disappear into the night without any comment. 
 After each shift, there is a void left behind in the air. Albeit, as we sat in the dark 
even until then, we sensed each other more than we could see. As the warriors leave, 
their departure is strongly felt as they almost symbolically disappear into the darkness. 
Not long after, as the positions weren’t that far away, they were pretty close, other 
warriors would arrive, sweaty, tense, tired. They sat where their fellow warriors had just 
been sitting, and the balance of the night would be set again. 
 At some particular moment, a courier arrived. We urgently need a tractor. Our 
guys have somehow managed to get across the bridge in the crossfire and hijack a truck 
full of ammunition and explosives. All four tyres are flat, and it can’t get across the 
bridge as it’s all mined. We need to transport the stuff to the other side. That poses a 
considerable danger for our positions. Just one bullet, and the whole thing will go up in 
the air, the bridge and our defenders. A tractor is found and disappears into the night. We 
follow the sound of its motor: it has arrived, they talk, go across and are now loading. It’s 
struggling now. They’ve managed to load it and other comments are made deep into the 



night. 
 When they finished reloading, I went to the bridge with two warriors. It’s their 
turn to rest now, so we joke how an active rest is the best rest. Petrinja can be seen quite 
well from the bridge. It’s burning. The flames are so intense, they illuminate individual 
buildings, which can now be recognised in the night sky. I clearly see the church and its 
halved steeple set against an orange backdrop. The Kupa River is flowing beneath my 
feet. It reflects a mirror image. All the horror is doubled in the water, and instead of one, 
two Petrinja are burning. Late in the night, our guys on the other side find and bring in a 
boy from Petrinja. He says that he’s a reporter for the local paper in Sisak. He got 
stranded in Petrinja in today’s enemy activities. He hid in a basement, where he could 
watch and observe the street without being noticed for a long time, following enemy 
movements and operations. He says that there are still some Croats hidden in basements 
in Petrinja. He doesn’t believe anyone will survive because they are mostly old people 
and can’t move quickly while the Chetniks and army are going from house to house. 
First, they throw a grenade into the house and then break in and shoot with automatic 
weapons. Then, the tanks follow them and fire at Croatian houses pointed out by local 
Serbs. They walk in front of the tank and show them: “Destroy this one, this is a Croatian 
one. And this one. And this one is next to it. Not this one. That’s a Serb’s house. Then 
again, this one. Hit this one twice. He’s a Croatian soldier.” He tells us how they moved 
from house to house, hiding from them until they destroyed the house they had been 
hiding in just a moment ago. Then, they hid in a sty, and when darkness fell, they decided 
to try and make it to our side in Brest. He went through gardens, across fences until he 
came to the river. Then, he followed the river until he came to the bridge and started 
calling quietly. That’s how they heard him. Otherwise, our guys could have shot him. He 
was scratched and wounded. He was trembling. Now he was safe; he could allow himself 
to be scared. 
 I drive him to Sisak because no one can offer him any medical attention here. He 
refuses to see a doctor. I drive him home. I’m sure he’ll get the best treatment there. Later 
I stop at the hotel. It’s where all the reporters are hanging out. Night has already passed. 
They’re having a good time. 
 I go back the same way I came. The night is clear and bright. I don’t turn on the 
headlights. There’s enough moonlight. I’m alone on the road, and somehow, I feel well. 
Useful. I’m enjoying cutting through the light veil of fog that has fallen to the ground. 
The motor is running quietly, just like it should be, and there’s no other sound in the 
night. In front of me was a blue vastness of straightness. Above the vastness of the sky. 
The moon and stars. I’m glad I can’t see the flames in Petrinja here. The night feels 
good even though it is war.  
 When I got back to the base, there was no one there. I parked the car next to a 
store, facing the bridge, to see who’s coming my way. I left the car window open so that I 
could hear the sounds in the night. I wished someone would turn up soon, so I can know 
what’s going on. It was already half-past one. 
 When I came to, which probably woke me, the first thing I felt was cold steel 
against my forehead - a pistol. I didn’t dare move. I felt like there were more of them. 
They stood to my left, out of my vision. In the meantime, the moon had disappeared, and 
now it was much darker than when I arrived. It was absolute darkness. I couldn’t even 
make out any silhouettes, or was I just imagining it all. They didn’t utter even the 



slightest sound. They didn’t speak. They kept quiet. Neither a pebble nor a cracking 
branch under their feet dares to make a sound. The only message, the only sign they gave, 
was a steel gun barrel against my forehead. A short, meaningful message. It left no room 
for any questions. I don’t know how long it lasted. A long time. Briefly. Perhaps briefly, 
but I didn’t have anything to compare it to. I couldn’t even fathom any indication to 
myself. There was absolutely NOTHING – in me. I didn’t feel anything. I didn’t think 
anything. I just let the moment flow, and whatever happens, because there was absolutely 
nothing I could do. 
 I wanted to kill you, said a voice and moved the cylinder from my head. Relief, I 
know that voice. Dvorski. The Zebras. Jasminko was with them too. I didn’t recognise 
the others in the dark. 
 The Chetniks have managed to cross the Kupa River. It’s dangerous here now.  
  The best thing to do is to drive to Sisak until we clean this up. During the night, you 
could get shot by one of ours like now. We didn’t see you when you arrived. Sorry. 
 He was right—an unnecessary risk. There wasn’t anything I could do during the 
night in any case. OK boys, good luck. See you in the morning. 
 As I disappeared in the night, I tried to think where to go. I didn’t feel like going to 
Sisak. I headed for Zagreb. Maybe something’s happening at the Marshall’s barracks. 
Someone should keep an eye on it. 
 
22 September 1991 
Last night Ante Paradžik, deputy leader of the Croatian Party of Rights, was killed. 
He was killed in his car at a police checkpoint. Murder or accidental – I’m not sure. 
History will judge one day. It will be difficult to avoid a sentence or twist it around. Or 
am I kidding myself? 
 Last night Tito didn’t have much luck either. He was burned. Tito was burned 
together with his lathe. Tito was burned in the pool. Tito was burned as he trimmed 
roses. Tito in the vineyard. Tito and Jovanka Broz were burned while promenading. A 
flat across the road from the Marshall’s barracks was burned too. A mortar shell hit it 
fired from the barracks – a fiery mortar shell greeting for Tito from the JNA – Marshall 
Tito military base. What odd symbolism, Mother of the Croats burned with Tito too, 
although, of much more solid material, she went unscathed, just a little soot to her stone 
body. Meštrović knew what he was doing, even though many curse him.  
 After the Marshall’s barracks, I rushed off to Brest. I’m worried about what 
happened there last night. Ahmed, a Belgian cameraman, is coming with me. I think he 
works for VisNews. He called and asked if he could go with me. OK. Let’s go. 
 In Žažina, I ask about the latest news. They say our guys are holding up. They’re 
still on the bridge. That’s good. A van flew by with a big white flag and red cross on it as 
we stood there. Ambulance. First aid. Wounded. As we drive towards Brest, muffled 
explosions echo ahead. The base is in the same spot where it was last night. There were 
no significant losses, but several warriors were wounded. Heavy artillery is attacking 
from Petrinja. They’re looking for us. Shells are falling everywhere around us, but not 
one has fallen where we’re located. The guys say they’re fishing us out. The circle of 
explosions is getting narrower. Another wounded soldier is carried past us. Blood is 
flowing from his head and down his neck. 
 We were standing next to my car when Dvorski ran up to us.  
 Quick, into the basement. They’re going to strike here now. 



 As we ran towards the basement… whistling. A mortar shell. A cannonade of 
explosions caught us at the door. Everything shook - the first hit, then a pause, then 
another one, just as strong. We have to withdraw to the background. They’ve fished us 
out. As we were leaving the cellar, the sheds in the yards were burning. Chickens were 
running around hysterically on all sides. I turned to see if there were any wounded or 
dead, does anyone need help. Siniša said that the pause would last only a few minutes 
until they reload their weapons and we have to evacuate. 
 I got to my car. It was riddled with shrapnel and full of broken glass. Had I stayed 
in the car, I would have looked the same. All of a sudden, a feeling of joy overcame me. I 
was standing there just a few minutes ago. I can’t even imagine what I would look like 
now had Siniša not come and whether I would even be alive. But I am alive, alive. 
Dvorski, thank you. Someone was wounded. He needed to be taken to hospital urgently. 
As I tried to get my car to start, they brought in another wounded soldier. They placed 
him in the basement. It was safer there. My car was full of broken glass. I started the car. 
Let’s go. Everyone had gone already. There wasn’t much time. At any moment, a new 
barrage could begin. Quick. Get out of here. I looked around to see where my partner 
was. Where’s Ahmed? I couldn’t see him anywhere. I get out of the car, run to the 
basement. Maybe he’s there. No. Time is ticking away. How much more time is there? 
Where is he? Is he wounded? No, he can’t be. He came out with me. 
 Where the hell is he? I was alone. I couldn’t see anyone else anymore. Everyone 
had left already. Maybe he went with them. But perhaps he didn’t. Perhaps he went to 
film the fires around us. Fool. Idiot. I’m gonna kill him when I find him. I just need to 
find him. 
 I ran around yelling: “Ahmed, Ahmed.” No answer. There was no more time. I 
was practically dead. I’ve already overstepped the safety time zone. The shooting should 
have started by now. Thankfully they’re lazy. That’s right, gentlemen, Chetniks.  
 I started the car and headed off slowly. I looked around, peering into the yards as I 
drove past. I might see him somewhere. I left reluctantly. You don’t leave your partner 
behind. You leave with whoever you came with. That’s the rule. 
 I put my foot on the pedal. What next. Luckily, I managed to start it. There was 
no severe damage to the car, just glass and metal fragments strewed inside it. There was a 
big hole in the right-hand door, the very spot I was leaning on when Siniša forced me 
into the basement. Shrapnel pierced the door, hit the roof of the car and ricochet into the 
driver’s seat. The seat was shot, and later I found more shrapnel on the floor. It was hot 
and burnt a hole through the upholstery. There were some other smaller holes, and there 
was glass throughout the entire car. 
 I had already caught up with the column. The Croatian army was retreating to its 
reserve position. Some villagers followed them with tiny bundles of belongings, sacks and 
bags, driving their cattle with them, mostly cows, to a new pasture. 
 All of a sudden, I noticed Ahmed. He was filming the column as it retreated. I 
halted in the spot. You traitor! Fury and joy combined. You could have told me when you 
were leaving, at least waved or something, so I knew. I am an idiot. I was looking for you 
there. I was the last to leave. They could have blown me to bits. 
 I’m sorry, he kept repeating, sorry, sorry. He said he jumped into the first car that 
started driving away. A reflex reaction. Without thinking. Later he remembered. He knew 
that I would be looking for him, but it just happened. 



 We stayed in the new position for a while. Soldiers lay on the ground, rested. 
Women prayed aloud. 
 We headed back to Zagreb. I turned on the radio, full blast. A sunny day, lovely. 
As I’m driving, the wind is blowing in my face through the broken windscreen. People 
turn their heads as we drive past. They wave, and we wave back. We laugh. We sang as 
loud as we could to the songs on the radio. We kept the beat, banging our hands on the 
dashboard. We felt great. We were alive, and there’s no greater joy than to be alive. You 
can’t hide it. You want to burst to scream out, I’m alive! 
 Somewhere just before Velika Gorica, people started waving frantically. I 
thought it was just because they could see the holes in the car, the smashed glass, and 
they were greeting us knowing we had been in battle, so we just waved back. We didn’t 
turn the radio down. We didn’t slow down. We didn’t let our mood deflate. 
 Then, we ran straight into an air strike. Planes swept by at a low altitude and 
started shooting about 500 metres in front of our car. Smoke lifted in the air; bombs 
roared as they hit their target. I put my foot on the brakes. We jumped into the ditch 
beside the road into a cornfield behind us as we lay on the grass. We could see the radar 
station directly in front of us and the planes as they took off into the air. The next time 
they flew over, they disappeared while a tower of smoke remained. 
 We soon heard that they didn’t bomb the radar station, but fired at the repair 
hangar for Dragon planes. Until recently, the JNA lived at that address. Then the 
incumbent Croatian government decided to allow the JNA to retreat from the airbase 
with all its equipment. The equipment was valuable and unique from a strategic aspect. It 
was the only place MIG fighter jets could be serviced and maintained. Naturally, after 
evacuating, just like we had seen so many times before, airstrikes and shelling followed 
to ruin what was left behind.  
 We tried to find a restaurant somewhere, but everything was closed. The city was 
completely blacked out. Restaurants closed early because their staff had to get home 
before dark. Barricades, iron hedgehogs, sand bags, barbed wire, land mines, gas 
cylinders lined up along the streets. It’s dangerous driving during the day, let alone at 
night. It’s a real gamble, “A Russian roulette” of sorts. 
 We were in the Upper Town. The night was quickly falling. We saw the city 
below us and watched as it disappeared into the darkness. The only light penetrating the 
night sky was the full moon above us. It hung above the city and sketched its silhouette. 
The cathedral could be clearly seen, the Franciscan church on Kaptol, the ugly 
‘skyscraper’ in the Main Square – Trg. It was symbolic of observing the city as it sunk 
into the darkness. Its steeples - arms reaching from the sea of darkness just like a 
drowning man would raise his hands as a last desperate sign for help before disappearing 
forever into the deep blue. The image was eternal and painfully beautiful. I wanted to 
remember it and take it with me forever. 
 Then, something unexpected occurred, which I would never have believed had I 
not seen it for myself. The most inappropriate thing anyone could have imagined: some 
idiot pushed just one button, and for a moment, the entire city was lit up in 
synchronisation. The lit streets clearly appeared, Ban Jelačić Square bathed in the light, 
even the cathedral joined in the intoxication of the light. I didn’t know what was 
happening, was this sabotage or part of a planned operation. 
 Later I heard that the ‘Father’ of the nation took a stroll across the square with his 



entourage. I also heard from HIS mouth on TV that there won’t be any more darkness, 
there won’t be any more attacks and that the war was pretty much over. We have a firm 
guarantee of this from Slobodan Milošević and Yugo generals from Belgrade. I opened 
my window to see what my neighbours thought about this. Everything was still dark. I 
didn’t see even one light in any windows. The people are wise. 
 
26 September 1991 
I got another car again. Back onto the field. To Brest. Some other units are in Brest now. 
The Zebras and Gavran are resting in Zagreb. The other day I met with Siniša and 
Jasminko on Tkalčićeva street in Zagreb. They told me how it all went in Petrinja. 
Treason, negligence, irresponsibility. Trainer detonators had been inserted in the land 
mines on the roads against their tanks, which they (JNA) knew about in any case, so they 
drove straight over them as if they weren’t there. Sawdust in the cans of explosives that 
were supposed to raze the bridge across the Kupa and so on. 
  I don’t know the warriors who are here now. Never mind, the positions are the 
same. Our guys are holding the bridge on this side of the Kupa. I notice new death 
notices on the store window. There is further destruction in the village. Farms have been 
totally burnt, razed to the ground. The elderly, who are still here, refuse to leave their 
burnt homes. They don’t comment. They don’t complain. They don’t curse. They place a 
chair amid the ashes and sit there all day. There’s just one small brick building left 
standing with a few chickens. They say they’re okay. It could be worse. 
 On top of the hill, at the Brest Pokupsko cemetery, sits an old wooden church of 
significant cultural meaning. It’s been hit from above, in front, and to the side. A wooden 
altar and valuable paintings still standing amongst the ruin. Luscious, green grass with a 
beautiful garden containing a multitude of coloured flowers surround the church. The 
scent is strong. Despite the war, or maybe, because of it.  The scent transcends. 
 
27 September 1991 
Vukovar. No matter how no matter with whom. All I know is that I have to get there 
while it’s still there. 
 The day was grey and cloudy when I left. You could say, suitable for a drive. 
Later it started raining. It fell sparsely but consistently. Boring. As if there was no 
intention to stop.  However, I had to stop. I hadn’t been to this side of the country since 
the war started. I didn’t know which towns were occupied, nor which were under our 
control. I drove from checkpoint to checkpoint, from town to town. 
 I stopped in Našice to say hello to Ria. Both she and her mum tell me what it was 
like here, how they were attacked from the JNA barracks, their neighbours – who turned 
into snipers and so on… Ria says that she wasn’t scared but rather angry with them all. 
She’s sorry she’s not a man to show them what she thinks. The fellas are holding up well, 
but she knows they can do better. She doesn’t want to spend the war in the basement. She 
wants to do something, to be useful. She heard of some course for nurses, which didn't 
take too long to complete. She could help the wounded on the front. That’s what she’s 
going to do since she doesn’t know how to shoot, and so on. 
 The night was already falling when I left. First to Đakovo, then down south to 
Vrpolje. From there, along a meandering country road, and somehow, I got to the 
motorway. The police station and barricades send a warning. The enemy is close by, very 
close. One mustn’t err. 



 A short distance to the east along the motorway and then north to Vinkovci. The 
night is impenetrable. I’m driving with just my parking lights. Since heading north, I 
could clearly hear the detonations. As I approached Vinkovci, the explosions became 
louder and what surprised me most was the frequency, very frequent. It was a continual 
thundering, blasting that lasted, and just when I thought it would stop, it started again, 
constantly oscillating. The spot where the previous explosion was to have waned, another 
and another, again and again. I drove through a forest of tall oaks. I couldn’t see that they 
were oaks, but I knew they were. I had passed down this road hundreds of times before. 
The town where I was born is only about thirty kilometres away. My folks had always 
lived there, my dad, mum and my closest kin. On the other side of the Sava River in 
Bosnia. 
 So, I was familiar with this Slavonian forest and its oaks. I loved passing through 
here, driving through the greenery. The blue sky could be seen high above the treetops. It 
was always shady, even during the biggest heats. We used to come to the Bosut River, 
catch fish with our bare hands in the sludge when the summer sun would intoxicate them. 
We’d throw them onto the bank, in the grass. Later we’d make a fish stew. I was the main 
man for that. 
 We’d stay for several days in the forest, camping in tents and eating fish and 
drinking wine. And then we would spend the evenings reciting poems, making up stories, 
competing to see who would come up with the most original story and be the funniest. 
We’d play the guitar. We’d sing late into the night. Then, get up early the following day. 
We didn’t want to miss anything. To be together as long as possible and for it to be 
idyllic. Now, as I drive through, it seems like it never happened, as if I had made it all up 
to dupe the fear that was growing inside me more and more as I drew closer to where the 
shells were falling and where the earth shook. Despite the formidable darkness of the 
night, a red colour bathed the surroundings from the eternal flames of the burning town. 
 I turned off my parking lights too. Everything was visible in any case. A red-
orange light lit everything. I had never seen anything like it before. I wished I hadn’t seen 
it now. 
 I was already approaching the edge of town. Where should I go now? Where can I 
find shelter till morning? 
 I drove randomly through town. The streets resembled an excavation site, full of 
holes from the explosions, full of all sorts of ruined material, roof tiles, bricks, glass, 
cement, tree branches. If only I could see someone, anyone alive, to ask where I can stay. 
 I hadn't driven far when I noticed a car in my rear-view mirror quickly 
approaching me. I put my foot on the brake. The stop lights would have indeed indicated 
I wanted them to stop. I waved them down. The car, a police vehicle, stopped next to me. 
I tell them who I am and what my dilemma is. 
 Follow us, they said, but quickly and carefully. There are unexploded land mines on 
the road and huge holes. Don’t turn your lights on. 
 We drove through the destroyed town, from one end to the other. The direction 
we’re going in is becoming darker, and it is getting harder to navigate. In fact, I was driving 
subconsciously, trying to follow the police car.   
 When we stopped, they told me to quickly run across an open spot and immediately 
take shelter because snipers were constantly shooting and bombarding. 
 We ran across to the entry and made our way down to the basement. Some guys 



were just having dinner. They asked me to join them, and we ate together. Regardless of 
everything, the guys were in a good mood, and I was glad to see that. They tell me about 
the situation here, how they are fighting, and the shortage of everything to be more 
effective. As we sit, more teams keep arriving from the field. They report the situation, call 
for help, get some rest and then go out again. 
 The guys who just arrived are great. They’re from Stari Jankovci, and they tell us 
what the situation is like there. They say they’ve made a graveyard of tanks. They lack anti-
tank ammo and are destroying them with enforced anti-hail rockets. The effect is 
horrendous, both psychologically and destructively. It efficiently killed the enemy and 
confused them because they couldn’t work out what we’re using against their tanks. The 
guys say there aren’t enough of them though, and they need some reinforcements. About 
fifteen of them are holding a two-kilometre front. The warriors in Stari Jankovci are all 
locals who mostly live abroad and have returned to defend their homes. They ask if I 
want to go with them, to see what real fighting is. They tell me there’s plenty to eat. They 
killed some pigs, roasted them on a spit and have preserved them in lard. They’ll take 
care of me so that I can take some iconic photos. 
 I’d love to go with them, I know they’re good guys, and I trust them to get me 
back in one piece, even though they are surrounded on all three sides. But , I have to get 
to Vukovar first, even if it’s at the cost of my own life. Perhaps, on the way back, I’d 
like to spend a few days with them. 

They don’t mind. They tell me I’m always welcome, but just to let them know when. 
They’ll come and collect me, strictly at night though because everything is surrounded. 
We would be seen during the day. They were promised help tomorrow with new 
reinforcements. Now, they leave and disappear into the night. 

 It was pretty late when we headed from the top floors of the police station to 
check out the situation in town. First, we climbed over the sandbags protecting the 
entrance. Even though the Croatian police kept a watch here, now and then, a sniper shot 
would end up there. Probably a Vinkovci fifth-columnist. It seems the terrorists were well 
prepared for this special occasion and had night-vision telescopes as the entire police 
station and its surroundings were otherwise in utter darkness. 
 From the entry, we had to quickly get down, clinging to the walls and cross some 
fifty metres to the other entry to the higher level of the building. In this darkness, the only 
tangible thing was the wall, which we felt with our hands and followed our instincts. 
 As we climbed the stairs, I felt the soot under my fingers on the wall, my feet sunk 
deeper into a layer of ash, the air reeked of a burning stench. We kept clinging to the wall in 
the darkness in case of unexpected shots. 
 On the top floor, not sure if it was the fifth or sixth, we could see far into the 
distance. The other side of town was under attack and burning in flames. We could also see 
the “eternal door” on the enemy side. A gas pipeline runs to the strong Chetnik base 
through Mirkovci, and it had been hit, and the flames had been burning for days, casting 
flames high into the sky. It would be easy to open the valve to the end and let the gas 
explode. A checkpoint where it would have been easy to do that from is on our side, and all 
of Mirkovci would go up into the air and the Chetniks with it. Unfortunately, many 
civilians still live there, still loyal to the Chetnik authorities, and they would probably be 
killed. The suffering of countless civilians is the real reason why this plan was never taken 
seriously or considered. Needless to say, the presence of civilians has never presented any 



dilemma for the enemy, neither moral nor military, and they systematically destroyed 
civilian targets. This is obvious with the number of civilian causalities during the war, 
where ten per cent of the casualties were, in fact, civilians.  
 Other areas of the town that weren’t in flames had sunk into darkness. Orders were 
for complete blackouts. Here and there, a treasonous island of lights could be seen. They 
were fifth columnists giving their contribution to the Homeland War.  
 I spent the night in the basement, where all the police teams slept too. I slept well, 
even though the shelling continued throughout the night. The police kept watch and kept 
changing guard when their turn came. In the morning, I even lazed around for a while in 
my sleeping bag. 
 
Vukovar, 28 September 1991 
I got up in time to attend the raising of the flag. An unusual scene. Only then could I see 
what Vinkovci looked like. One policeman, obviously a reservist, because he was in 
civilian clothes, apart from a camouflage cap on his head raised an entirely new Croatian 
flag on the pole. There was not one hole on it from bullets or shrapnel. The colours on the 
flag were fresh, clean and bright. It was quite a juxtaposition, compared with the war-torn 
surroundings. The police station building, which I could only now see, was a long five-
storey building with several entrances. There was not one whole window on the entire 
building. The facade was riddled with holes from grenades. Mortar shells had carved out 
several metres of the wall, and other parts were blackened from traces of fire residue.  
 Family homes on the opposite side of the street were in a similar condition. A tar 
road between them was riddled with potholes from mortar shells. There was broken glass 
everywhere. The early-morning sun shone low and sharp and just enhanced the 
momentary contrast because it is evident that flags didn’t last long here. Soon this one too 
will resemble its surroundings.  
 Behind the building, a graveyard of burnt cars. A policeman was washing his car 
in a car-wash that had been drilled with direct hits. At first, it seemed ridiculous to me to 
be worried about how clean your car is amid this total apocalypse. Later, I realised the 
importance of preserving the appearance of life going on as normal. The police officer 
was washing his car which could be blown into the air the very next hour, maybe the man 
and machine he is tending to so carefully too. People don’t like dying like rats in the dirt. 
They are aware of the presence of death and treat it with reverence. They’re not running 
from it, but they want to be prepared when it comes to take them. That’s why all these 
warriors shave every day. Even in the most challenging situations, they try to maintain 
their hygiene at the highest level possible.  
 We tour the town. Oddly, it is calm today. Perhaps, they got tired of last night’s 
hyperactivity and are resting now.  
 People in town try to repair the new damage. There’s no hope for some buildings. 
They’ve been razed to the ground. We came to one house where a “sow” bomb fell. Now 
it’s just a heap of old building material. A man and his dog were left buried under the 
rubble. They couldn’t drag them out. As I walk among the ruins, I feel the stench of rot. I 
don’t know which of the two it belongs to. Probably, both of them. And now they wander 
together in death. What irony, in these ruins, a record cover by Bore Čorba In the name 
of the people. Inshallah – so be it. 
 Croatian soldiers are slowly arriving at the former JNA barracks, which was the 



source of death around town until recently. Inside some buildings, fires are still burning, 
and it isn’t safe to move around because of the infantry mines. They warn us to walk only 
along solid footpaths. All around us destroyed tanks and vast mounds of brass cartridge 
casings of the shells fired from tanks. It doesn’t take much to imagine where these shells 
landed. A Croatian flag waves high up on the water tower. I am in awe of the skill of the 
person who managed to place it there. 
 Residents in houses that surround the army base will never forget the JNA in their 
neighbourhood. Their homes have practically collapsed from the daily fiery greetings. 
People talk about what it was like a few days back. They say they pressured them quite 
hard, and just when they thought they would surrender, an order arrived from Zagreb to 
leave them alone. They went with all their weapons, which they used until yesterday to 
destroy their homes. It’s something the locals just couldn’t understand or justify. 
 It was a similar situation in the centre of town - wounded houses and people. The 
Trades Hall razed to the ground. When you peep inside from the street through the 
window, you see the blue sky and sun. It unexpectedly surprises you. The wooden roof 
beams were burnt and caved in halfway, leaning on the walls and burnt floor. Seen from 
the street, they form a black, sooty frame around the image of the sky. The library is 
across the road from the Trades Hall. Now, it’s a graveyard of burnt books. Metal shelves 
almost melted from the heat. They carry neatly piled ash from the books that once sat 
there. Books of ashes! When you touch them, they spill into a shapeless pile, almost like 
a fairy tale of some magical place where the evil witch has cast her spell. I try to imagine 
a different epilogue to this black tale, where books of ashes turn into real books when 
touched. As I pass between the shelving, my feet sink deep into the soot. I know. I feel as 
if there is some secret answer written in the ashes. I feel some deep respect while my feet 
sink softly into that noble, grey mass. My restrained movements produce the most 
delicate clouds that rise into the air and disappear: freed in space. I recall an episode in 
history. The Alexandrian library experienced a similar fate in its encounter with the 
Barbarians or the burning of books in Berlin. We know in which period that occurred. 
History is constantly repeating itself. Haven’t we learnt anything? 
 I met a boy in the main street. He wasn’t more than nine or ten. He was wearing a 
T-shirt with a big sign STOP written across his chest. On his back, hanging to the right 
side a small army backpack as a school bag, casual. He had a wide leather belt around his 
waist and a large army bayonet swaying as he walked. I didn’t ask what it was for. The 
boy had a peaceful gaze and aged wisdom that I could read on his face. I didn’t ask where 
he got it from. I knew. From experience. 
 To Vukovar, it’s time already. First to Nuštar. There, they’ll tell me where to go 
from there. The situation is changing rapidly. I have to get some information directly 
from the field, first hand. As I enter the town, next to the road on the right-hand side, a 
massive crater from a heavy “sow” bomb. It made an enormous hole about six-seven 
metres in diameter. Now it’s full of water - an actual lake. Along the way, three destroyed 
houses and some trees pulled out by their roots. 
 The road that led to Vukovar until now has been cut off. There’s no safe route 
anymore. The Chetniks are moving in and setting up a siege. 
 They tell me to try across Cerić, and there they’ll know better. They’ll help me. 
In Cerić, they directed me in one direction. I’m not exactly sure which way. I’m driving 
but don’t know where I am going exactly nor where I will end up or if I will see anyone 



along the way. I drive fast and trust my instinct. I pass, fly past empty villages without 
any signs of life. Not one person anywhere. Signs of fresh fighting are visible on the 
houses. I don’t even want to think of what madness I’ve got myself into without a guide. 
I decided to go to the end and whatever happens. I pray to God to not forsake me now. 
He knows I have to get to Vukovar. It is imperative. 
 At one moment I noticed some people. They were in a house. They looked like 
Croatian fighters. And I surprised them too, so they quickly took cover. I put my foot on 
the brakes and headed in reverse. They signalled to me to get out of sight, so I drove my 
car into the yard and hid it behind the house. Relief, they were on our side, after all. 
 We talk in the basement. I say I want to go to Vukovar if there’s the slightest 
chance possible. I’m aware of and willing to take the risk.  
 It will be difficult, they tell me, but it’s possible. There’s no safe corridor 
anymore. The Chetniks have set up ambushes. They attack and then disappear. Now it’s 
pot luck and whatever happens, does. Who survives, gets through. They wouldn’t go, but 
someone is always trying to get through, and I can go with them. 
 As we were talking, a car stopped on its way there. There were two soldiers in the 
vehicle, a man and a woman. Both of them were wearing helmets. They tell me to drive 
behind them and if something should happen to them to just keep going. 
 We start sharply. The tyres squeal. We have to gain speed before we leave the 
village. There’s an open spot after the village. They can see everything like on a platter, 
especially from the silos, where the view is far-reaching. 
 They can aim with whatever they want, snipers, anti-aircraft machine guns, 
mortar shells. We’re driving very fast. The car in front of me raised a cloud of dust, and I 
can hardly see where I am going. We almost ran across a barricade of iron hedgehogs and 
land mines at the end of the village. I just missed them at the last possible second. 
 For a while, we drove along a tar road and then turned into a cornfield. There was 
no road, just a little space between two rows of corn stalks in the field. I was driving 
almost randomly because I couldn’t see anything from the dust, not even the sky. At one 
moment, we came out into a clearing next to a forest. The forest was to our left. A path 
suddenly turned downwards, almost at a forty-five-degree angle. The car jumped and fell, 
thumping away. I felt like I wasn’t driving at all and that the car was falling of its own 
accord. 
 At the spot where the decline ended, the path turned sharply to a right-angle 
curve. A blast rang out. I heard it, right next to my left ear, like a shot fired at my car. 
Was it an ambush? 
 I squeezed the gas pedal. I expected a barrage of fire at the very next moment. 
The car in front of me was driving slowly, so slowly. It accelerated slowly. It 
manoeuvred slowly. I wanted to push through it and get away as far as possible. 
Disappear. Run away. I expected rifle shots at any moment from all sides, but there 
wasn’t any. I didn’t know what was happening. Are they toying with us? On the most 
part, apart from that one shot, there was no other firing. Only then I recalled that I had 
noticed a car at the very spot where the road turned right suddenly. It was white or pale 
yellow and turned on its side. It looked like an old VW Golf. That’s the spot where the 
car’s speed is the slowest during the entire ride. That’s the best spot for an ambush. 
 What happened to “our” attacker? Did we surprise him, or did he have an old gun, 
an M48, that’s repeated manually? By the time he wanted to fire a second shot, we had 



already disappeared in a cloud of dust. In any case, whatever happened, I’m still alive 
now. God. Thank You. 
 Now we’re driving through the cornfields again on both sides. Now and then, 
we come across an abandoned car drilled with bullet holes and left there. They’re the 
ones that didn’t have luck. Are they still there, or have their bodies been taken away? 
We didn’t check. We drove fast and continued. Finally, we came on to a tar road again. 
We pass a barricade with our soldiers manning it, and we’re here. 
 Vukovar.  
 I almost can’t believe it. I did it. I’m here. 
 Vukovar. 
 Nothing here is like outside, elsewhere. The sun shines differently here than 
anywhere else. Here, Vukovar’s sun shines. The air in Vukovar is different, unlike 
anywhere else. You meet different people here than outside. They speak differently here. 
They greet each other differently here. They laugh differently, and they weep differently. 
They fight differently and die differently here in Vukovar. Life is valued differently 
here, here in Vukovar, than anywhere else because things here are like we would always 
like to see them, the way we imagine them. Things could be better if they could. Here 
everything is the way it should be by the course of nature. In a word, here everything is, 
and everyone sees, knows and feels that. 
 I drove to the police station and wanted to hear what the situation was. I didn’t 
want to rush anywhere. I gave myself plenty of time. I’ll stay here as long as I can, as 
long as necessary. I wanted to see it all and feel it all as much as will be possible. 
 At the police station, I talk to some people. They tell me that first, before 
anything, I have to see the hospital. The hospital is close, it's in the neighbourhood, and 
because there was no artillery fire at that time, I decided to go on foot. 
 The Vukovar hospital, like the rest of Vukovar, lives underground in basements. 
Everything that is above ground is destroyed. That’s what happened to the hospital. 
Enemy shells attacked the hospital just as fiercely as they did all the other buildings in the 
city, even though it is a hospital, or maybe that’s the reason why. 
 The hospital’s director, Doctor Vesna Bosanac, took me through the building. 
She told me they had started collecting the first mortar shells and mines that fell on the 
hospital, out of curiosity or perhaps as evidence. After that, when that became a daily 
occurrence, or as she said, hourly event, they stopped collecting them because the 
evidence would have quickly buried them. We climb the stairs to the upper floors, 
exploiting the lull. There is not one whole window in the building. Here and there, there 
are holes in the wall from direct mortar fire. Regardless of everything, everything in the 
hospital is neat and in its place. When a window was smashed, the glass was immediately 
swept up, and it doesn’t jab you in the feet as you walk through. 
 Everything, the hospital wards and their patients, has been moved to the 
basement. Civilian residents too are staying there, elderly citizens and children. All the 
rooms and the passageways are full. 
 Doctor Bosanac says that it is pretty indicative of when the fiercest attacks on 
Vukovar started. It was when all the children were evacuated from the city and taken 
down to the coast. For quite some time they waged whether to have the children return or 
for them to stay on the coast for a little while longer. And then a truce was signed, and so 
a decision was made for the children to return. When a large column of buses with the 



children returned, the fiercest attacks began three days later. They pounded the city day 
and night with all possible weapons and artillery. Since then, for a month now, the 
fierceness of the attacks has not subsided. Residents have become accustomed to the new 
situation. Whoever wanted to leave did so earlier. Those who stayed didn’t want to be 
separated from their families again. The children stayed together with the adults and 
shared their fate. 
 One day, Doctor Bosanac tels me, there were fifteen children injured. Everything 
was agreed to with Zagreb to transfer the children there, but their parents would not let 
them go. During uncertain times like this, they wanted to be together as a family. Doctor 
Bosanac tells me some statistics. From the 25 th of August until now, there were 550 
people injured in Vukovar in the past month, and 110 killed. Of that number, seventy per 
cent were civilians, twenty-five per cent were Croatian soldiers, and five per cent were 
Croatian police officer. The daily average of casualties is about thirty-six wounded and 
four to eight dead. On a “peaceful” day like today, Doctor Bosanac reads from her 
notebook: sixteen wounded and two killed. And the day isn’t over yet. 
 We tour the Vukovar basement Hospital. I see people lying there: old, young, 
men, women, children. We pass by the bed of a little girl. She has dark, long hair, big 
black eyes and a dry pale body. She has a Rosary around her neck like most of the 
patients. The doctor explains her condition: 
 She was playing one day with her friend in the yard. You can put up being locked 
up inside a basement for three days, but on the fourth, when the bombing stops a little, 
you have to get outside for some air, to see the sky. While they were playing, a mortar 
shell fell suddenly. Her friend didn’t have luck and was killed on the spot while shrapnel 
pierced her internal organs, liver, kidney. Now we’re keeping her alive, but we don’t 
know for how long. She is suffering in terrible pain.  
 The rooms we pass through are overcrowded with beds. All the beds have snow-
white linen. The people lying in them are calm and stoically bear their fate. As I speak to 
them, they don’t complain. They don’t lament. You can feel the trust they have in the 
people caring for them. These patients are unlike some other patients in some other 
hospitals during some other times. These patients don’t try and drag the doctor’s attention 
to get some better treatment or care than the other patients. No, these people here are all 
treated the same, and that is part of the effort they themselves invest in so that the 
situation remains unchanged. They are aware of the enormous burden on the staff 
because of the constant interventions and operations so many patients need and whose 
numbers are increasing every day. They know they will get the necessary medication and 
treatment when their turn comes and don’t burden anyone. They know that the other 
patients need help too. Enemy soldiers are lying there together with them, in the same 
room with the same treatment. They are enjoying the same treatment as everyone else. 
They aren’t disadvantaged because they fought on the other side and are not receiving 
any less medical treatment than anyone else here. 
 The children are staying in the atomic shelter. That’s the safest part of the 
building. There are about thirty pregnant women there too. When it was time to evacuate, 
only two decided to go somewhere safe out of Vukovar. 
 In the rooms we pass through, various large pipes are hanging from the ceiling. 
They pass through all the rooms. This space was not intended for this purpose.  
Nevertheless, it is an excellent solution for now. When the mortar shells fall they can 



almost not even be heard down here.  
 There are quite a few nuns here too, taking care of patients. I encounter them 
throughout the hospital.  
  Doctor Bosanac wants to show me where they are burying the dead. The city 
cemetery has become too small, so they bury the dead in a large mass grave next to the 
old cemetery. A large hole had been dug out in the ground. Pine coffins are lined up in 
two rows, with three coffins lined one on top of each other. There’s no other way because 
of the constant bombing. Even these large graves are being filled quickly, and it’s 
necessary to dig new ones. As we went towards the cemetery, Doctor Bosanac stopped to 
show me her house. Just like all the rest in the neighbourhood, it had been given a fiery 
greeting from the other side. 
 I went to the headquarters of the antiterrorist group.  I wanted to go to a position 
where our guys were causing so many losses for the enemy. I wanted to. I had to see the 
legendary Trpinjska Cesta, the site of the graveyard of enemy tanks. As we speak in 
the headquarters, a single-storey urban house, solidly built at the turn of the century, a 
strong artillery attack started again. The guys continued as if they didn’t notice anything 
and continued peacefully eating their meal. They ask me to join them. It’s a pleasure to 
dine in such fine company. 
 As the artillery fire continued all around us, we talk calmly about the situation in 
Vukovar. Their peace is suggestive, so I didn’t feel any fear either. We comfortably 
found somewhere to rest after the meal and sipped on some juice. The commander was 
sitting swaying in a chair. The window was behind his back. The room was blacked out. 
The radio played quietly, some pleasant music. The guys were discussing the problems 
with the defence. As one spoke, the others listened and didn’t interrupt him until he 
finished. And then everyone would agree out loud. In the end, the commander said what 
he thought, and the conversation ended. 
 As they spoke, mortar shells started falling stronger, very close. Then the 
commander just as calmly said that it’s time to find shelter until this thunder stops. We all 
took our drinks and moved into the passageway. 
  The passageway was the firmest and safest part of the building. As we stood and 
waited for the cannonade of mortar shells to wane, the commander asked me to take a 
photo of them together. As soon as the detonations moved away a little, we went out into 
the green garden. The guys stood for a group portrait, with mortar shells falling in the 
background, which can’t be seen in the shot, but whoever wants to can imagine and feel 
them. There were eight warriors. I’m watching their faces. Some were young, very 
young. Each had his own personal style, something unique he wanted to keep and show 
the outside world. They dressed differently and were equipped differently, and chose 
different weapons. No matter how noticeable that difference was, something existed, 
something felt, something that bound them and made them similar, if not the same. They 
were all beautiful. That beauty wasn’t something on the outside but from the inside. 
That’s what made them the same. They belonged to the same fraternity, the same ideal. 
They yearned for the same aim and fought for it. And died for it. Their hearts were all 
joined for – VUKOVAR. 
 I see how gentle they are towards each other, how careful they are, in a manly, 
restrained manner. Soldierly. I felt an emotional attachment to these people, a 
conspiratorial intimacy. The “Phantom of Freedom” had overcome me. That’s why I 



knew what they were feeling, how their hearts felt and their minds thought, what 
sensations were running through their limbs while they run towards death and while they 
watch it, and how each day, they solemnly greet it once again. I love and respect their 
decision, and I’m glad that I recognised this. 
 Other warriors arrived later from the field. Samurai, a well-known warrior, 
arrived at the Vuteks factory with his team, where the enemy had been positioned but 
was quickly driven back and retreated. They managed to bring back a brand-new machine 
gun with them. He too has a unique expression on his face. He’s wearing a typical Lika 
cap with the Croatian Coat of Arms on the front and a beautifully carved samurai sword 
hanging from his hips. I’m sure the enemy remembers him for a lot more than just his 
appearance, just like all his other colleagues here. We head out into the field with only 
one aim. Two warriors escort me. They were in the group photo I had taken.  
 Legend has it that when elephants sense that death is coming, they all go to the 
same spot to die. That’s known as the elephant graveyard, and they say there are 
hundreds, thousands of elephants in that spot, where these huge creatures leave their 
bones. Something drags them, some unknown force, to die just there. A similar power, it 
seems, attracts the enemy’s cyclopean mastodons, tanks with that exact aim. When they 
decide to die, they head towards their graveyard, the graveyard of tanks. It has another 
name here – it’s called the Trpinjska Cesta. They say that there are dozens of steel giants 
in Trpinjska Cesta leaving their steel bones there. That mythical scene has to been seen 
and remembered. That’s our destination. 
 On the way, we stop off at the hospital. We stop to collect some supplies for the 
guys at their posts. Just as we arrived, the brakes of a yellow VW golf screeched in front 
of the entrance. Smoke coming out of it, the windows and upholstery drilled with bullet 
holes and without a front left tyre. It fell apart during the ride as it too was hit by bullets. 
A seriously wounded warrior lay in the back seat. There was no glass on the rear and left 
windows at all. The front seats wouldn’t recline, so they tried to take him out through the 
back left window. With each movement of his body, he would respond with a screech, a 
horrifying, muffled screech. Smoke and the stench of burnt tyres engulfed the entire area. 
Glass fragments covered the car’s interior, and I saw two slices of bread doused in blood 
on the floor of the car.  
 Immediately after that, another car arrived. A white Visa, rent-a-car, with 
Ljubljana number plates. A photographer, Laurent van der Stock from France, was in 
that car. A grenade had lobbed off his lower right arm. There was a huge chunk of meat 
missing at the spot of the wound and a piece of bone hanging. The freshly lobbed off 
meat was bloody red but wasn’t bleeding anymore, most of the blood had been drained 
already, and the wound now appeared to have just been sprinkled with blood. Tiny red 
drops dripped slowly. 
 The third member of the team, a Croatian warrior, was killed on the spot. They 
delivered him later in an ambulance. They were hit directly with a mortar shell in the 
shelter at their position in Trpinjska Cesta. 
 I had met with Laurent just a few hours before. He was a photographer for 
Gammin. He was a Belgian. We met in front of the hospital, just as they had arrived. He 
was assigned two warriors to protect him. And they did indeed, with their bodies. One of 
them paid for this dedication with his life. Instantly. On the spot. The other one will 
probably end up the same. It’s hard to believe he’ll pull through; at least that’s what 



Doctor Juraj Njavro said after examining him. Too high a price for one photo, especially 
if someone else is paying the price. 
 While we wait for the outcome of Laurent’s operation, I pace up and down in 
front of the entrance. Bloodstains cover the footpath, like in some horror movie. A nurse 
tries to wash it away, but it’s not that easy. There’s so much of it. The guys are moving 
around the ambulance, trying to fix something. The ambulance resembles a young man 
that has turned entirely grey overnight. Its colour is still shiny and fresh. It is riddled with 
holes made by bullets and mortar shell shrapnel. The front windscreen, driver’s window 
too. 
 I can’t allow myself to even imagine what happened to him. Ambulance drivers 
here in Vukovar enjoy enormous respect, for their courage. They call them kamikaze. 
Their favourite is known as Speedy. He will go where other brave heroes won’t. He goes 
where he has to, where help is needed. 
 In Vukovar, everything is expended much faster than anywhere else. Of all the 
vehicles they had for emergency services, only one was left. It, too, now resembles an 
abattoir van rather than an ambulance. Inside the vehicle, blood flowed down literally like a 
creek. Tiny, narrow red streams flow from inside and fall to the ground. Blood flows down 
the vehicle’s walls and on to the stretches. The nurses are doing a Sisyphean task, trying to 
wash out the blood, but the story is the same after each new delivery of the wounded. 
 The operation is over, and they call me. I can speak to Laurent and explain the 
situation with his arm, and calm him down a little. Doctor Njavro tells me that there is a 
chance to save his arm’s functioning. In his opinion, eighty per cent of the arm’s function 
could be saved. But there’s one condition. He has to get out of Vukovar. He has to be 
transferred, and the best thing would be for him to get to Paris as soon as possible. He 
has done what he can in these circumstances. They cleaned the wound, refixed the bones 
in place with steel screws. That’s all they can do. Now he needs microsurgery as soon as 
possible. I know what a photographer’s arms mean to him. I take on the responsibility to 
organise his evacuation and transport to Paris. Still, first, I want to speak to him and try 
and calm him down. 
 We spoke for a long time. Laurent was quite disturbed. Crying! He doesn’t 
believe that it’s possible to save his arm. He says he remembers carrying his left arm in 
his right hand and that image is still haunting him. He begs me not to tell him fairy tales 
and that it’s all over with his arm. 
 I try to convince him of what the doctor told me. I’m talking about science, 
neurosurgery and microsurgery here but he needs to have patience and faith for it to 
succeed. I stay with him for a long time, trying to convince him. I beg him to trust me, 
that that’s the best way for him to help himself because without faith, you have nothing, 
and if he believes, then it will be possible. He’s adamant, rejects me. 
  There’s one other way which I hadn’t tried yet, the rough way, and if that fails, 
then I give up. I tell him he’s ungrateful. He should be glad, he’s alive. Living. He has 
everything because he still has his life, doesn’t he understand. What more does he want? 
He’ll save his arm, too, while the warriors who were his guards don’t have anything 
anymore, they’re dead, and that’s a huge difference. I act as if I’m really angry with him 
and his attitude. 
 It seems as though that worked. We started talking about some practical issues, 
his evacuation and how to get him to Paris. He even drank some tea. I went to the phone 



and tried to call Zagreb. Jasmin Krpan was in Zagreb. He also worked for Gammin as 
a photographer. I asked him to reach Paris and for someone to come and take Laurent 
over at the Hungarian border in Donji Miholjac and to organise a flight with the 
Hungarian authorities. 
 It seems like everything will be alright. We just need to get out of Vukovar 
tomorrow. There’s no guarantee there. Only God can help us there. 
 Doctor Bosanac also made some calls. Everything, to the finest detail, has been 
arranged with Paris and with the embassy. Now we just have to wait for the morning. 
 It seems sometimes that you just click with some people. As if you’ve known 
each other all your life yet you only met them two or three hours ago. Nothing seems to 
hitch in your talk. Nobody tries to outsmart the other and leave an impression on an 
audience. Everything goes smoothly, and you believe one another without any 
unnecessary explanation. You even manage to recognise gestures and read them. You 
even tend to get a hint at what the other person is trying to say with the movement of 
their hand or body or some other particular coded message, a slight move, a secret and 
unconscious sign with the body, in support of that yet unspoken sentence. That happens 
with people who have spent a long time together, old friends, parents and children who 
live together, with lovers. People who love each other. That happens with good people 
when they meet too. And in peace too. 
 It’s the same in war but much more intensive. In combat, everything is enhanced 
to the umpteenth degree. Good people become even better. Those who are evil are even 
worse. In war, there are no lies because there’s no point in lying. It’s quickly revealed. 
Everything is so clear and apparent, and differences become unbridgeable. That’s why 
they are at war. 
 In war, people turn to each other. Nothing is more important in war to a person 
than another human being. More than food, shelter, a man needs someone else, someone 
like him, to recognise him and understand him. And that’s enough. 
 So many “small,” “tiny,” and “ordinary” people excel in war. Some, who you 
would never expect it from. Some excel with their goodness, heroic acts that surpass the 
dimensions of regular times of peace. On the other hand, others excel in the immensity of 
their evil. Some who were “peaceful” until yesterday and “incapable” are now 
slaughtering and looting, committing the most atrocious misdeeds. A stifled and 
suppressed evil smouldered somewhere in the corner of their heart. It was somewhere 
deep inside, carefully hidden from everyone in peacetime. Now it burst out and ignited a 
demonic fire. Its true face has come to light, its true nature.  If there had not been any 
war, it would never have shown its face, and they would be living someone else’s life. 
 In Vukovar, it is easy to be good because you are always in good company. The 
one’s who were no good left. Some, even to the other side. 
 I met Marko in the hospital. Marko was a paramedic. If there had been no war, 
he would have remained just that: Marko, the good paramedic. In the war, he became a 
hero. An artist and a hero! And that’s obvious as soon as you see him. Anyone who meets 
him sees this. Marko works day and night. His job, someone else’s job, anyone’s job. 
There’s no need to call Marko. If help is needed, he’s already there. Doctors say that he 
doesn’t just apply plaster casts, he creates with plaster. Fractures, immobilisers and the 
like. 
 Marko asked me for a favour. He has been giving this entire time, doing good for 



others without asking for anything in return. He probably didn’t even consider that he 
was doing something special. He was just doing what he had to. That was just his nature 
in any case, and he did what needed to be done and couldn’t be stopped no matter what. 
 Marko asked me for a favour. Take my children, he said. Let them be saved at 
least. Take them to Zagreb. Somewhere safe. Far away from here. 
 How could I say no to Marko? How to tell MARKO no? 
 I came here with another plan. To take photos, observe, record. I hadn’t done any 
of that. Nothing. Maybe in another day or two. 
 Don’t hesitate, says Marko. Please. It’ll be too late. Save my children. It’s a 
matter of hours. To hell with the pictures. How to tell MARKO no? Of course I will 
Marko, you can count on me. 
 Doctor Tomislav Vlahović from Zagreb is here in Vukovar too. He came briefly 
to help out a little but stayed for a long time. Marko has agreed with Vlahović for his 
wife to take care of his kids. We call Mrs Šumak in Zagreb to tell her that we’re arriving 
tomorrow, God willing. Everything is alright. She’ll be waiting for us. 
 Zoran Jačimović, a photographer for Glas Slavonia, is lying in Vukovar hospital 
too. He is seriously wounded. He and his two colleagues came across an ambush in 
Bogdanovci. He was wounded immediately while the others managed to escape through 
the cornfield. That happened today, in the same place where I had come from just a few 
hours ago. Press Aid. Altogether, four for evacuation. Of them, two are seriously injured 
and mustn’t be moved. Apart from that, Laurent is being administered intravenous 
infusion because of the amount of blood he lost. They have to go by ambulance in any 
case. 
 It was already quite late when we decided on everything. I dined with the staff in 
their dining room. There isn’t any electricity, so candles light up the tables. Everyone is 
in a good mood, and we joke. After dinner, they play cards to take their minds off 
everything, if at all possible. Then off to sleep. That is, who can, because new wounded 
arrive during the night and operations need to be made. I’m tired too and want to sleep. If 
I could, I’d just go to sleep at the table here. 
 Someone took me to a bed on the first floor. There’s no room in the basement. 
The basement is reserved for patients, and it’s occupied. The staff sleeps in the hallways, 
on the ground and first floors. They are still safe because they are located in the middle of 
the building and aren’t directly exposed to the exterior. Former rooms for the patients are 
lined up to the left and right, and one more floor above that. I’ll be sleeping in one of 
them. I’m so tired that I would even sleep outside, just to get some sleep. I don’t care 
about the mortar shells or the danger, just to get to sleep. I want to sleep, that’s all. 
 
 Vukovar, 29 September 1991 
I dreamt I was sleeping, and mortar shells were falling on the hospital. When I woke up, I 
saw that it wasn’t a dream and that that was the reality. A strong artillery attack was 
underway with all of the enemy’s available arsenal. If they continue like this, we won’t 
be able to get out. We’ll have to wait for the attack to wane. If we wait too long and don’t 
get out today, there won’t be any chance for Laurent’s arm. He’ll lose it. We have to 
decide: to risk it or wait. Another danger lurked. The road we came on and are supposed 
to get out on could be cut off at any time. Even now, our chances of making it were slim. 
It’s all up to luck now and the probability of there not being an ambush there just now. 



 I ask what the others think. They decide to wait until the attack subsides. 
Everyone believes that it won’t last long. 
 As the time ticks away, and it beats so slowly when you are waiting for 
something, the intensity of the attack isn’t waning. Everyone is on edge. There’s so much 
on the cards. Should we stay, or should we go? If we procrastinate for too long, we could 
be cut off forever. In that case, Laurent would undoubtedly lose his arm, and our fate 
would be entirely uncertain. If we should head off, we could be hit in the shelling, which 
just isn’t stopping, or in a Chetnik ambush. But we could also have some luck and be 
saved. We need to make a decision right now. We need to prepare first, and they’ve been 
waiting for us in Hungary for some time now. 
 We talk once again. The feeling is that we should move because if there’s even a 
slight chance of succeeding, we should, and if we stay, then there’s no chance left 
whatsoever. 
 We hurried up our preparations. Speedy is going to drive the ambulance. First, 
we’ll go to Marko’s house for his children. That’s stage one. I need to bring them to the 
hospital and then from there to try and breakthrough in two vehicles. We drive across the 
entire city for the first time. Marko lives on the opposite side of Vukovar, and I can now 
see what’s left of the town. 
 It’s hard to describe. As I drive as fast as I can, making sure we get to Marko’s 
house safely, I catch only few sequences of the city,  a quick glimpse or glance that I 
manage to catch as I am driving along. I know that I’m no longer going on asphalt 
because roof tiles and glass cover the road. Now and then, a crater made by a mortar shell 
appears on the road and I have to avoid it at the last moment. Sometimes I manage, 
sometimes I don’t, and the car jerks, dances on the road of death in Vukovar. During our 
drive there and back, we didn’t see a single soul on the road. There wasn’t a single 
person, dog, or anything that moved, apart from the mortar shells. 
 Devastation has overcome Vukovar. Anyone who comes here after me, in some 
other circumstances, will be able to describe that better than me and testify to it. I sped 
through a barren Vukovar, and all I cared for right now was life. There’s no need to go 
anywhere far or rush to for death. It’s here, around me, wherever I look, and I had the 
feeling that it was enough just to stop, slow down and that it, death, would come and tap 
me on the shoulder: I’m here. That’s why I drove. I didn’t stop to take any shots, look for 
something to remember, feel any anger against the barbarians, or be sad for their actions. 
No. I drove. I drove to save something, at least something, from this hell. I drove for 
Marko and his kids. For life. When we arrived, Ljilja, Marko’s wife, a nurse at the 
hospital, was already there. Marko had erected some tree stumps at the entrance of the 
house to protect them. They were living in the basement. Their neighbours together with 
them. We took the children and left. Marko stopped for a moment. He turned around and 
pointed: “Do you like my garden? Isn’t it beautiful?” 
 His voice was calm. It resounded with a stifled satisfaction. He stood for a 
moment or two and truly enjoyed it. When he turned around, his eyes shone as if he knew 
more than he wanted to say. His movements were decisive. Each movement displayed 
strength. The Danube was so close. It stretched behind Marko’s backyard. I could see 
the bank on the other side. That’s Serbia. 
 Everyone came out to say goodbye when we left the hospital, staff and patients 
and Croatian soldiers. They shook our hands and hugged us. They wished us luck, and 



we did the same. We’ll all need it. 
 We made the sign of the cross and headed off. Speedy drove first. Foot on the 
accelerator and God help us. Now we’re in His hands. We passed by the last Croatian 
checkpoint and entered into no man’s land, into the cornfields. Speedy didn’t drive too 
fast for the sake of the wounded. Here and there, we would notice an abandoned car on 
the side, the same one’s I saw on coming here. I wasn't thinking of anything in particular. 
I prayed any prayer I could remember to myself and waited for something to happen. 
Nothing did. 
 We arrived in Nuštar, safe on Croatian territory. We stopped at the first petrol 
station and filled up. We were all pleased. Everything was so easy after that. First, we 
went to Đakovo and left Zoran Jačimović there. They’ll come from Osijek to pick 
him up. We continued towards Donji Miholjac and the border, where we met with 
Hungary’s Red Cross organisation representatives. We transferred Laurent into their 
vehicle, wished him luck and continued on our way. Speedy headed back for Vukovar. 
I hope he makes it. 
 We’re going to Zagreb. Before we head off, we go to Donji Miholjac for lunch. 
We deserved it. Speedy and the nurse won’t. They’re in a hurry to get back. 
 Good luck, Speedy. Good luck, nurse. 
 After lunch, we head off too. For Zagreb. The day is beautiful, sunny. We enjoy 
the ride. Everyone is in a good mood. I was afraid for the guys, how they will react to 
our leaving them. They understand the situation. 
 We didn’t have any problems on the way, all the way to Bjelovar. As we drew 
closer to Bjelovar, I felt the smell of gunpowder in the air. The strong, sharp aroma of 
burnt gunpowder. It cut through the nostrils with every breath.  
 Something has happened. Something big. Police patrols we encounter have no idea, 
or at least they won’t let on. We can’t go to Bjelovar and have to bypass it. Had I not had 
the children with me, I would have gone to see what was happening. Now, there’s nothing 
left but to put my foot on the gas and get to Zagreb as soon as we can. That’s the best thing 
to do. 
 It was still daytime when we arrived. Mrs Šumak was waiting for us. I handed over 
my valuable freight. She will take care of the children from now on. 
 
1 – 6 October 1991 
I’m going to Kosovo. Once again, after everything that has happened here with us, I have 
to hear how the Albanians perceive the situation. How they are going to fight for their 
rights, passively or actively. 
 And I have to hear that first hand in Pristina. 
 There are two ways to get to Kosovo from Zagreb. One is to drive through 
Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria and then to enter into Macedonia, and through 
Macedonia to Kosovo. 
 The other way is much faster, to fly with Croatia Airlines from Graz to Skopje. It’s 
easy then from Skopje. You can go by bus to Priština or rent a car. 
 I decided to fly. I rented a car in Skopje. I looked for an agency that had cars with 
Belgrade number plates. I hoped that I would have fewer problems that way, considering 
the incredible number of police around. 
 Iso Rusi met me in Skopje. Iso is an old friend. We’ll go to Priština together. I’m 
glad to see Iso. We worked together for years, back in ‘85, when I did my first work with 



the Roma. We stayed in Skopje that evening and tomorrow, off to Priština. 
 There are two hotels in Pristina, the Hotel Grand and the Hotel Božur. I wouldn’t 
sleep in either of them if my life depended on it. The first one, Hotel Grand, is the Kosovo 
version of Casablanca. When I first started coming to Kosovo, I would stay there until I 
became familiar with it. Now I would never stay there no matter what. The Hotel Grand is 
the confluence of the demi-monde. Spies of all categories and colour, snoops, police, 
whores, mafia – narcos and others, pimps and criminals from all sorts of milieus hang 
around the Grand. Reporters stay here too, foreign and local, until they get to know 
Priština better. Then things become more evident, and they run from the Grand in a hurry. 
 The other hotel, the Hotel Božur, is the headquarters for Serb extremists, and no 
one else goes there. Albeit, they also meet in the JNA hall, but that’s another story. 
 In any case, I know Kosovo, and Kosovo knows me. Especially the Kosovo police. 
I spent two years there with some minor pauses, working as a photographer and researching 
a project on a big book about Kosovo. That helped me get acquainted with many people 
and obtain a reasonably clear insight into the current situation in Kosovo. That’s when I 
met and became friends with many representatives of the so-called Kosovo Alternative, 
members and leaders of political opposition parties in Kosovo. One of them was Skelzen 
Maliqi, a dear and good friend. So Iso and I decided to stay at his place.  
 The situation in Kosovo was pretty much like I had left it in the spring. A lot of 
police, constant check points, informative interrogation. There’s practically hardly any 
Albanians employed in any state-owned company. They’ve all been fired. There are no 
longer any schools in the Albanian language, so children aren’t going to school and their 
teachers were sacked long ago. Nothing new in Kosovo! But something had changed. 
Children’s play. 
 Children aren’t playing war between the Partisans and Germans, cowboys and 
Indians. Now the ZNG – Croatian National Guard or Croatian soldiers are the trend. No 
one wants to play the Chetnik, which is the enemy in their imaginary game of war. 
Naturally, these are Albanian children. 
  For the short time I intended to stay in Priština, I wanted to meet as many people 
as possible. I’m glad to see my friends. We hadn’t seen each other for six months when I 
went home, and since the severe events in Croatia started. 
 I like Kosovo. I love the sincerity and simplicity of its people. I love the simple 
beauty of its landscape. I love and value the precious lesson I learned from living here 
with them during a period of my life and theirs. I have the feeling that I saw the world 
as it is for the first time here: cruel and beautiful at the same time. 
 I talk to my friends. They are bitter because of the occurrences in Croatia, but 
they aren’t surprised. They don’t see any way they can help Croatia because 
pacification has existed in Kosovo for decades. Until recently, all the Yugoslav 
republics participated in that, including Croatia. Also, they cannot forget that 
thoughtless statement by Stipe Mesić when he said that the issue of Kosovo is an 
internal matter for Serbia. They place great trust in Croatia and its President Franjo 
Tuđman, almost to the point of adoration. After Mesić’s outburst, they lost their 
confidence. They also speak about the enormous military forces stationed in Kosovo, 
which resembles a military occupation. The situation in neighbouring Albania isn’t 
going in their favour. Many Albanians in Kosovo expected help from Albania as their 
mother country, but it seems they need more support. Famine and political turmoil is 



prevalent in the country.  
 I spoke to Dr Ibrahim Rugova, the leader of the largest political party in 
Kosovo, the Democratic Alliance of Kosovo, who thinks the same. He said that the 
Albanian people in Kosovo would fight for their freedom through peace, using all 
possible political means and civil disobedience. He thinks their political aims can 
succeed in the long term with the assistance of the democratic West. Dr Rexhep Qosja 
has a similar opinion, as do many other prominent people I spoke to. So, there won’t be 
any war in Kosovo, at least not for the time being. 
 I wanted to go to Sandžak too. I wanted to hear what the Muslims in Sandžak and 
the incumbent president of the SDA - Party of Democratic Action (Muslim) party in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sulejman Ugljanin thought. Unfortunately, I didn’t manage to 
get there because my car had run out of petrol. At that time, it was impossible to get even a 
drop of petrol in Kosovo. Petrol stations only filled gas for the police. There too, I would 
probably hear stories about police occupation and oppression. 
 We are returning to Skopje. I was glad, I had been back though, regardless of 
anything that was said. 
 I had a flight booked back to Graz for Saturday. Somehow things just didn’t seem 
to be quite right from morning already. The bus that usually transfers passengers to the 
airport didn’t arrive at the scheduled time. Many passengers were stranded in front of the 
Hotel Grand in Skopje, waiting for the bus that never came. Then a few of us passengers 
decided to take a private car and drive to the airport, hoping to still catch our flight. When 
we got there, the flight was delayed and then cancelled. No one could tell us anything 
more. There was no chance of us leaving that day. The next day, Sunday, the situation was 
the same. The atmosphere at the airport was indescribable. It was a mixture of an 
overcrowded Eastern flee market, a bus station and a shelter. The usually large airport 
terminal was too tight now. People were pushing, shoving, squeezing, everyone going in 
different directions towards their imagined destination. In any case, everyone wanted to get 
a ticket and be on a plane. It didn’t matter where it was going or how much it would cost, 
just to get out of Skopje. Entire families were travelling somewhere laden with bags and 
bundles, their belongings. Words in different languages hung around in the air of the 
terminal, Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish, Serbian, English, Croatian. 
 I stood like that for hours, bodies cramped and stuck to each other in the spot, 
breathing each other’s odours, listening to their words. They listening to mine, waiting with 
them for something to happen, to go somewhere. It’s as if all these people had been ordered 
to go somewhere. Some latent danger hung in the air, and everyone wanted to be saved, to 
get away as far as possible. 
 There was a mother here from Čakovec. Her son was in the army in Priština. She 
tried to get him discharged. I remembered her when I arrived. She travelled on the same 
plane with me from Zagreb. Milorad Popović, a Montenegrin poet, was here too. I knew 
him previously when I worked with Fahrudin Radončić on a book about Adem Demaqi. 
I met him in poet Jevrem Brković’s home in Titograd. Popović was also travelling West, 
to Ljubljana or Zagreb. 
 I managed to get tickets for the three of us, for an Adria flight for Sarajevo and 
Klagenfurt. We had tickets though it didn’t necessarily mean that we had a flight even 
though the director of the Skopje Adria-Airways office gave us his word. We’re supposed 
to fly out tomorrow, Monday. If we don’t manage to leave that way, we thought of an 



alternative: renting a car and driving through Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary and 
getting home that way. At the moment, that’s the only way that I could have any direct 
impact. Any other alternative meant depending on someone else’s goodwill or luck. 
 
7 October 1991 
We flew to Sarajevo. We were to have a connecting flight from Sarajevo direct to 
Klagenfurt. I hope everything will be okay. I heard some news that the JNA was 
forcefully mobilising all military conscripts. They said that the military police were 
inspecting bus stations, railway stations, and airports, picking up any able-bodied men on 
the spot, mobilising them, dressing them in JNA uniforms, and sending them to the front 
somewhere in Croatia. What to do in that situation and how to defend oneself? 
 Anxiously we landed in Sarajevo. Milorad is scared too. He says he’ll refuse; 
they can’t kill him for that? 
 Milorad has the naivety of a child. Any aggression and violence are foreign to 
him. He was always inept for that. He speaks of Serbian barbarianism with disgust. He 
hopes and knows that it is justified for Croatia to come out of this war as the victor. I 
believe in his sincerity because I had previously been familiar with his stances about the 
Kosovo issue. They are similar to my own and any normal and civilised person with any 
democratic affiliation. 
 We approach the passport control booth in fear. The queue moves ahead slowly. 
First, a policeman checks the passport, opens it, flips through the pages and then throws a 
glance at your face. Next. The distance is narrowing slowly. My turn. I try to look 
disinterested, aloof. Same procedure. Flips through the pages, glance...next. So far, so 
good. Milorad passes too. But he doesn’t trust them one bit. Not until we land in 
Austria. Only then will we feel safe.  
 In the air again. We fly for less than an hour and land. I read Klagenfurt at the 
airport terminal. Read, freedom. Read, safety. Read, friends. 
 The fear had gone, but new anxiety arose: what’s waiting for me back home, in 
Croatia and Zagreb? I hadn’t listened to the news for a few days now. Now I’m 
impatient and want to get home as soon as possible. Home. That’s where I belong. That’s 
where I should be. 
 A bus to Ljubljana. Milorad is staying here. We say goodbye. He will come to 
Zagreb in a few days. OK. We look for a ride to Zagreb, the mother of the soldier from 
Čakovec and I. We just missed one bus, but there is a train. We run to catch it. We made 
it. It left that very moment. We eat some sandwiches that the steward offered. The first 
food that day. 
 Through the window, greenery passes by. Pleasant scenery, one after the other, 
just like in a film. I see people as they work in their fields and tend to their everyday 
chores. I see their neat houses; nothing is missing, as if at that very moment they had 
emerged from some commercial for “country tourism.” The sun is shining above, and the 
birds fly around peacefully along their usual routes in the sky. No one or anything is 
disturbing them in their flight. They are calmly attending to their naturally given task. 
And that’s all fine. This train too is comfortable. First-class. And everything seems to be 
just as it should be. 
 But is that so, my dear people? Is everything as it should be? You don’t know 
that, or you don’t want to know. Well, I’ll tell you. Nothing is at it should be, dear 



people! Nothing is alright! If you pull your heads out of the sand, you’ll be able to see 
that. Everyone can do so that if they want to. If they genuinely want to. 
 The closer we came to the Croatian - Slovenian border, the more my stomach 
cramps. Anxiety, fear and joy swirl around in my insides. I don’t belong to this world of 
orderly houses and comfortable first-class train carriages. My place is at home. With one 
ear listening to the news and my heart on the front lines. My eyes were on the destroyed 
and burnt houses and people killed, hands on their guns, if necessary. And it is. The time 
has come for it to be necessary. 
 The border is in Dobova. The train doesn’t go any further. At least not a 
Slovenian train. They are afraid for their property. A Croatian train goes from here. We 
transfer to it. It will take us to Zagreb. It doesn’t matter if Croatian property gets 
destroyed. 
 We were supposed to depart, but the train was still stationary in the station. Other 
trains come and have to wait. They tell us there is an air raid in Zagreb. A freight train is 
waiting to the right of this one. It is loaded with JNA tanks. A red star is smiling from 
each tank. There are JNA soldiers wandering around the station. Their shirts are 
unbuttoned. It’s hot, so they drink beer. They wander around freely, nudge each other and 
laugh out loud, arrogant and sure of themselves in this environment, in Slovenia. One 
passenger is listening to a transistor. We can clearly hear it in the entire wagon. 
Government House has been bombed. From the air. 
 It was just after 3 pm. I went out onto the platform. I couldn’t believe it. Some 
other people stood there in awe, confused, afraid. We looked at each other in disbelief. 
What are they doing now? I imagined a picture of a plane above the Upper Town, 
manoeuvring to find the best position, then picking, sinking into the deep and firing its 
rockets, rockets that hit their target with thunder, smoke rising, and then the planes 
disappearing in the distance. They may have even taken off from some air base in 
Croatia, Pula or Zadar, which are still serviced with electricity, water and food. So, we 
can show the world that we aren’t the aggressor in our own country. You feed the arm 
that beats you. 
 What were to happen, for instance, if someone who really didn’t like George 
Bush and his policies, out of mere disagreement with him, bombed the White House in 
Washington, or the Palace Elysée in Paris, to get rid of Mitterand. What would the 
world say then? Would it stand by calmly, looking out so that David doesn’t use 
something that might hurt Goliath, who is strangling him? What do these Croats want? 
Why are they so adamantly defending themselves from Serbia? All Serbia wants is to 
occupy them? Why don’t they just surrender for once so there can be peace? That is so 
irresponsible of them, those Croats. 
 Finally, the trains started to move, first one, then the other, then mine. As we 
departed, the JNA soldiers were still standing in front of the station, nudging each other, 
laughing and drinking beer. Their shirts were still messy, no one bothered them, no one 
cursed them, and no one cast a bad word against them. 
 We quickly arrived in Zagreb. My heart was beating like a drum. What will I find 
there? How will the people behave? Was everything destroyed? Did they attack anything 
else? As soon as the train pulled into the station, the sirens rang out, signalling an air raid. 
People ran where they could. The newly arrived passengers stood with their luggage, 
confused, not knowing where to go. Everything cleared around them in a flash, and they 



were left alone as if they were the only people left in the world. In any case, I managed to 
catch a cab that was going in the direction of Kvatrić. We veered through the labyrinth of 
iron hedgehogs and land mines, making our way to the eastern end of town.  
 When I left Zagreb, none of this had existed here. The war had advanced in my 
absence. 
 That night was the first and last that I spent in a shelter, in the basement of the 
building next door. I was dead tired and cold because I had hardly eaten anything all 
day. I sat in some sort of cardboard box in the corner and swayed, dozing off. A 
cannonade of fire echoed outside, and the building would shake from time to time. My 
neighbours were worried but patient. The ones who were the most afraid made some 
ridiculous jokes that no one laughed at except themselves. They were insistent and got 
on everyone’s nerves. The best thing I could have done in that situation was to go to 
sleep. They woke me up when the raid was over. I decided that I would never go into 
another shelter as long as I’m in Zagreb. If I have to die, I’d prefer that that happened 
on the front lines or in my own bed. 
 
Zagreb, 8 October 1991 
I went to Government House. A sorrowful sight. In front of the building, traces of the 
crime, roof tiles, mortar and glass combined on the ground. At the entrance, through the 
driveway into the courtyard, the President’s BMW. It survived without a scratch. It was 
only covered with dust. The real damage is in the courtyard and the upper floors. There is 
glass in the hall. The windows have been blown away, and the roof tiles have fallen off 
the roof. 
 On the first floor, the meeting room seems to be as expected. Portraits of 
prominent figures in Croatia’s history are hanging on the walls looking down at you, 
including Ban Josip Jelačić. The chairs are neatly placed around a massive table, and at 
first sight, everything seems to be perfectly harmonised. The entire time there is a feeling 
that a mistake is present though, a huge mistake that you just can’t seem to point a finger 
to. Something is disturbing that harmony. A chandelier in the middle of the table. A huge, 
heavy, crystal chandelier is resting on the polished table. 
 All the chandeliers had fallen, all the windows and doors were blown out of their 
frames. Things in the room stood in perfect harmony and as needed, ancient clocks and 
chandeliers, antique chests and paintings by the old masters hanging on the walls, 
covered in a fine dust of mortar. The delicate lace curtains hanging dishevelled from 
unexpected places. 
 A part of the building is missing in the spot where the missile hit. In that wing of 
the building, a massive relief of Yugoslavia hangs in one room on the ground floor. 
Shrapnel had created a hole in the spot where Belgrade should be. 
 The courtyard presented the saddest scene. A birch tree, cut in half, leaning to the 
side of a former balcony, paid with its life. In the general euphoria of the rescue mission, 
its life will remain unnoticed. 
 
Zagreb, 9 – 11 October 1991 
It’s the Borongaj barracks’ turn. I observed it this morning from the Končar building and 
saw their entrenched positions. Armoured vehicles and “pipes” of various calibre. 
 Negotiations are being conducted at the main entrance. Traces of recent battles on 



the guardhouse. A KOS officer offers us some chocolate. He says he is going to stay in 
Croatia when the army leaves. He just needs to escort them to safety. That’s his duty. He 
feigns aloofness. He laughs and tries to make jokes. He’s trying to do his job well. At times 
one forgets and believes him even. Still, his exaggeration jerks me back to reality, too much 
chocolate, too many jokes. 
  When I arrived, there was hardly anyone there except a couple of police officers 
standing watch. Others were arriving now with technical equipment. They removed the 
land mines, hedgehogs and other obstacles. The agreement is to clear the road. Everyone is 
glad that they are finally going to move, so they attend to their task willingly. Residents 
start to gather. They are waving Croatian flags and singing patriotic songs. The JNA 
requested that they move to the other side of the street. 
 It’s lively in front of the gates. Former civilian employees have come to collect their 
working papers. They’re not there but in Belgrade. The Foundation of Love association of 
mothers has arrived too. They go inside for talks. So do the wives and children of the army 
officers. 
 A large group of reporters arrives, mostly foreign. They will be disappointed that 
day because the column is just getting ready and just won’t move. 
  The next day, EC monitors arrive. Ice-cream vendors, the people call them. A 
convoy of vehicles forms inside but it just stands there. Everything is unfolding so slowly. 
Reporters are beginning to get frustrated. Some even gave up. 
 In any case, the army moved out of the Borongaj barracks over the next few days. 
With a smaller audience than when it all started and when they initially announced their 
withdrawal. Those few determined ones, who stayed to the end, whistled on behalf of those 
who had given up to hear for themselves. 
 
Zagreb, 15 October 1991 
At night, when the traffic and other noises that disturb the quietness of Zagreb disappear, 
the residents can clearly hear the muffled sound of explosions in the not too distant area. 
The Pokupkso front enters our homes and remains until morning when the peak hour 
traffic drowns it out. Residents in Novi Zagreb and the European monitors are stationed 
in Hotel I and have the privilege of hearing the detonations all day. Each mortar shell can 
clearly be heard as it hits its target. What are they thinking, they who have come to see 
and hear, who have lugged themselves from the other side of the world. I don’t know! I 
don’t even know what the people whose job it is to think about this are feeling now. 
 Until I went there, I had no idea just how close it all was. I know now, the front-
line defending Zagreb, the front line of the battlefield, is just 20 to 25 kilometres away. 
 
16 October 1991 
Dubrovnik has been under siege for weeks. For weeks no one could get in or out of 
Dubrovnik. Water and electricity had been cut off for weeks. Any possible attempt to 
deliver food or other necessities to Dubrovnik was impossible. Residents in surrounding 
towns, Konavle and Župa Dubrovačka, have been driven out, fleeing from the enemy, 
forced to take shelter within the old city walls and wait for their fate with the local 
population. Hunger, thirst, illness and disease had not taken force yet, or at least that 
information had not come through yet. The city exhausted its reserves from the sea, land 
and air during the siege.  



 Dubrovnik was in a complete media blockade. The transmitter on Srđ, which 
received and sent TV and radio signals, was rocketed in several air strikes until it was 
useless. It was a feat to get any information out of Dubrovnik while getting a picture was 
the hardest. That was the task I set myself: to bring back a photograph of the city under 
siege. 
  I was in town when I came across Jasna Babić. She asked me where I was 
going. As I went to open my mouth to answer her, I didn’t know what I would say. I 
surprised myself even when I heard myself say: “To Dubrovnik, do you want to come 
with me?” 
 “OK. Yep, when do we leave?” 
 “Now, immediately.”  
 “Wait for fifteen minutes so I can get some money.” 
 “OK.” 
 And that’s how we went. I stopped off at home to get my things that were always 
ready for the road. I went into my flat and came straight out, carrying my backpack, 
sleeping bag and camera bag. The same procedure at Jasna’s and just as quickly. So, we 
headed off for Dubrovnik. 
 Karlovac, Delnice, Rijeka. In Rijeka, we embarked on a ferry for Split. We had 
the whole night ahead of us to come up with a strategy. Ferries were still going all the 
way to Dubrovnik. Still, before being allowed to dock at Gruž port in Dubrovnik, the 
ferry needs to be inspected in Montenegro at the Zelenika port. All the men are taken off 
the ferry there, and even women have a hard time getting to Dubrovnik. 
 We speak to the crew about the possibility of taking one of their ID cards as a 
member of the crew to be allowed into Dubrovnik. After several hours of coaxing, one 
crew member agreed under the condition that the captain approves. He says and shows 
me written orders that the occupying JNA forces have been strictly ordered not to allow 
even one reporter to enter Dubrovnik. Otherwise, ferries, the only connection between 
Dubrovnik and the world, will be banned in future. It’s too much of a gamble. 
 We waited until we docked in Split before speaking to the captain. They told us 
that he’s irascible and that we need to be tactful. But there was no time for tact. At the 
first mention of the word reporter, he lost it and started yelling. He personally then came 
to check to see whether we had left the ferry. Plan A had fallen through. We’ll have to 
come up with something else. 
 
17 October 1991 
We then went to the Jadrolinija ferry administration office in Split and tried the same 
tactics with the director. He, too, washed his hands, saying it was up to the captain and 
his goodwill, which is hard to predict. He doesn’t have any authority in that regard.
 We tried something in the ZNG command, but that too was sloppy. Everyone has 
something to say. They are all kind and make promises, but I can see that they are just 
uttering empty words and that they will go unfulfilled. We’ll have to do something on our 
own if we want to see Dubrovnik. 
 I decided that we would drive as far south as possible, and then we’ll see what we 
will do after that. I’m sure there’s got to be a way. As it's Thursday today and the new 
Sunday edition of the Nedjeljni was coming out of print, the staff gave us about 20 copies 
to hand out to the boys on the front. I’m sure they haven’t read any fresh news for a 
while. 



 It was a beautiful sunny day. Our destination is STON on the Pelješac peninsula. 
That was the last Croatian position in the south. A few kilometres down the road, enemy 
forces had occupied Slano. If we don’t have any problems, we should arrive in the 
evening. The only problem is we have to pass through one section of the road that goes 
through Bosnia and Herzegovina, through Neum. I know the JNA is still moving freely 
there.  
 Alija Izetbegović, Bosnia’s President, said that’s their war and that Bosnia will 
remain neutral. Until it’s your turn, I thought to myself. You can push your head in the 
sand as much as you want and believe that if you can’t see the lion, it can’t see you. But 
he’ll notice and turn on you as soon as his appetite calls or if the prey he was hunting gets 
away. Bosnia and Herzegovina’s fate was set then, especially since three times more 
Serbs lived there than in Croatia. The war devastation in Bosnia and Herzegovina later 
was three times as horrific and atrocious. Its residents were by no means prepared for 
war, naively believing that it would never happen in Bosnia. Why, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina is a compact version of Yugoslavia, Bosnians kept repeating and kidding 
themselves. No matter what, the time will come when they’ll regret it, but it’ll be too late 
by then. 
 We passed through Neum without any problems. It was starting to get dark 
slowly. We drove towards Ston along the Pelješac Channel and came to the Bistrina 
Bridge. We came across a police car at the start of the bridge on the right with its rotating 
light flashing. As we drew closer, we saw smoke coming out of the vehicle, and it was 
completely riddled with bullet holes. A policeman came towards us from behind a shelter 
and told us to quickly take cover because a plane had just passed over and attacked them. 
You could even see the sea below through the holes in the car. Somehow it was possible 
to pass the car on the left. I asked if there were any wounded and if they needed any help. 
Everything is okay. 
 I put my foot on the accelerator and headed for Ston. I didn’t turn on the 
headlights. OK, I thought. Welcome back to the war. Again. 
 Finally, Ston. It was getting hard to see as we entered the town. On the way to the 
hotel parking lot, I noticed two silhouettes. I rolled down the window and asked for 
directions to the command office. One of the silhouettes approached the car. I wished 
them a good evening and introduced myself. The silhouette lowered its head and peeked 
inside the car’s interior. That’s when I got to see his face better. He was a vital older man 
about sixty-five. His hair was grey, and he had a week-old beard. His face was dry, 
ascetic. His eyes were penetrating. He kept his arm leant on the car door. I noticed that he 
was wearing a camouflage uniform, which surprised me. I was even more surprised when 
he spoke. 
 I’m going to kill you, he said. I will kill you. He spoke quietly and slowly as if he 
hated opening his mouth. That rendered the effect of his words even more potent. I 
waited to see what would happen next. I didn’t say anything, as if I was dazed all of a 
sudden. I instinctively tried to see where his other arm was in the dark to see if he was 
holding a pistol. It was hanging calmly beside his body. I know why you’re here, and I’m 
telling you now – no. It’s better that I kill you here now than if they catch you. It’s better 
that I put you out of your misery than if you fall into their hands. You’ll regret not having 
a quick death. 
 I know what he is trying to say. He was thinking of the Chetnik and Serb 



reservists. His speech was supposed to deter us. He was testing our resoluteness. Not only 
did he not deter us but raised my spirits because he spoke of a way, a channel to 
Dubrovnik. If he spoke about how dangerous the trip is, that means it exists. That means 
it is possible to get into the Town, as Dubrovnians like to call their city.  
 I didn’t say anything for a while. We just looked at each other in the dark, eye to 
eye. OK, I said, we’ll see. I put the car in first gear, and headed slowly towards the 
parking lot. I didn’t know who the old man was, but I assumed. Once on TV during a 
report, I saw a similar person. It was even in this area somewhere. I was impressed with 
his statement then and his stance. He was precise, lucid and witty even. If I’m not 
mistaken, they called him DAIDŽA (UNCLE). Without a name or surname, just a short 
nickname, a code, a pseudonym. I admired the mild mysticism he used for his nickname. 
I knew what that Turkish word meant as he came from Bosnia, like me. And that made 
me even more fond of him. 
 We took a breather at the hotel, freshened up, and then went to the Crisis 
Management headquarters. Željko Pavlović met with us. He was the head of the crisis 
management team. I wasn’t surprised when I noticed our acquaintance from the road. He 
was sitting in the corner of the room and didn’t comment on anything while we spoke. 
We explained who we were to Pavlović and that we wanted to get to Dubrovnik. I told 
him that it is immeasurably important to get a picture from Dubrovnik to the outside 
world as soon as possible. Many foreigners had never heard of Croatia and have no idea 
where it is, but they all know about Dubrovnik. Connecting the two, Dubrovnik and 
Croatia can achieve so much for the sake of propaganda. The sooner a picture gets out, 
the sooner that lethargic mechanism we call the public will move. 
 He promised he would do what he could for us to leave as soon as possible. Just 
another empty phrase! I knew he didn’t get it. 
 We had dinner in the hotel. The army treated us. All the refugees that managed to 
make it to Ston also ate there too. Food is prepared here and then taken to the guys on the 
front. They get a cooked meal every day. We quickly made friends with some of the 
warriors. They tell us what happened that day. They say that two enemy planes attacked 
their positions next to the Bistrina Bridge but they managed to bring one down with an 
automatic rifle. That’s how low it was flying.   
 This reminded me of one successful Croatian propaganda story. At the beginning 
of the war, a tale circled around Croatia of the efficient sources used to fight enemy 
planes, known as Stingers, and of us having sufficient quantities. In order to hit the 
aircraft, it had to be flying at a specific, low altitude. Hitting it at a lower height wasn’t 
possible. The enemy knew this, so they started flying lower. But they didn’t know one 
thing, we didn’t have any Stingers but rifles that could aim at the very low altitudes they 
were flying at now, and that was enough to bring them down. And we did. With rifles. 
Just like this one.  
 During the night, enemy planes flew by Ston again and discarded flares tied to 
parachutes. The flares dropped slowly and remained in the air for a long time, lighting up 
a large area of Ston and its surroundings. The regime in Ston was for a total blackout. 
Now though, it was lit up like in the middle of the day. A large squadron of helicopters 
joined the plane and flew over, and thundered in the dark somewhere above us. At that 
moment, we thought there would be an air strike but quickly realised they were just 
looking for their lost pilot. They stayed until just before dawn, ejecting flares time and 



time again in a fruitless search for their lost colleague - a scoundrel. 
 
Ston, 18 October 1991 
During the night, our troops located the spot where the enemy plane came down. Our guys 
searched the terrain all night with torches and finally managed to find it. In the morning, we 
went with them to where the remains of the plane and pilot were. 
 It fell just a few kilometres away from Ston. We made our way through thick brush. 
The only thing left around the spot where the plane fell were burnt bushes, sharp rocks, and 
pieces of a smashed plane. Small parts of that once complex killing machine strewn around. 
This one on the ground has no resemblance to the one in the air. The one we are looking at 
now is just a heap of burnt metal, and it’s hard even to imagine what its use is. 
 As it fell to the ground, the plane broke up into three parts. The largest was the actual 
trunk, and not much of it was left either. Anyone who might have come across this without 
knowing what it was would not be able to discern that it was the remnants of a plane. That’s 
how forcefully it exploded and hit the ground. 
 About one hundred metres away from the main trunk of the machine, they found the 
pilot’s body and his seat. The seat was in a clearing, while his body ended up in thick brush 
about ten metres or so away. Just looking at that body incited disgust, as did his deeds while 
still alive and aroused hate and despise from his casualties. He certainly won’t commit 
another atrocity again. 
 A man of average height, this pilot – murderer’s body – was now brought down to 
nothing but a mental image. The power of the explosion compressed him to the size of a 
midget of about one metre. His limbs were stuck to his body while his face was wrinkled 
into a shapeless mask. His head had burst, revealing a white substance of his brain. A 
swarm of flies worked tediously around him, an unexpected and surprising gift from the 
sky for them. The pilot was dark-haired and had a little longer nose than someone would 
expect on the face of an army officer.  
 Some fifty metres from that, a new black military boot lay on the ground in the 
third spot where the plane had fallen. 
 While looking through his belongings, an inscription was embossed on his leather 
goods, written in Cyrillic: Z. Aletić. According to the items found with him and by all 
judgement, his original hometown was Titograd. 
 
Dubrovnik, 22 October 1991 
Tonight, I managed to get into Dubrovnik. After five days of waiting in Ston. I 
somehow knew that I would manage to do so the entire time and that I hadn’t made a 
mistake. Jasna’s patience wore out, and she gave up and returned to Zagreb. 
 It wasn’t easy waiting. Especially when you know that things are still happening 
the entire time yet you can’t take part. They were indeed five exhausting days of 
uncertainty. Every evening, somewhere deep into the night, an order would come to get 
on the move. Packing your things in a hurry and driving to the Broce inlet with no lights 
became a daily ritual. We would wait there for some time, usually until dawn, for the 
enemy ship to move out of our way to avoid any possible attack. Then everything would 
be postponed for the next day, or rather, night. The nights went by.  
 During the day, I would go with our guys to their posts, taking food or I would 
climb up the hill and observe enemy ships, trying to imagine the next night.  
 I met a lot of our warriors in those few days. I met Marko Potrebica, the 



commander stationed somewhere with his guys in the cliffs around Čepikuće. The 
enemy suffered terrible losses in the last days of battles in this legendary place. Not even 
their artillery support helped them nor any support from the air. They were beaten to the 
ground and ran off in panicked fear. The guys tell anecdotes about that. They say they’re 
true. I remembered one of them.  
 Our guys had already taken positions in those spots where they expected enemy 
forces to pass and waited to ambush them when the Chetniks and Serb volunteers came 
by. One of them tried to act the hero, probably their commander, saying: “So where are 
these Ustasha bro? Let them come on down!” When our guys started firing at them, they 
were completely surrounded and didn’t have anywhere to run. Since then, our guys tell 
me, the Chetniks shiver with fear at the very mention of Čepikuće. 
 As we pass through the area, traces of heavy battles can be seen. At the crossroad 
to Lisac, a truck is lying on its roof, tyres in the air. The result of missile fire from an 
enemy plane. Luckily the driver was unscathed. Fellas from Zagreb, the Trešnjevka 
Kids, are manning the area. They are all in a good mood and often kid around, spinning 
yarns about the day’s events. 
 I met Dražen in Čepikuće. Dražen came back from Germany to fight. I got a 
Rosary from him as a gift. 
 “Dražen, I always wear it when I’m in action. I’m wearing it now. It guards me. I 
wouldn’t go anywhere without it. And, thank you, Dražen. Only then, when I received it, 
did I realise just how much I missed it, without even knowing it.” 
 Dugi. I met Dugi here as well, and we came to know each other well and became 
quite close during that time. One Dugi is a basketball player, and he’s in charge of 
supplies. The other Dugi is a fighter and a good one at that. He told me about his night 
operations destroying enemy machine-gun nests in Slano when the enemy occupied the 
town. They destroyed a truck then and an armoured transporter and managed to get away 
swimming in the sea to territory under our control. Dugi is from Dubrovnik. His wife 
and two children are still there. I brought some milk for them from Ston that we managed 
to find. Jasna and I managed to obtain a jar of honey. That’ll come in handy for the 
children because hunger reigns in Dubrovnik, and everything is in short supply. Even 
baby formula. 
  One day I got bored waiting, so I tried to break through on land. I went along the 
old road across a quarry, believing that I could get down to the motorway unnoticed 
behind enemy territory in occupied Slano and make my way to Dubrovnik. A bulldozer 
lay in the middle of the road, and I couldn’t get around it. That saved me from certain 
death and my stupidity. 
 My way to Dubrovnik or my actual departure began on Tuesday afternoon. There 
were many passengers because the Croatian Navy had arrived, with about thirty sailors 
going to the Town to fight. They had been waiting for a favourable day like I had to get 
to Dubrovnik. We got to know each other well during that time. They were all from 
Metković. All great guys. Young, intelligent, witty. They knew what was waiting for 
them there and what the situation in the Town was. They weren’t bothered by the enemy. 
There’s nothing to be expected of them. But they were disturbed by the few 
Dubrovnians who were willing to come and defend the Town. They would say: “We’ll 
defend Dubrovnik from the enemy not for Dubrovnik’s sake but for Croatia because 
Dubrovnik is Croatia.” 



 I came to love these good and easy-going guys. We spent a lot of time together. 
As we were leaving, Doctor approached me. He left his wife and tiny baby at home. He 
asked if I had any first aid with me in case I was wounded. I didn’t have anything. 
Doctor gave me some if need be.  
 I am carrying the “first bandage” you gave me even now, Doctor. I’m carrying it 
in the pocket of my jacket, on the left side, where my heart is. Each time I look for 
something in my pockets, I feel that bundle of bandages, and I remember you Doctor and 
all those good guys. All the fellas. The ones still alive thank God and those who gave 
their lives defending Dubrovnik and made it possible to enter the Town. 
 I heard, Doctor, that you also lost a leg on the first day. And many of the guys fell 
then. And many others later. I will never forget you, and don’t forget me. Not just you, 
but many other good and honourable people I met in the war. And Doctor, there were a 
lot of them. I hadn’t met so many good people my entire life as I did over those past few 
months. Doctor, I had no idea that we were a nation like that. Perhaps we didn’t have to 
show that before when we lived in good times and prosperity. It would have just been 
another good deed among many others. Nobody would have taken much notice of it then, 
except for a rare few, who always see everything and He in Heaven. But they see it now, 
Doctor. Now, when everything is lacking, when we don’t even have food for an ordinary 
meal, when we don’t have the right to fresh drinking water, nor our homes, nor our 
homeland. Our homes are looted, destroyed, burnt, and our homeland is barren of 
everything in life. Even the birds don’t live here anymore and stray dogs have found a 
better place to roam. Now, Doctor, when everything is lacking, when children are crying 
because their bellies are empty and because they’re cold, now when we don’t have 
anything else but ourselves, we have rediscovered that hidden treasure, a treasure that has 
always been with us, inside us. 
 The hearts of the Croatian people have been ignited. They are shining and 
radiating in this war, like stars in the night. Not one, not ten, not one hundred, but 
millions of hearts burning the most beautiful flame, my dear Doctor, and that flame will 
save us. It will light up the darkness that surrounds us. That is the good in this evil, my 
dear, good Doctor. For in every evil, even the greatest, a tiny flame of goodness flickers, 
and had it not, this evil and wrong would have long ago taken over the planet. And 
everything will be alright again. Everything will be free, our entire country. And 
Dubrovnik too. And Vukovar. And all of Slavonia and Banovina and the Knin 
Krajina – the seat of Croatian royalty. Everything will be as it was before, just a little 
different because it will be better. 
 And for that reason, Doctor thank you, for thinking of me and many others. And I 
think of you and all of us, and I will never forget you, never. 
 We were being transferred all day in stages and smaller groups. The first stage 
was from the Broce port to the Kobaš inlet at the exit of the Pelješac Channel. That 
section was in a rubber dinghy because that was the most dangerous stage. I was in the 
last group, and quite a bit of time had passed before it was my turn. It was afternoon 
already. 
 We’re here again, here in Kobaš. The entire group was together again. We waited 
until dark to continue. Enemy artillery are a considerable threat, their anti-aircraft - PAM 
machine guns positioned in Slano. Hidden enemy ships would suddenly emerge from 
some inlet. That’s why we waited until night when visibility is poorer. Albeit they had 



radars but they hid in their ports during stormy nights and didn’t sail out because they 
were all landlubbers. The sea, too, was their foe. 
 We waited in Kobaš for the night to fall. Everyone tried to fill the time in their 
own way. With the first hint of dusk, the transfer can continue. The next leg is Kobaš – 
Šipan Port on the island of Šipan travelling in large, speedboats. Apart from the 
passengers, each tour is lugging boxes of material: ammunition, mines and various other 
means for battle. I was in the last group again. I had enough time to walk around the inlet. 
 Kobaš is a small, peaceful inlet with a couple of houses. Green pine trees hang 
just above the seawater. There’s a small pier and a few people who live here. In the 
evening, they throw their nets and catch fish. There’s no road to Kobaš, the only way to 
get there is by sea, and the sea is everything to them, their road and their field. I would 
love to come and live in a place like this when this is all over. Peace, simply quiet.  
 By the sea, alongside the inlet, the locals have made a bocce field. I toss a round 
rock, roughly carved by hand. As night fell, the moon appeared in the sky. It was a full 
moon, round and large above the sea. I hadn’t seen it like that for quite some time. It’s 
larger than I want it to be tonight. 
 There are only three passengers in our turn. That means there’s more room for 
material. The previous transports went well. The only problem occurred with the first 
shipment. They noticed them from land and launched an artillery attack. Luckily their 
aim was terrible.  
 We loaded the material as much as could fit. We started at maximum speed. The 
motor roared like an electric saw. The bow of the boat lifted high. The wind blew hard in 
our faces, and it was almost impossible to see anything. The land moved quickly past and 
remained behind us. We quickly arrived at the exit of the Ston Channel. Any possible 
problem that could occur starts here. I made the sign of the cross and placed my destiny 
in God. It’s all in His hands now and His will. If it’s our turn to die, let it be. At least we 
won’t suffer. There’s so much explosive with us in the boat. If they hit us, we’ll 
disappear without a trace, blown to tiny bits. The moon had climbed high in the sky and 
lit everything like a reflector. Everything was clear as day, the coast, the islands in front 
of us and the lights in Slano. That’s the enemy telling us he’s still there and that he’s not 
afraid of us. Not for long, I hope. 
 Two tiny islands ahead of us, Olipa and Jakljen, will serve as a shelter until we 
get to Šipan port. We are travelling right up against the coast to minimise any possible 
surprise. The guys steering the boat are incredibly skilled and courageous. Their lives 
have been hanging from a thin thread for weeks. Not one of them has refused to take the 
boat out, regardless of the danger and weather. They are true heroes, the wolves of the 
Adriatic. 
 This time everything went OK for us all. We rest under palm trees at night in 
Šipan port. Now we have to trek the leg across the land, to the other side of the island to 
Suđurađ. We climb onto two small tractors and drive along the old road through the 
fields to the other side. The road is bumpy, and the trailer keeps jolting on the rocky road. 
I carefully hold on to the plastic bag carrying the milk and honey for Dugi’s children. I 
wouldn’t want them to get smashed. I know how much the children need it. 
 I can clearly see the fields and vineyards in the moonlight as we pass. I love it 
when the land is cultivated. In the dark ahead of us, a female sow runs across the road 
with her young ones. That left an impression on me. Life goes on. 



 It’s a half an hour drive, maybe more to the other side of the island. From there, 
we take another boat, all together, people and material, and head in the direction of the 
Town. While all the preparations are made, we go and stay at Tonči’s and wait for our 
departure.  
 Tonči is a jewel that came from abroad. He left a well-paid job abroad and came to 
help. Everything that goes to the Town passes through Tonči’s hands. Tonči takes care of 
everything. For the material and the people. Just like now with us. His phone is constantly 
ringing, and he answers: “Yes...”  
 The vessel is full. First, the freight is loaded, the material for the Town, then us. 
The cargo is piled up in the middle of the boat to keep it balanced. We sit on the cases. The 
boat is very loaded and is immersed deep into the water. We leave Suđurađ. A leg of open 
sea in front of us. Then the islands of Lopud and Koločep and after that the long-awaited 
Dubrovnik. We all hope that we will see it. The greatest danger here is enemy ships. If we 
come across one, that’s the end of us. Our boat is overloaded and slow. 
 The boat’s interior was dark. We can’t see anything outside. We don’t have any 
information about where we are and where we’re going. We can only guess. A couple of 
times, the boat jolted and stopped suddenly; the motor shut down. We imagined this to 
be some sort of manoeuvre, to listen to the situation on the sea, or we might have run 
into the enemy. We were wrong. The only problem we had now wasn’t the enemy, but 
the motor was muffling. I was afraid that we might remain floating in the sea until the 
JNA picks us up. Luckily, they fixed the engine, and we continued. We were almost on 
the edge of the Town. 
 There was an attack underway in Dubrovnik. From the sea, it was possible to 
see where they were firing all the projectiles and where they were falling. We were 
supposed to disembark at Gruž Port but had to abandon that idea. It’s too dangerous. 
The captain decided to head for Lapad at the Hotel President. While steering to dock, 
the firing moved closer towards us. We had to land and quickly unload the freight 
before we all ended up in the air. 
 We all jumped out of the boat and ran to shelter with our personal belongings as 
we docked. We left our things there and returned for the cases with the material. We had 
to unload it as quickly as possible because the moon was as big as it was and it 
would’ve made us a good target, if they hadn’t noticed us yet. As we carried the cases, 
mortar shells fell all around Lapad. They were firing flares from PAMs. 
 We unloaded the cases into a passageway in the hotel and waited to connect to 
the crisis centre. They need to inform the crisis centre that we were here, so our guys 
don’t shoot at us. We stored the material safely. 
 We informed the centre, and someone came to collect us. We climbed up the 
stairs to the lobby and waited for our transport. The attack didn’t wane. Mortar shells 
fell all around the hotel, but not one directly on the hotel. They fired PAMs over us. 
 Their route was clearly visible from the flares when we climbed onto the hotel 
terrace. The bullets flew about ten metres above our heads, probably aiming at the 
Hotel Neptune, which was a little further south. We returned to our shelter as they 
could easily change their target. The firing came from Dubrovnik's hills, particularly 
from the hill on the right bank of Rijeka Dubrovačka. We were all exhausted. We were 
given something to eat and drink. After that, we lay on the floor until they came to get 
us. A carpeted floor, so it wasn’t hard. 



 Finally, in Dubrovnik, I thought to myself. After five days of waiting. Lucky I 
was adamant. This is what the JNA is trying to hide. That’s why they wanted to keep 
reporters out of Dubrovnik. They tried to hide this from the eyes of the public. But, it’s 
over, you scoundrels. The world is going to see all this. It will see it all. 
 Mortar shells kept falling. The attack didn’t wane for a moment. The guys on the 
floor fell asleep, and I was about to drop off. The excitement kept me awake, though.  I 
slowly sipped on some wine that we were given to lift our spirits after the trip. I laid 
spread out on the floor with my backpack under my head. It was dark around me. Only 
the moon shone lightly through the plastic dome on the roof. Bodies of sleeping 
soldiers surrounded me. I could hear their regular breathing in the dark. They were 
relaxed, like me. I patted the cross under my jumper. We made it, I said quietly. It was 
as comfortable as the most comfortable bed, maybe even more because there has never 
been comfort like this before in the world.  
 After that, they came to collect the guys, and they disappeared into the night. I 
stayed here. I’ll sleep here tonight. Somehow, I was sure I would stay alive. At least 
until I manage to get some shots and send this sinister secret to the world outside. 
 
Dubrovnik, 23 October 1991 
Even though the attack continued through the night, daybreak brought peace. They might 
have got tired too. It was a sunny, blue sky without the slightest cloud. The way I was 
used to seeing Dubrovnik. Regardless of everything, it was a lovely feeling to be back 
here again. Nikša, a Croatian warrior, arrived to look around the hotel complex in Babin 
Kuk to determine the damage. All the hotels are filled with refugees from Konavle and 
Župa Dubrovačka. They left their homes, belongings, and everything they had earned 
and accumulated during their lifetime and fled from the danger to the Town to save their 
bare lives. It seems that their fate followed them here to the tee. They couldn’t be sure to 
be safe here either. Last night’s artillery attack once again just reminded them of that. 
Luckily, there were no fatalities in the previous night’s episode, but there were lots of 
wounded. It’s indicative that the target of the attack were only those hotels with refugees. 
Other hotels, including the one I spent the night, did not even get hit by a stray projectile. 
The firing deliberately targeted where it could cause the most damage. They weren’t 
bothered that this meant hitting civilians and structures with absolutely no military or 
strategic function. It seems that this was their intent.  
 All the glass in the windows on the west side of the hotels facing Rijeka 
Dubrovačka were smashed. Some rooms were hit directly. Luckily their occupants were 
already in the basement shelter. Shrapnel passed through one old lady’s scarf. She was 
from Konavle wearing traditional headwear. The lady was unharmed, but the hole in her 
scarf was there. Cars parked outside the hotel experienced a similar fate. Some were just 
riddled with holes made by shrapnel and looked like sieves, while many others were 
burnt. A lot of family homes in Lapad were damaged too.  
 I moved to the Hotel Argentina after the soldiers insisted. They say it’s essential 
that I stay alive so that the images of Dubrovnik can get out into the world. Members of 
the European Monitoring Mission are staying in the Hotel Argentina because it’s 
considered to be the safest. The Argentina, along with Villa Dubrovnik, are my 
favourite Dubrovnik hotels. The accommodation and service has always been top 
quality. Nothing had changed in the Argentina, even though the war was raging in the 
Town. There hasn’t been any electricity or water for weeks. Everything is in short 



supply, and the people are more often hungry than full. Still, the Argentina continued to 
provide its top service.  
 It seems as though the war was not welcome here in the hotel, as if it remained on 
the other side of the entrance. The war is rarely mentioned here except when it cannot be 
avoided. It’s like a good family which rarely mentions or hides an immense family 
tragedy from public view, a mad uncle or a promiscuous daughter. The hotel staff has 
also experienced personal losses of property and loved ones. However, they show no 
signs of that and do not use it as an alibi for any possible neglect in their work. On the 
contrary, perfect order reigns with the discrete presence of the personnel. It’s as if 
everyone wants to compensate for the war devastation with even more dedication. They 
could have chosen a different path, apathy and resignation, but that wouldn’t be 
appropriate. At least not in the Argentina. 
 I saw apathy and resignation somewhere else, in Dubrovnian men. They lay 
around in shelters, and everything got on their nerves, the shelling , the hunger, the 
shortage of water. They read their beautiful literature on improvised beds and constantly 
asked when will this war finally be over? Very few of them volunteered to defend the 
Town. They expected someone else to do that for them, like the guys from Metković, 
who had come with me. 
 Unlike their men, Dubrovnian women were the complete opposite. They were 
involved in Caritas and the Red Cross, trying to help anyone in need. Women and 
children conducted their daily tasks in these extraordinary circumstances. They would go 
together to get fresh drinking water from the water tanks stationed in various spots in the 
Town. They would collect seawater for their daily needs in the house. They collected old 
wood and branches to light fires and cook meals because there was no electricity for two 
months and there was no gas anymore. They washed dirty laundry and dishes in the sea. 
 The Stradun – Dubrovnik’s main strip, surprised me too. The last time I was in 
Dubrovnik, everything bustled with Croatian flags. Every house had at least five. As if it 
was Christmas or some sort of holiday, even though it was an ordinary weekday. And 
they hung there for months. Now I couldn’t see even one in Stradun, or better said, 
almost none. The brave Dubrovnian men took them all down, not to provoke the enemy. 
They probably buried them somewhere, just in case the enemy occupies the Town. 
 The only Croatian flag flying in Stradun was hanging on the HDZ - Croatian 
Democratic Union building. It had almost completely faded in the sun and rain.  
 I was in St. John’s fortress when a new artillery attack started on the Town. I 
quickly ran out to the upper platform and clung to the flank wall. The wall was about 
1.5 metres thick, and I hoped it could protect me from any direct hit. I didn’t know 
where they were shooting from and with what. I did know that projectiles were flying 
over my head and falling within the Town walls. This was the first time they attacked 
the historical centre of Dubrovnik. A UNESCO protected world cultural heritage 
monument.  
 There was a small stone guardhouse with an arrow slit in the fortress facing the 
Ancient city port where I thought I could take some shots. I ran across a blind spot and 
ran into it. From there I could see the whole town. Wherever a projectile would fall, a 
cloud of white smoke would fall after the crash of deafening thunder. 
 They were destroying the Town. They were destroying Dubrovnik. The 
Dubrovnik that many conquerors bowed to, like the Turks or Napoleon. Dubrovnik, 



which has withstood the centuries, is now being devastated by barbaric Serbo-
Montenegrin soldiery. After they burned Konavle and looted and burned Župa and 
Rijeka Dubrovačka, they had now come to where every stone has a greater tradition 
and history and civilizational remembrance than their entire Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. 
 As I stood shocked in that small, stone guardhouse in St. John’s fortress, I had a 
vision as the projectiles flew over me. Like the one about the legend about someone 
who passed under the arc of a rainbow. I passed under the arch of death, death and 
shame, and the door of cognition was opened for me. I saw something else in that 
vision, something that I realised was appropriate to that reality. I saw; as the bombs fell 
on Dubrovnik, Vukovar, Zadar, sowing destruction, burning and killing people, 
simultaneously, invisible bombs fell on Belgrade, Niš, Šabac, Podgorica. Unlike the 
first ones falling on my homeland and killing people there, massacring their bodies, the 
invincible ones are killing – usurping the soul. You cannot see them as they fall. You 
cannot hear that horrible boooooom. They fall and kill quietly, and there are more dead 
souls, live corpses – ZOMBIES walking the streets of Belgrade, Kraljevo, Kragujevac. 
And with every new day, Serbia is being transformed into a land of phantoms. When 
they realise that, this war will end. 
 We will renew our land. We will raise Vukovar again, reconstruct Nuštar, 
Pakrac and Gospić, heal Vinkovci and Osijek – but how will they? How will they return 
what they lost in this war, yet no one destroyed it for them, no one burned? The thing 
they lost cannot be renewed nor healed. Once you lose that, it’s lost forever. 
 
Dubrovnik, 24 October 1991 
If you can tell the day by its morning, then this one won’t be any good. From early 
morning about six, artillery started attacking the Town. Hotel Belvedere and its 
surroundings were shelled. I hope that the firing won’t spread over the entire city like 
yesterday. 

 About nine, a ferry departed from the Gruž port full of refugees from the Town. 
Women and children mostly, and some men who managed to get permission. The ferry 
was full. Many more remained on the dock on the other side of the fence. They longingly 
watched the ferry as it sailed away. They hope they’ll be on the next one that leaves. 
Until then they have time to find someone to get permission to leave. If it’s not too late. 
 About five in the afternoon, a new truce was to take effect. Dubrovnians are 
placing a lot of trust in it. Anyone who had experience on other Croatian battlefields is 
sceptical. A single loan mortar shell that fell on our hotel about 11 pm didn’t surprise me 
one bit. The EC monitors were becoming less self-confident and arrogant. They finally 
started to feel what we in Croatia have been feeling for some time now. Still, no one 
would believe us – fear and powerlessness. Now, at least for a moment, when their own 
lives are at stake, they have become a part of us. A full belly doesn’t believe a hungry 
one. 
 
Dubrovnik, 25 October 1991 
With the assistance of the Red Cross and EC monitors, transport was organised for all 
those Serbs who wanted to leave Dubrovnik. They would be taken to “liberated 
territory” - Cavtat by boat under an EC flag. That’s what the JNA demanded. And so it 



was. The boat was to depart from the Old Town Port at 11 am. Radio Dubrovnik kept 
repeating the news in short intervals. Red Cross activists personally called everyone 
individually and asked if they wanted to leave. 
 At about 11, some people gathered at the port. The majority had come to see 
which fellow citizens wanted to leave. Two or three people embarked on the boat. 
Everyone was surprised by the small turnout. Later, when the boat was about to go, about 
ten people came out of the crowd. Unsuspectedly, like thieves in the night, they jumped 
on board at the last moment. The way they jumped into the boat spoke about what they 
thought of themselves at that moment. While the boat left the Old Town Port sailing 
under the European flag with its gold stars, the people on the dock numbly watched it sail 
off. They didn’t complain, nor whistle, nor curse. Not one visible gesture indicated what 
they felt. An enemy cannon nest stood at a decent distance from the Town in the 
direction of Hotel Belvedere. They, too, were waiting to see the outcome, ready to 
“greet” Dubrovnians with the cannon salute as a sign of reward. 
 Behind the people standing watching the boat sail into the distance, women and 
children didn’t stop with their everyday chores, filling receptacles with seawater and 
loading them onto carts. That task was more important for them. 
 
Dubrovnik, 27 October 1991 
Last night Miljenko Bratoš was killed. He was killed on the road in his car late at night, 
just after a police curfew started. I saw his corpse this morning in the Medarevo City 
Hospital. He was large and naked. He lay wrapped in a white sheet that had MC 
Dubrovnik embossed on it. He appeared to be holding a piece of paper in his right hand 
resting on his chest with his name written on it. Lying next to him on the concrete floor 
was the body of a young warrior. 
 Miljenko Bratoš’s death is somewhat of a mystery. I heard a story that someone 
allegedly called him last night on the phone and asked him to urgently come because 
President Tuđman wanted to talk to him. He then immediately sat in his car and rushed 
without verifying the credibility of the call. He was killed at a checkpoint. The same story 
goes that Mayor Pero Poljanić got a similar call, but he refused to go. That’s how he 
managed to still be alive, I guess. 

 Mass is celebrated in the hospital every Sunday. Mass for mobile patients: with 
light injuries and the hospital staff. It is celebrated in the spacious foyer on the ground 
floor. The priest, nurses, doctors, all in white. Patients in their pyjamas. 

 The hospital was transferred to the basement because they started shelling it too. 
Holes made by artillery shells can be seen on the facade of the building, with bits of 
construction material hanging. Pregnant women are lying in the basement, too, waiting to 
give birth and newborn babies too. Three premature babies are lying in incubators. They 
are being fed intravenously. 

 Three bottles hang above their tiny bodies. A plastic tube runs from each bottle, 
three in all connected to their small crumpled bodies, wrapped in a white MC Dubrovnik 
sheet, a bottle of artificial food. A green neon light is reflected in the clear glass and 
plastic. In this struggle for life or death they are surrounded with, three little babies start a 
relentless struggle for their own lives. 

 Sunday Masses are celebrated in the hotels housing refugees too. Hotel Minčeta 
is full. The large hall didn’t have enough room for those who wanted to come, so the 



doors were open. They stand in the passageway and pray. Old ladies, some in the 
Konavle traditional dress, old men, mothers and their children, the odd male here and 
there, but few. Holy Communion is being given. A mother takes the Holy Body of 
Christ. Her child is asleep in her arms. 

 Christ, have mercy. Lord have mercy. Holy Mother of God, pray for us sinners. 
Now, now, now… 

The night was already falling when a ferry appeared from the direction of 
Montenegro, from Zelenika port. The ferry was the Ilirija, the one I travelled on to 
Split. I hurried down to the Gruž port to wait for it. It arrived just in time for me to see 
them open fire from the hill above, aiming at the target in the water. They attacked with 
PAM artillery. When the boat docked, it had one wounded soldier. 
 
Dubrovnik, 28 October 1991 
Today I went up Srđ hill to our guys. An old Austro-Hungarian fort is up there, and it dominates 
over the Town. Whoever holds Srđ holds Dubrovnik. Our side knows that well. The enemy 
came from left and right within rifle-shot distance. But they didn’t take Srđ. They fought with 
artillery, they bombed from planes, but the old fort wouldn’t give in. The stone walls, up to two 
metres thick, didn’t even feel these attacks. The safest rooms are in the basement, deeply 
entrenched in stone. There are plenty of water tanks within the walls, so anyone in the fort can 
survive a long siege. 
 The way to the fort is via a winding, heavy laden road carved in the rock. Winding 
curves from the foot of the hill to its peak, partially passing through a sparse fir forest, the only 
green haven left in the burnt-out Dubrovnik landscape. Everything else is incinerated. One step 
left leads to certain death. Mines are planted along the path. Anti-infantry mines and 
“televisions.” “Televisions are a unique Croatian Army invention developed amid the shortage 
of industrially produced lethal weapons that Croatia did not have. They are made in local 
workshops with an iron plate, explosive filling and nails. It explodes and destroys enemy 
infantry at a 120-degree angle. It has proven to be very efficient in practice. 
 
Dubrovnik, 29 October 1991 
Today I tried to enter Mokošica, a village on the opposite side of Rijeka Dubrovačka. 
It’s a risky trip. I drove on the road that was completely exposed to the enemy from the 
surrounding hills. If I don’t manage to get to Mokošica, I wanted to at least get a shot and 
see the sunken yachts in the marina. It’s about halfway. 
 I heard that EC monitors were going to Mokošica that day. I waited in Gruž for 
their vehicles to pass and then followed them at a decent distance. I believed that if the 
EC monitors had an agreement with the JNA, they wouldn’t fire at them. I wanted to 
smuggle myself in with them. When the EC monitors realised I was following them, they 
tried to discourage me. They said I was putting their lives at risk. They weren’t 
particularly concerned about mine. They weren’t very likeable, except for one 
Frenchman and a Czech. The others were arrogant and issued strange press releases like 
– everyone is to blame, the victim in defence and the aggressor who is attacking. They 
just couldn’t differentiate the two. 
 One evening they convened us, reporters. There were three of us in Dubrovnik, 
to issue a statement to the press. They said that that evening they were going by boat after 
visiting the islands of Šipan and Koločep. It was about 5.30 pm, and they were just 
entering Gruž port when fire was opened at them. They called us to tell us that they 



energetically protested to both sides. When we asked, why to both sides when ballistic 
expertise was able to determine exactly where the firing came from, they said that wasn’t 
their job. As far as they were concerned, both sides were responsible. It was clear to us all 
this entire time and to them too, who was responsible for the situation in Croatia. Still, 
somehow they just could not utter those magic words. My French colleague, who didn’t 
have to restrain himself like I did, as a host, cursed them like dogs. On my behalf, too, as 
I had to shut up. After that, we were not on friendly terms anymore. We simply just 
tolerated them. 
 They asked me to go back. I refused. I said that I was going on my own way and 
they could go where they liked. So, we continued at about one hundred metres distance 
between us. When they approached Komolac, they were attacked from the top of the hill. 
Ivan, a warrior who was driving the care I was in, veered quickly to the right into a crack 
in the cliff, a natural shelter where we would be safe. Ivan stayed in the vehicle while I 
jumped out and ran alongside the cliff, using it as a shield, towards the spot they were 
firing at. I saw the EC monitors turning their vehicle around and, in panicking fear 
fleeing back. When they saw me running towards them, they looked like they had seen a 
ghost. They didn’t stop. In fact, they drove away even faster. I only managed to see the 
Czech as he waved good luck to me. 
 I wanted to get to the marina somehow. I jumped into a concrete canal by the side 
of the road and crawled to its end. The cliff was to my right. When I got to the end of the 
canal, I crawled out. I went ahead, hiding in the brushes along the way as shelter. After 
the bushes, there was a clearance. As soon as I popped my head out, rifle shots were fired 
from above. I couldn’t go any further. I had to think of something else. There were 
smashed cars all around me, hit from the same place they were firing from now. 
 I made my way back to the concrete canal. The boundary of the marina was just 
ahead of the canal. A high fence surrounded it. It would take time to climb and get over 
it. I first threw my bag and equipment over the fence and then headed myself. Luckily, 
they didn’t see me. I quickly ran down to a burnt-out truck and lay in front of it. There 
was a clear spot of about 50 metres between the truck and the first building that could be 
a good shelter. I thought I would run across. As soon as I stuck my head out on the other 
side of the truck, rifle shots poured down on me. Heavy machine-gun fire. Luckily the 
truck was a good shield. I had to think of something else. 
 I went back over the fence and back into the canal. I had to find another way. 
There was a building by the roadside that was part of the marina. I checked its windows. 
One of them was open. I jumped inside and found myself in a spacious hall. Paintings 
were hanging on the walls. The room had a high ceiling with wooden beams. I looked out 
through the window to check out the situation. I was isolated from the other buildings 
with clearings. Only the south side looked out toward the docks. That was the only side I 
could do something. Sunken ships were clearly visible, with Mokošica in the 
background. When I photographed everything, I went back the same way. The entire 
episode, my mission, took about an hour. Ivan was already worried and was about to 
head out in search for me when I appeared. He thought I might have been wounded 
because he heard the machine-gun fire. The drive back was fast until we arrived safely in 
Gruž. 
 It was time for lunch in Lapad. Behind the Hotel Neptun, we came across 
Ledeni and Genocide, warriors from Srđ. They came to wash in the sea. Genocide had a 



dragon tattooed on his back. They enjoyed the bathe and swim. It was unusual to see 
them playing in the sea like kids and at the same time seeing their weapons and military 
gear left on the rocks.  
 A combined delegation arrived that afternoon from the direction of Cavtat, 
arranged by the JNA. It consisted of foreign ambassadors, their aides and military aides. 
Reporters accompanied them. I met with Tim Judah from The Times again then. 
 The JNA skilfully manipulated the delegation. They wanted to show that 
Dubrovnik had not been damaged at all, but Dubrovnik isn’t only the Old Town within 
the walls. Dubrovnik is also made up of its surrounding suburbs outside the historical 
centre. Its environs had been razed to the ground, looted and burnt. They don’t want to 
take them there. Allegedly for their safety, even though all those areas, like Konavle and 
Župa, are under their control. The JNA allowed them two (2) hours to visit Dubrovnik, 
and then they had to return. That was only enough time to take a stroll down Stradun. 
 As they passed by, fresh wounds on the walls of Dubrovnik’s ancient houses 
were still visible. The Jewish Community Hall and the like. Dubrovnians stand in line 
for their turn for drinking water next to the water tanks. That scene didn’t seem to attract 
any particular interest among the global sharers of justice. Maybe they were accustomed 
to scenes like that in their hometowns in Rome, Athens or London, so it seemed normal. 
 People approached them spontaneously and tried to explain, complaining of their 
wretched fate. They wave photos of their loved ones, now dead or missing, in front of the 
stiff and uninterested faces of the foreign diplomats. They show them photographs of 
their properties in some happier days when they lived in joy and prosperity when they 
thought the whole world was theirs and that it would always be that way. Now all they 
have is the clothes on their back to show as their assets and their bare lives. Their loved 
ones, though, didn’t manage to save their lives. They remained in their incinerated 
homes. They wanted these people of power, who had come from various sides of the 
world, to see, to realise. For them, for just one moment, to enter their devastated world, 
their burnt and looted homes they were forced to flee. To touch their unfortunate fate for 
just one moment and the colossal tragedy that had become them and the entire Croatian 
nation. Not to close their eyes, not to see the ruins and the dead and displaced families. 
 The people of power stood patiently and listened. They acted like someone 
bothered by a mosquito or a fly constantly flying around their head and sitting on their 
nose or cheek as a place to settle. They waited for the people to finish talking about their 
fate and then continued on their way on their tourist tour of Stradun. One kept looking at 
his watch. It’s time to go to dine with the mayor. That was the protocol. 
 May you choke on every bite you take, every drop of wine or water you drink 
here because each meal that disappears into your gut will be one less for the hungry 
mouths of Dubrovnians. Each drop you drink is a drop less for those thirsting for water. 
 I watched that heap of hypocrites in fine, comfortable suits, perfectly groomed  
faces and cold eyes. What more has to happen? How many more people need to be 
killed? How many more villages need to be burned, razed to the ground by tanks and 
mortar shells? What is the minimum that would make you show, at least an iota of human 
reaction, a tear in your eye or your skin to get goosebumps, for you to notice any trace of 
comprehension or empathy? What are the standards do you world power mongers have to 
decide about our lives, make decisions, issue orders? How long do these people have to 
suffer and the country be devastated? Until when? To what measure? To what number? 



 Blood is on your hands, worldly gentlemen, you strolling down the Stradun in 
Dubrovnik. You came at the invitation of the JNA, in their ship, under their flag. Blood 
is on your hands. You are quietly allowing this killing, destruction, the suffering of the 
people. The Chetniks slaughtered our loved ones with their hands, but the knife was 
yours. The blood of the victims has stained your hands and your fine suits. Serb-
Montenegrin reservists may have fired the mortar shells, but the shells were yours. You 
produced them and put them in their hands. You! You are the same executioners as they 
are. 
 I couldn’t resist. I commented out loud for myself and my friends, reporters. Tim 
asked if he could quote me in his article. Naturally, Tim. Yes, you may. You may write 
everything. The next day, The Times released a report about “chicken heads” who visited 
Dubrovnik because one of them had a chicken feather on his cap. 
 In honour of the noble guests, the occupiers on Žarkovica, from where they 
attacked the Town every day, hung a huge Yugoslav flag and played loud music on a huge 
soundbox that they delivered especially for this occasion, playing typical Chetnik songs. 
These dissonant and distasteful tones made a deadly sound. A sound even worse than that 
of their artillery. This was even harder to bear. 
 That evening we celebrated a birthday. Nurse Miha Mihočević just turned 
umpteen. It was a lovely party, after everything we had seen and heard that day. 
 
Dubrovnik, 30 October 1991 
A lot of reporters arrived in the city, mostly foreigners. They all booked into the 
Argentina. The hotel staff is trying to accommodate them all. Even though there isn’t 
any electricity, they obtained a generator to light up the hotel during the evening hours. 
The water problem was resolved with the hotel staff filling the bathtubs in each room 
with seawater. The kitchen cooks perform miracles so no one will go hungry or notice the 
hunger reigning in town. 
 A comparison of Hotel Argentina and the city of Dubrovnik is like when a man 
in the desert who, is dying of hunger and thirst and is exposed to extreme heat during the 
day and then extreme cold at night, comes across a small, green oasis, rich with water and 
food and an honourable and generous host. The reporters who had arrived hadn’t come 
from the desert but far more comfortable oases. Dubrovnik’s problems were foreign to 
them. Particularly if observed from the Hotel Argentina, because everything in 
Dubrovnik seemed to be in order. Albeit, for some strange reason, the tubs in their 
rooms were filled with seawater. When they would turn the tap on, freshwater didn’t 
come out of it, but that was all. That was the biggest problem for them, the problems they 
were actually faced with. In their opinion, even the Town wasn’t that badly damaged as 
far as they could see from their strolls down the Stradun. 
  I organised a small outing into the war zone for a few reporter friends. A small 
outing, brief – a couple of hours, into the dirty, cruel reality of Dubrovnik. There were 
four of us: Jurij Gustinčić from Reuters, Tim Judah from The Times, a female 
colleague from the USA and I. I took them to Rijeka Dubrovačka, to Sustjepan, a few 
kilometres away from town. Ten minutes from Stradun. Many others did not move from 
the Stradun to the real war. The atmosphere provided an authentic war experience. They 
were the reasons why I organised a small expedition for a few chosen ones. 
 As I drove those few kilometres as fast as circumstances would allow, the 



landscape quickly changed. Craters appeared in the road, from mortar shells, destroyed 
and burnt houses next to the road. These scenes moved my passengers. I loudly sang the 
word of a Cat Stevens song: “I’ll show you something to make You change Your mind.” 
 I know exactly where to go and how to get there. I drove as fast as I could to that 
spot. At one location, a little square in Sustjepan, I slammed on the brakes, turned right, and 
parked the car behind a wall as a shelter. Near the spot where we parked, burnt houses and 
cars were drilled with holes. There were huge holes on the road made by large projectiles. 
Armed civilians come out from behind the sheltered wall –  locals who had decided to stay 
and fight back at the enemy. One of them makes daily trips with his boat across Rijeka 
Dubrovačka and picks up people from there. Unexploded mines and projectiles of various 
calibre strewn all around us. As we speak, a boat arrives at the small pier with a family from 
Mokošica. A father, mother, two small children and two travel bags. They run from the pier 
to a nearby house to hide. They jump over the holes in the road. This time there wasn’t any 
shooting like usually, our hero from Sustjepan tells us. My friends ask him if he is afraid 
when he sails out unprotected in such a slow boat. He doesn’t say much, just shrugs his 
shoulders. Someone has to go and collect the people who are still left behind. 
 We stay here in Sustjepan for about two hours talking. They showed us and told 
us what they could. We saw a lot for ourselves. There was no need for words to describe 
what we saw. Everything had already been said. As we drove back, silence in the car. 
Nobody commented on anything. What is there to say. Something, anything you might 
say, is bland and redundant. 
 
Dubrovnik, 31 October 1991 
A Slavija ferry arrived in Gruž port early this morning, escorted by a few smaller boats. 
President of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, Stipe Mesić, arrived in 
Dubrovnik on the Slavija. Croatia’s Prime Minister Franjo Gregurić and other senior 
officials in Croatia’s political and cultural life accompanied the president. They called 
this the convoy of Liberty. The idea was to return refugees and displaced persons to 
Dubrovnik and break the JNA siege of Dubrovnik and the entire Croatian coast. 
According to protocol, a Mass was first celebrated in the cathedral. The whole delegation 
attended along with their hosts, local Dubrovnians. After Mass, a meeting was held in the 
town square with a line of speakers. They said that the suffering of Dubrovnians would 
finally end soon, that the siege was broken, that the end of the war was coming, and some 
other crap. The exhausted people who had gathered, and there were quite a few of them, 
took in every word of comfort and hope that could be heard over the loudspeakers placed 
in the square. 
 At the same time as the official protocol was going on, the Chetniks on 
Žarkovica kept replaying their unofficial Yugoslav jargon. Their loudspeakers were even 
louder than those in the city. They played their typical Chetnik songs and recent turbo-
folk hits. The YU flag continued to fly high above the city. 
 
Dubrovnik, 1 November 1991 
It was time for me to say goodbye to Dubrovnik after ten days of my stay.  I first stood 
on Dubrovnik soil on Tuesday 22 October, after arriving in the shroud of night, across the 
sea and under heavy shelling on the Town. That was the night of the apocalypse. 
Detonations and flares all around. Today is Friday, 1 November. I will try and leave with 



the convoy. My pockets are full of photographic material, about fifty films that I had 
taken during this time. Memories and traces of ten beautiful days of hell. Dubrovnik’s 
hell. In Paris, everyone in Magnum is expecting me. I hope to be there on Sunday 
already. 
  I was already a little tired of everything. I asked my young colleague Alen, who 
worked for Sky News, to advise the convoy’s organisers that we wished to join them on 
the ship. Romana, a Dubrovnian who also worked for Sky News, would be with us too. 
All three of us had come to Dubrovnik in a boat, at night and maximum risk. We wanted 
to get out safely, without any unnecessary risk, just like these tourists, who had come for 
the one day. In any case, we had material in our pockets, the only evidence of the city’s 
destruction. The first images to get out into the world. 
 Alen returned quite disturbed. Mrs Šeparović, the organiser of the convoy, yelled 
at him and said we had to leave the ship. She called us irresponsible tourists and that she 
has her own reporters whom she brought with her from Rijeka. We were a threat to their 
safety, and they would have problems with the JNA because of us. The enemy would 
sink them if they find out, and under no circumstances can we remain on the ship. She 
said we could leave Dubrovnik the same way we came. She wasn’t interested in how 
much material we had with us nor of its significance. The only thing she was interested in 
was their safety, which we threatened with our presence. 
 That made me sick to my stomach. I couldn’t even get angry because of the 
disgust I felt. I decided that we would stay on the ship. They can’t force us off. I would 
never have imagined having more hassles with my people than with the Chetniks and 
JNA. 
  The departure was delayed. Then we were all ordered to leave the ship and to 
take our things with us. We then spent some time waiting on the dock. Then they said 
that anyone who arrived on the ship could board but that they had to show their tickets 
and press ID cards. We showed our press cards and boarded again. Stipe Mesić didn’t 
disembark with the rest of the passengers. They trusted him. Then the boat took off. 
 The Slavija went ahead, and the smaller boats followed. There were about ten of 
them. A certain tension could be sensed on the ship because we had to pass by JNA 
controlled territory. We waited in expectation for their artillery to start firing at us at any 
given moment. We knew they were watching us from some point, so we all just stared at 
the horizon ahead to see if we could spot them. First, they ordered the ship to go to 
Zelenika port in Montenegro to be inspected. Later, as a noble gesture, considering that 
the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces of the Socialist Federative Republic of 
Yugoslavia/Comrade Stipe Mesić, and President of the Presidency of Yugoslavia was 
with us, they allowed the inspection to be conducted somewhere at sea on route to 
Rijeka. They would decide where that would be. 
 At one particular moment, the ship stopped. There was no explanation, but we all 
knew what to expect. Then we heard a voice over the loudspeaker: everyone needs to 
remain calm. We are going to the port in Slano, where JNA officers will inspect the ship. 
The ship changed course and headed in the direction as instructed. We could clearly see 
Yugoslav navy ships on the horizon. They weren’t far. 
 Then we stopped again. We stayed like that for a while until the ship started 
again. This time we turned around again but back in the direction we had come from. 
They allowed us to pass without being inspected. And so, the game of cat and mouse 



ended. We had the role of the loser in any case. At least for the time being. 
 The mood on the ship seemed to pick up immediately after that. The people acted 
as if we had just won some terribly important battle as if we had forced the enemy to 
retreat, and not they us. When we moved a decent distance from them, the Yugoslav flag 
came down from the mast because the ships and boats sailed under it until then. It was 
thrown into the sea. The ship’s sirens rang out, people waved and jumped for joy. I just 
couldn’t understand their euphoria. Where was the triumph in this, and why were they so 
joyous? We had been systematically humiliated the entire time of the war. We sailed 
under a Yugoslav and not a Croatian flag, the flag of our enemy who ordered us to go and 
bow to them where they decided and which we readily accepted to do. In the end, they 
arrogantly just let us go, and we were now celebrating our victory. None of this was clear 
to me. 
 The next port where the ship docked was Korčula. Once again, the scenario of 
triumph was repeated there. Ships sounded their sirens, and the locals on Korčula 
greeted us with their orchestra of ship sirens. A crowd of people on the waterfront 
waiting for the convoy. A band played, and speeches were made from above and below, 
from the ship and land. So much was said. I’m embarrassed even to repeat it. In a 
nutshell, the siege of Dubrovnik has ended, and people can go to and fro freely. Now 
that they’ve achieved a triumph in Dubrovnik, they will head to Vukovar and do the 
same thing there. 
 The speakers were engrossed by this stage, and promises, and threats against the 
enemy were bandied around. They uttered nonsense without any restrictions or anything 
to do with reality. It was as if I had come across a festival of liars. 
 The entourage then got off the ship and went on a tour of Korčula. I left them 
here as I just couldn’t stand it any longer. Romana and Alen came with me. We wanted 
to get from Korčula to Pelješac. We had to get to Ston somehow. Our cars were there. I 
went and asked at the police station, and they transferred us to the ferry port. We were 
lucky because the ferry was just about to depart. So, we managed to get to Orebić on the 
Pelješac Peninsula. We found someone who was driving to Ston on the ferry. We arrived 
in Ston just before dark. Romana and Alan immediately headed for Split. I stayed for a 
bit longer to say hello to some friends.  
 I didn’t want to stay long. I had to get to Split, too, because I wanted to get on the 
Slavija again to get to Rijeka. Driving on the motorway around Zadar was a problem. I 
didn’t want to risk it and get stuck on the road. I had to get to Zagreb as soon as possible 
to develop my films and then take the car to Vienna. I would catch a plane from Vienna 
to Paris. Everything is prepared and waiting in Magnum, and everyone is anxious to get 
my material. I can’t let anything go wrong. 
 I was glad to see my friends in Ston again. Dugi and the others. I was happy to 
see they were all alive and that no one had been killed. At least not anyone I knew. I’m 
sorry I didn’t have more time. Every minute is essential now. I hope we will make up for 
lost time and this brief visit one day if we are all still alive. I asked them to pass on my 
greetings to the others. Major and the other guys and then left. 
 Dusk was falling as I left Ston and those dear people. I drove through Mali Ston 
and Zamaslina and climbed onto the motorway at the petrol station. I put on the left 
blinker and put my foot on the accelerator. I had to make up for lost time if I wanted to 
catch the ferry in Split. 



 I drove along a gouged road. I didn’t turn on the lights. Pelješac peninsula spread 
lazily to my left at first dusk. It appeared mystical and enticing, darkened as it was. The 
shallow Pelješac Channel lay between the peninsula and mainland. Rasters of Ston – 
oyster farms could still be seen on the sea surface, structures to breed mussels and the 
famous Ston oysters. How many times had I stopped here with my friends to eat at the 
Captain’s Lodge? Now no one could even think of oysters now. A little lower two tiny 
islets in the middle of the channel. Two green gems trapped in the sea. When I was a boy 
and would imagine paradise, this image would always come to mind. I would imagine 
what it would be like to live here, every day, from day to day. How I would have my own 
boat and a dog. We would catch fish, prepare delicious meals, and treat our dear friends, 
who would often come to see us and visit and stay for days. I would grow aromatic 
oranges and juicy figs that I would dry in the sun. And there was plenty of sun here, and 
it would heat up and bake before anywhere else. It simply caressed the skin, and the 
touch of the sun on your skin would leave a gentle golden bronze trace. 
 Even now, just like when I was younger, when I think about that, my whole 
body tingles and I get goosebumps from that pleasant thought. I fell into melancholy 
and forgot everything around me. I sank into a gentle and velvety memory, and the 
images kept rolling past like a string of pearls, one after the other. I can easily recall 
colours, odours and sounds from my childhood. I could imagine myself to be wherever 
I wanted to, in my dreams and thoughts of worldly beauty and tenderness. 
 I arrived at the Bistrina Bridge and waved to the police officers on guard as I 
passed by. They recognised me and waved back. The last time I passed through here, 
two weeks ago, about this same time of day, a police car was burning by the side of the 
road, its blue light rotating frantically in the first dusk. The police were scared then and 
were looking at the sky, expecting a new air attack. Now, when I greeted them, they 
smiled and seemed to be glad when they recognised me. Did the same thought pass 
through their minds? I don’t know. As the car increased the distance between us, my 
daydreaming started again. The war remained behind me, far behind me. 
 All at once, the sky opened. Thunder and crackling, explosions and I couldn’t 
determine which direction they were coming from. As if they were penetrating a wall of 
cotton, new thunder kept coming closer and closer. I looked around to see if I could 
determine where it was coming from. I felt and heard that it was close by, very close. 
But as I was driving, I just couldn’t pinpoint the location. I put my foot on the 
accelerator and drove even faster to find some shelter where I would be able to see what 
was going on. I knew it could only be coming from one of two places: STON or 
BISTRINA. Anywhere else was out of the question. 
 I ended up in Neum. The locals had already heard the detonations and had 
gathered in the street. When I stopped, they surrounded my car and asked what was going 
on. I just shrugged my shoulders. It was obviously an air raid. May God help them 
because there was nothing else I could do for them here. I was in two minds whether to 
go back, but I didn’t know what I could do that would help. In that case, I would lose my 
connection in Split, and everything would be prolonged for who knows how long. I 
decided to keep going because it was more important to release this material. I just hoped 
no one would get killed or injured. That was important. Everything else mattered less. 
 I headed off. The people were left standing in the street, listening to the echo of 
muffled explosions from the direction of Ston. I wasn’t happy that I couldn’t stay, but I 



was sure it was better for all because I couldn’t help if I stayed. The most significant help 
would be for the world public to see the material I had. 
 Darkness began to occupy the entire space, and I could only just distinguish the 
line between heaven and earth on the horizon in the distance. All the towns I passed 
through were utterly dark. It seems as though the orders were for blackouts everywhere. I 
hardly saw anyone in the street in any of the towns I drove through. Here and there, I 
would spot a uniformed soldier, and that was all. Fear and uncertainty reigned 
everywhere, even on the laid back Mediterranean. People lived in the dark. They moved 
into the darkness, to the safety of their cellars dug deep into the ground. It was sad and 
painful to drive through the country in such darkness. Everything spoke about evil, and 
now even in this darkness, you could not be sure when it would appear from the air, land 
or sea. The uncertainty of the coming of that evil force was even more difficult to bear 
than when it actually did come. The people would rather face substantial danger than live 
in abstract fear of its possible coming. 
 I arrived in Split on time, just before the convoy arrived. As it sailed into the port, 
the same thing happened here. A lot of people were waiting for it. Speeches and promises 
followed. I don’t know if anyone of them knew about the attack on Ston. They behaved 
as if they didn’t and that everything was in the best of order. I was sure that the attacks on 
Dubrovnik would start again soon. Who was going to stop them? The Liberty Convoy?  
 I boarded the ship. We should reach Rijeka by morning. I found a spare bunk and 
slept till morning. I didn’t see anyone nor speak to anyone. I just wanted to be alone with 
what I know and wait to get out in Rijeka. 
 
Rijeka, 2 November 1991 
The night passed peacefully.  Although I didn’t sleep well and woke up frequently, I stayed 
in my cabin. I knew we had come close to Rijeka when the sirens sounded and wouldn’t 
stop. At first, there were a few, and then their number seemed to double as time went on. In 
the end, there was this continual barrage of noise. When the clamour stopped, I knew we 
had arrived. It was time to leave. 
 While the brave heroes of the Liberty Convoy made their speeches and addressed 
the television cameras, I unloaded my car and continued on my way. I took a soldier and a 
policeman with me who wanted to get to Zagreb too. We went across Slovenia because it 
wasn’t certain through Delnice that day. They were both in uniform and armed with 
automatic weapons. At the exit to Rijeka, we stopped and I gave them some civilian 
clothes to avoid any problems at the border. We hid their weapons under the seats. 
 We crossed the border without any problems, both times. We arrived in Zagreb at 
about 2 pm. I took my films to get developed. Everything was OK.  
 
Vienna, 3 November 1991 
I spoke to Ayperi this morning. I suggested that I didn’t need to come to Paris but just 
send the films from Vienna because I was tired and needed to rest. He told me not to risk 
it and to go and bring them myself. That was the safest. OK, Ayperi, I’m on my way. 
 I called Vienna and booked a flight for Paris at 3.35 pm. It was a Sunday, and I 
knew there could be some problems on the way. It was precisely midday when I left 
home. I needed three hours to cross 400 kilometres and two state borders. I drove like a 
mad man. Luckily, there wasn’t much traffic on the road, and there weren’t any delays at 



the border. At five minutes to three, I parked in front of Vienna airport in the short-term 
parking. My car would probably remain there for a little longer, though, but there was no 
time to take it to a garage now. 
  There weren’t any problems with my reservations. I bought a ticket and went to 
the check-in. I went through the passport control and headed for the exit. I still had fifteen 
minutes. At the exit gate for my flight – a problem. Because I hadn’t arrived earlier, they 
had assigned my seat to someone else. There wasn’t any chance to fly out on that flight. 
All my begging, explaining of the importance of my trip and appeals were in vain. I had 
to wait for the next flight, which was also in doubt because it was full. In any case, I had 
enough time to re-park my car in a garage and call Paris again. We agreed that they 
would have everything prepared for the 10.20 flight that night and for me to come 
straight to the laboratory. 
 I managed to fly out on that second attempt.  I took a cab in Paris and rode straight 
to the lab. Ayperi was already there. Immediately after that, Jimmy Fox arrived, the photo 
editor at Magnum, and Thomas too. He would release the material on the market.  Jimmy 
examined the material and marked which photos would be reproduced. As we waited for 
the copies to be ready, I went to a local diner to have a drink. It was late at night, and we 
were all tired when the job was finally over.  Ayperi had reserved a room for me at the 
Hotel La Louisiane, where the legendary Jim Morrison from The Doors lived once and 
died there. Thomas drove me to the hotel. He’ll come and get me in the morning, and we’ll 
go to the Le Figaro Magazine. Until then – good night. 
 
Paris, 4 November 1991 
Thomas came to get me in the morning, and we went to Le Figaro Magazine. They 
are interested in the story. Naturally, they are interested in their reporter Christiane 
Rance too and an interview with her. We spoke for about three hours. After that, I took 
a taxi to Magnum. Jim and I worked on the story and selected material. During the 
breaks, I made some phone calls that weren’t possible from Zagreb to Priština and 
Belgrade, Kosovo. I didn’t manage to get them from there either. I’ll try again later this 
evening. There’s only one person I want to speak to, who I care for very much. Maybe 
there are other people like that in Serbia, but I didn’t know them. I only know Bogdan 
Bogdanović. 
 We spoke for a long time. He asked about his monuments, did I pass by any of 
them. I told him that the Stone Flower in Jasenovac was still in one piece not long ago 
when I passed by. He asked about the situation in our area, and I asked about his. Neither 
of us thinks the future is too bright. He tells me that it’s becoming dangerous for him. He 
has received anonymous threatening letters and phone calls. He’s been accused of being 
an Ustasha and his flat had been vandalised in that regard. I fear for him. He says he 
doesn’t want to leave Belgrade at any cost. I understand. Now they are attacking him, but 
maybe tomorrow already, he will be the only person everyone will look to. He will be a 
problem for Serbia and the Serbs more than anyone else. Even more than the air they 
breathe or the bread they eat. Serbs and Serbia will need Bogdan Bogadnović, a man 
who, during his lifetime, learned how to build and not destroy. Anyone who built before 
will build again. They will rebuild the destroyed, mined bridges to the world and the 
entire human civilisation. 
 
Paris, 5 November 1991 



I slept well last night, much better than the night before. I managed to relax a little. 
Maybe it was the bubble bath I took and treated myself to before going to bed that 
helped. On the way back to the hotel, I bought a herbal bubble bath and filled the tub to 
the top with hot water. It had huge baths. I hadn’t enjoyed such luxury for some time. I 
didn’t bathe once during my entire time in Dubrovnik. I would wash by soaking a towel 
in the sea and then rub my body with it. That was the only and quickest way. Anything 
else would have taken too much time and would have meant too much organisation. A bit 
excessive for one bath. When you have something to enjoy every day without any 
restrictions, you take them for granted. Nothing special. It’s only when you have to go 
without that you realise what they meant. A man’s tragedy lies in the fact that he has to 
lose something to realise its significance and meaning to his life. First, you have to lose 
something, to try and find it again later. It sounds stupid, but it’s true. Taking a bath in a 
tub, hot water, a bubble bath. Not even Cleopatra felt this good as she bathed in donkey 
milk. Jim Morrison died in a bathtub. Drugs killed him. Overdose? Maybe in the tub, 
I’m lying in now. What is going to kill me? Will I survive this war? 
 I miss the alarms, the thick darkness of blackouts, the detonations and the feeling 
of danger in the air. I miss the people, my people. I miss my homeland, which is burning. 
Thank you, Paris, for the bath. It was worth coming just for that. Now it’s enough. I’m 
going home. 
 I called Ayperi in Magnum to book me on the first flight to Vienna. He tried to 
convince me to stay a bit longer, to have a rest, but it was enough for me. Maybe some 
other time. After the war. Thanks. 
 I arrived in Vienna that afternoon. Dusk. I’ll spend the night here because the 
headlights on my car are blacked out. I can’t drive like that in a civilised world. I called 
Zoran and Darja. I’ll sleep at their place. I had missed them and would love to see them. 
I’ll go to Zagreb in the morning. 
 
6 November 1991 
I left Vienna in the sun. And Darja and Zoran too. It was pleasant driving along the 
motorway. As I drew closer to my destination, the tension began to grow. What will I 
find there? I managed to get the News on Croatian Radio. The situation on the front is 
serious. New attacks on Vukovar. The enemy is accumulating its forces around the 
undefeatable town. Numbers are mentioned - 650 tanks, 250 cannons, 100 MRLs 
(multiple rocket launchers), 45,000 infantry troops. 
 I passed the Austrian checkpoint. No problems, they just waved at me to keep 
going. Now the Slovenian border. I turned down the radio and the News as I showed my 
passport to the official. Vukovar mustn’t fall, I thought to myself, it must not fall. The 
official flipped through the pages of my passport. How many people are still there? How 
many have been wounded? They’ll kill them all if they get into the town. The official 
peered at me. Maybe he was comparing the photo in the passport with what he was seeing 
in front of him. I met so many people in Vukovar when I was there. What will happen to 
Marko? What about Speedy? They won’t get out alive. 
 You’ll have to take that off, the official said and pointed to the front of my car. I 
didn’t expect him to say anything. I was waiting for my passport and thought I would go. I 
was already becoming a little nervous. His voice surprised me, brought me back to reality. 
I’m sorry, I didn’t understand, I said. I didn’t know what he wanted. This, in front, on your 
headlights, that you blacked out for night driving (for the blackout), you’ll have to remove 



that. That isn’t valid here. Not anymore. We aren’t at war. The fact that you have a war is 
your problem. You have to abide by Slovenian laws here, and that is banned here. I couldn’t 
believe my ears. This can’t be possible, I thought to myself. It must be some kind of joke, a 
gag. I’ve just driven through all of Austria from Vienna. I passed their border patrol. 
Nobody told me to remove anything from the car, not even that, I said. That’s Austria over 
there. This is Slovenia. They have their laws. We have ours. Our laws have to be respected 
in our country. You’ll have to remove that if you want to go any further.  
 Something snapped inside me. Something terrible exploded in my head, in my 
mind. I just could not be the same person I was a second ago. I’m not going to remove that, 
I said quietly, looking at him. He was in his booth; I was in my car. I wanted him to get out 
of his shelter and to try and take off the masks on the headlights himself. I was churning 
inside and tensing up. An alarm was throbbing in my head. I knew that if he got out and 
tried to do what he was asking, I would just kill him. Nothing would have saved him. He 
would have been dead in a second. I would have done it with glee for the first time in my 
life, and I would not have one regret. I would have killed him like a rat, a cockroach 
crawling around the kitchen, with one hit, precise, relentless. I would have killed him for 
Vukovar, which was being attacked and which was desperately defending itself. I would 
have killed him for Vinkovci, for Nuštar. I would have killed him for Sarvaš, Dalj, 
Četekovac. And would not regret it one bit. Not at all. How many innocent people are 
getting killed in my homeland, good people, hard-working people. People who could give 
something to this world. For it to be jerked out and pulled out of the mire, we had fallen 
into. If they can die, so can this heartless creature. Let at least one pay. 
 I watched him. I didn’t say anything more. I waited for his next move. I was 
utterly calm outside, perfectly cool, at peace, while my insides were ringing an alarm. My 
entire body was tight, all my muscles ready to execute the only thought racing through 
my mind: kill, kill, kill. 
 He realised the seriousness of the situation and didn’t insist. He passed me my 
passport and said something. I didn’t hear or understand what he said. I just saw that his 
lips were moving. I took my passport, put the car in first gear and slowly, completely 
slowly, drove off. 
 It was a beautiful day. The sun was high. The sky was blue. It was about one in 
the afternoon. 
 
14 November 1991 
Thomas called me from Paris. He urges me to go back to Dubrovnik. The Paris Mach 
wants an exclusive report from Dubrovnik by Zoro. They probably saw what the Le 
Figaro Magazine and others had released. 
 Zoro is the pseudonym I use in the foreign press. I chose it because it resembled 
my first name, and it has a message. That was my vengeance against the enemy for the 
humiliation and atrocities it caused my people. I didn’t fight in this war with a gun. So 
many more people handled guns better than me, and it was more befitting of them. 
Unlike them, I killed with my camera. I killed them with my pictures, which were 
sometimes even deadlier than weapons. That was my way of fighting for justice. 
 Over the past few days, Dubrovnik was attacked fiercely and its historical city 
centre – Old Town. There were horrific scenes. The city was burning, as was the Old City 
Port and Stradun. There were a lot of photographers there now, and they had probably 



shot everything very well. If we go there now, we can only take shots of the consequences, 
which wouldn’t be anything exceptional. The meaningful pictures were in the past. And my 
principle was to go where no one else could or were allowed. 
 Thomas still tried to convince me. He said the people in Paris Mach know all 
that, but they insist on Zoro. Zoro, and no one else. OK, Thomas, I gave in. I’ll go on 
Sunday, 17 November. But without any commitment or deadlines. 
 
18 November 1991 
It was still daylight when I arrived in Ston. It was Monday. I left Zagreb the day before, 
Sunday, early in the morning. I went by bus to Split. That was the easiest. I didn’t have to 
worry about anything. I get on in Zagreb and get off in Split. Mario was waiting for me 
at the bus station in Split. I slept at his place. Mario was my good friend back when we 
were students. 
 On Monday morning, I went to the Nedjeljni newspaper house. The Nedjeljni was 
the only edition that published my photographs exclusively in the homeland. I think it’s 
our best weekly. Good people are working there, and it’s easy to work with them. I hope 
they have the same opinion of me. There were some outstanding issues, but we quickly 
resolved them. Later their driver took me to Ston in an official vehicle. 
 My old friends are in Ston. I found Albert in the hotel. Later I found Dugi and 
Major. There’s a lot to talk about. That evening I went to Broce, and from there, I should 
be transferred to Dubrovnik. I stationed myself in the navy headquarters, in a house 
where the guys from the boats were staying too. Scouts in the field bring bad news. 
Enemy ships have the entire route under control. If they stay there, we won’t be able to 
sail out tonight. Later it started to rain. That comes in handy because visibility is poorer. 
Our guys have the advantage then because they know the route well. 
 One ship was suspect. It was stationed in the same spot and appeared abandoned. 
A trap maybe, maybe not. We need to check it out. If the rain starts falling harder, the 
guys will try and sneak up in a rubber dinghy. It makes the slightest noise. 
 They barely managed to escape by the skin of their teeth. When they had virtually 
snuck up to the ship, another one appeared out of nowhere. They almost collided. They 
opened fire at them, but they managed to escape. They missed them. It looks like the 
enemy was startled too. The scouts tell us they are still there. It was cold in the room. We 
ate some canned food for dinner and drank some tea. Later we wrapped ourselves in 
some blankets and dozed. They woke us at about 2 in the morning. It’s time to go!  
 Today, after three months of siege, Vukovar fell! 
 
19 November 1991 
It was still raining when we started to board. There was a lot of material, so we loaded 
that first. The barge was wooden, large and slow. It wasn’t the most appropriate transport 
means for these circumstances, but as there was no other, it will do, as long as we finally 
head off. There weren’t a lot of passengers. Apart from me, there were just two or three 
Croatian soldiers. We were all going to Dubrovnik. 
 Because the boat was so slow, two rubber dinghies went ahead of us to check out 
the route, leg by leg. When they would notice something suspicious, they would return 
and tell us to shut down the motor until they investigated, or we would change our route. 
In some spots where that was possible, we sailed as close to the coast as we could, and at 
times I thought we would run ashore or land on some reef. That was good move to secure 



us from any possible surprise of an enemy ship which was probably in hiding 
somewhere. We sailed from islet to islet. The destination was the same as last time, 
Šipan Port on the island of Šipan. A strong wind blew and raised the waves. The boat 
would lean up high against them. The rain didn’t stop falling. On a couple of occasions, 
the boat suddenly jilted and leant dangerously. I didn’t know why, but I was confident it 
was necessary. I placed a lot of trust in the crew since my last trip. It was only after we 
arrived safely that they told me we had almost run across an enemy ship but we managed 
to avoid it at the last moment. Apparently, they noticed us from shore and started firing at 
us. I didn’t hear any of that because the artillery fire sounded just like the huge waves that 
threatened to turn us over. Luckily, we managed to sail into Šipan Port. 
 Now, unloading and the well-known route on tractors to Suđurađ on the other 
side of the island. It was dawn already when we arrived. That was it for today. We’ll have 
to wait until night to go any further. 
 Once again, at Tonči’s. I was glad to see him alive because I had heard that some 
odd things had begun to occur on the island. Tonči has good wine. We deserved a toast. 
The rain still sprinkled lightly. The dawn on Tonči’s veranda was pleasant. Suđurađ lay 
ahead on a platter. The sea and sky mingled on the horizon. That image always gets to me 
when I think of it. The thought that the enemy was not too far away either tightened 
around the heart like a pair of pliers. I waited until broad daylight and then went to sleep. 
We’re going to head out of Suđurađ the next day only, somewhere after midnight, if all 
goes well. 
 
20 November 1991 
Early morning, about one after midnight, it was already Wednesday, two-speed boats 
arrived from Dubrovnik. They were large speedboats that I had ridden in before. And I 
knew the crew from my last visit. It was raining, and the waves rolled high in the air. 
There was a lot of material to load, so we immediately began. Some people had brought 
cases of ammunition, land mines and mortar shells in carts. At the same time, we 
unloaded them onto the dock and then equally distributed them in both boats. We loaded 
them to the maximum possible limit. 
 When we had almost loaded everything somewhere near the end of the job, 
another boat arrived from Dubrovnik. It had come with some urgent business and was 
immediately returning to the Town. Blaženko, a Croatian soldier from Dubrovnik and a 
member of Flyer’s unit, and I decided to go with that boat to get there sooner. We headed 
off immediately. It was a light boat because it didn’t have any freight and the sea tossed it 
around during the entire trip. Heavy rain was falling. The water surrounded us, above, 
below, to the left and the right. It was like a water screen that did not allow anything else 
to be seen. We steered by chance. We sailed almost on the spot because the sea kept 
pushing us back. We weren’t afraid of enemy ships because they couldn’t sail out in this 
weather, or at least they didn’t dare to. Somehow, we managed to arrive. A ride that 
would not have taken more than fifteen minutes in normal circumstances took us two 
hours. It was already dawn when we approached the Town. It was dangerous now to try 
and land in Gruž, so we landed in Lapad Bay. The rain was still falling. 
 Blaženko and I headed on foot towards Gruž. He had a car there. The Town was 
bare and appeared to have been deserted as we walked through from Lapad Bay to 
Gruž. Wherever I looked, there were traces of the attacks. A burnt car here and there, pot 



holes in the road, a demolished facade was hanging from its original wall. The closer we 
got to Gruž, the more pronounced the traces of the atrocities were. A fresh stench of 
incineration was in the air. It didn’t hint at anything good. 
 When we got to the sea, again, a horrific image hit my face. In the early morning 
fog, when everything is still blurry in any case and undefined, the last of the fires were 
still burning in the half-darkness. Once, this was the city port. Now it’s an incinerated 
hearth. A wooden boat was still alight in the middle of the bay, a little closer to the coast 
from the university. It was almost wholly burnt, and these were its last sorrowful remains 
before it disappeared forever to the bottom of the sea. I had never seen a burning boat 
before. I could imagine a house burning in flames. I could imagine a car set on fire but a 
boat? I could never have imagined that. A boat was always associated with water, and 
any possible thought of associating it with fire was unimaginable. There were many other 
burnt boats at the bottom of the sea. Some masts and bows were still protruding out of the 
sea. Some were just skeletons, like the bare skeletons of animals we used to see in nature 
films about Africa or movies about the Wild West when the hero would ride through an 
endless desert in search of justice. The skeletons were there to scare him off and deter 
him from his path. These boat skeletons are here now with that exact purpose. As I 
walked along the waterfront, the few boats that were left, creaked in the sea. A bell rang 
out as the wind hit it. We didn’t find the car, so we continued on foot. 
 We went along the waterfront to the other side of the bay, where Blaženko’s 
house was. Along the way, everything is covered in ashes and traces of incineration. 
Even though it was raining, it couldn’t wash away the scraps. Blaženko’s dog was 
waiting at home. Alone. The family has gone somewhere where it is safe. The dog is 
happy to see him. He sensed he was coming long before we appeared and was jumping 
up and down and squealing with joy. It’s hard to be alone. We lit some candles in the 
house, made some tea with the bit of gas left, and had some breakfast. I couldn’t eat 
much as I was still feeling queasy from the sea ride. We could both do with some sleep to 
recover. 
 Later Blaženko’s friends arrived. Flyer. They dropped me off at Argentina, 
where I decided I would stay. The Argentina was crowded. French Social Welfare 
Minister Bernard Kouchner is staying there with his reporters. UNICEF’s Steffan de 
Mistoura is also staying there, and the EC monitors. Of all the global officials there, not 
one representative of the Croatian authorities was there.  The UNICEF and French flags 
flew in Dubrovnik because the French RANCE navy had sailed into Dubrovnik, which 
was supposed to evacuate the women, children, and elderly. It was barely possible to see 
any Croatian flag. 
 Apart from Gruž port, the boats harboured in the Old City Port had also been 
badly damaged. A lot of them lay sunken to the bottom of the sea, and many had been 
burnt. The Old Town and Pile had suffered severe damage. Hotel Imperial had been hit 
and burnt. The hotel complex in Babin Kuk, too, and Lapad had colossal damage. This 
time not even the city cemetery wasn’t spared from the attacks. The Boninovo cemetery 
had been shelled, and many of the graves had been damaged. Tombstones and crosses 
were smashed. 
 I went to the Croatian Navy headquarters to arrange my return to Zagreb. I 
wanted to go back on Friday. By then, I will have completed my job in Dubrovnik.  
 



Dubrovnik, 21 November 1991 
Today they started loading refugees onto the Rance. Women, children, the elderly. The 
boarding is unfolding slowly, family by family, or what’s left of that family. Mothers 
with children are going. Fathers remained on the other side of the fence. Men have been 
banned from leaving the Town due to military obligations. Buses full of refugees lined 
up, waiting for their turn. Names are called, people are escorted in. 
 French sailors help them carry their suitcases and escort them. Cameras record 
everything to the tee. If any shot of them boarding isn’t as it should be, it is repeated 
several times until the aesthetics of human drama, as imagined by the French producers, 
aren’t just as they want. 
 The scene is repeated, the faces are different. De Mistoura from UNICEF reads 
names over a loudspeaker. Those called appear at the bus door. They stand next to their 
travel bag, suitcase. Marines arrive and help them carry their belongings. A mother and 
two children, two little girls. One is carrying a large Mickey Mouse. They make a few 
steps and then stop. They turn once again to the wire fence in the background. Their dad 
is behind the fence. Some fifty or sixty metres separates them. They wave once again. 
Everyone! They won’t see each other for a long time. Children cry, tears running down 
their faces. And their mothers too, but they hide their tears and try to act brave for the 
children’s sake. The marines are patient. They stand next to their things and wait for them 
to say their last goodbyes. And then they all head for the ship together. They climb the 
stairs on the platform and disappear into the gut of the ship. Each group is followed by 
cameras, from the bus to the ship. Then the next lot. The rain didn’t stop falling the entire 
time. 
  It’s a little old lady’s turn. She can still walk, but her saviours insist on carrying 
her on a stretcher. They say that is the rule. They place the old lady on the stretcher and 
carry her to the ship. Everything was OK while they were on land. When they tried to 
climb up the plank onto the ship, problems arose. The steps were a problem. They were 
stuck there for a few minutes and then came back down on land. They made a few 
changes in personnel and then tried again. That manoeuvre almost cost the little old 
lady’s life. She almost fell out of the stretcher. They came back on land again. The 
problem was quite complex. De Mistoura tries to calm the old lady down in English, 
which she probably didn’t understand one word. Fear of her saviours that she might fall 
out of the stretcher was evident on her frightened face. Consultations were held at the 
highest level, a new strategy, but they wouldn’t give up on the idea of the stretcher. 
That’s what the old lady was afraid of. They lift her into the air and carry her towards the 
ramp. The old lady is in a cold sweat, shaking with fear. She wants to get out of the 
stretcher, but she’s already in the air. De Mistoura is holding her by the hand and 
calming her in English. The camera is rolling. What a shot. What an expression on her 
face. 
 Fear and the saviours. Up the stairs again. Rumpus once again. A century-long 
struggle between man and space, a narrow margin. The struggle is intense and tense, but 
the saviours will not cede. They shrug and shake the stretcher. The stairs sway in a 
trance, the old lady grabs hold of the iron bars, so she doesn’t fall out. The saviours are 
determined. They are sweating. The feat is demanding. They are saving a human life. But 
the effort was worth it; determination has won. The stretcher is on the deck. The old lady 
is saved and managed to stay alive. A sign of relief on her face too. The camera caught it 



all.  
 And so, the task continued all day. They will sail out in the morning. They’ll 
spend this night on the ship. 
 
Dubrovnik, 22 November 1991 
The Rance sailed out today. There weren’t many people to see it off. Apart from us 
reporters, Kouchner, De Mistoura and an EC monitor. They didn’t spend too much time 
waving goodbye, only as long as the cameras were turned on. The people who would 
have waved from the heart were not permitted to enter Gruž Port for security reasons.  
 A little further down towards the city, a Greek ship, the Rodos II, is anchored. It 
delivered humanitarian aid to Dubrovnik. The spot where it is anchored and the entire 
area of about one hundred metres where port buildings and warehouses once stood have 
now been razed to the ground. When you pass by, your feet sink deep into the moist 
ashes. The fire smouldered here until yesterday. 
 Minister Kouchner left that afternoon with his entourage of reporters. They left 
in a hydro-speed boat sailing under the UNICEF flag in the direction of Italy. Before he 
left, he came to say goodbye. I was having lunch when he came over and shook my hand. I 
wished him all the best. He at least sincerely tried something.  
 I was supposed to leave this evening. It was all arranged for me to depart this 
evening. When Bulić from the Navy called me, I packed and was at the departure spot 
within twenty minutes. However, the Kordić brothers hijacked the boat Džim I was 
supposed to leave Dubrovnik with. They left with their entourage but without waiting for 
me. That was about fifteen minutes ago. That very moment when they called to tell me to 
come, they had already sailed out. I spent the whole night waiting to see if they might come 
back for me. I waited in vain. 
 
24 November 1991 
I managed to get to Šipan tonight. Last night was unsuccessful. I spent the entire night 
waiting in the port for the moon to go down. As if in spite, it didn’t go down all night. It 
was full and huge. We stayed in a hotel in Šipan Port. There isn’t anyone going to Ston 
tonight. Apparently, it wasn’t safe. 
 
26 November 1991 
We managed to get to Ston just before dawn. We waited on Šipan for two days. I was 
going mad. It rained the entire time, ideal conditions to travel. However, no one came our 
way. I had already worked out a way with Martin, a navy officer I trusted, to get to Ston 
by our own means because obviously, something wasn’t right with our connections. 
 We found a boat and a motor somewhere else with a substantial fuel tank. Had we 
not been transferred today, we would have left by our means. 
 Once again, the barge came. It was full of people to transfer, mainly Croatian 
soldiers and a corpse in a box, a killed Croatian soldier. We put the coffin in the middle 
of the boat, and we sat around on the edges. His friends sat next to the coffin. A wreath of 
flowers lay on the coffin. 
 Daylight was already appearing in the East when we sailed into Broce. Finally, on 
the mainland. Something could be done from here. A mini bus transferred us to Ston. The 
civilians had been evacuated from Ston by this time. Our forces had strengthened 
significantly now in this area. 



 As I’m driving to Ploče with Martin and his friends, we pass our units. I’m 
impressed by the forces and technology that had accumulated here in the meantime. They 
probably plan to break through to Dubrovnik. 
 I rented a car in Ploče, a Renault 4. I hurry to get to Zagreb without any stops. I 
hope that I won’t run out of fuel. I stopped in Trogir to see Mario’s parents. I had a bite 
to eat and called Magnum in Paris. It seems like I missed the deadline, I didn’t take on 
any obligations in any case. I’ll send the material from Vienna tomorrow. 
 As the Maslenica Bridge near Zadar had been destroyed, traffic went by ferry 
across Pag island. There was a line of cars already lined up for the first ferry. I bypassed 
the queue, approached the officer, explained the situation, and showed him my press ID 
card from the Ministry of Information. He let me on without a word. I just missed Tiješo, 
a fellow photographer who was somewhere on a second ferry close by. He didn’t even 
notice me. He was looking to the other side, studying the sparse Pag landscape in the 
Western light. I bypassed the second line for the next ferry after announcing myself to the 
Croatian soldier keeping order, so I didn’t lose any valuable time on this ferry either. 
 The day was coming to an end when we approached Rijeka. I saw the boats on 
the sea from the motorway. Small fishing boats on the calm surface of the water. An 
unusual soft light coloured the surface of the sea. The sea was still, and everything was so 
calm. It was as if the boats were sailing on oil, softly gliding along the smooth surface. 
Black silhouettes rowing in their boats on a golden-purple sea. The sea, the people and 
their boats moved softly and slowly. It was as if they, too, were awed by the beauty, 
gliding slowly not to disturb the harmony of that image. It was a beautiful gift for me, 
and I enjoyed it and slowed down my car to absorb it for a moment. 
 How many times had I driven here before, and not just here, but many other 
places without recognising, without seeing? It took a war for me to open my eyes and see, 
to see how beautiful my country is. It is stunning. Wherever I went this entire time, from 
camps, from displaced and undernourished people and their homes, I opened my eyes 
wide and saw, often for the first time. I saw places where I had passed a hundred times 
before, and I was in awe: How beautiful my homeland is.  
 I was above Rijeka. It was night already. I had two options. I could either go 
across Slovenia or go the shorter but less safe way across Delnice, through Karlovac, and 
to Zagreb. I was pretty tired already, and I wanted to drive the quickest route possible. I 
decided to go through Gorski Kotar. 
 It was pitch black, and few cars were coming from the opposite direction. As I 
drove higher above sea level, it became colder. Soon, snow started falling. As I moved 
further, the snow was thicker. I had problems with the heating and the wipers. I could 
barely see outside. My headlights were also blacked out. I stopped and removed the 
masks from the headlights. Now I could see much better. However, I would soon have a 
problem with fuel if I don’t make it to Delnice soon. The snow kept falling, harder and 
harder. 
 In regular times I would have been happy to see snow. I always loved it. Now it 
meant just one thing, a potential problem. I don’t know if I have snow chains in the car. 
Probably not, and I wouldn’t know how to put them on in any case. Hopefully, I’ll make 
it to Delnice, and then after that, I’ll see. 
 The odd light here and there and some large buildings meant that I had made it to 
Delnice. As far as I could recall the petrol station is at the edge of town. I drove on and 



drove under the canopy at the petrol station. I’ll tank up and ask about the road 
conditions. As I filled up, the attendant tells me the roads are generally passable, but there 
are some problems here and there. For some reason, the road is shut just outside of 
Delnice, but there is a bypass road across Brod na Kupi. As far as the snow is 
concerned, there are no problems there. The roads are constantly being cleared.  
  As he filled my tank, a boy came out from behind the building. He wasn’t more 
than ten. Without looking at either of us, he started cleaning my windscreen and 
headlights. Then, as if he had read my mind, even before I could say anything, he started 
cleaning the bottom of the car from the snow too. There was something odd about that 
boy. He was pale and skinny, with dark hair. Short back and sides. Even though it was 
pretty cold, he wasn’t wearing a hat, and what was even stranger he wasn’t wearing a 
jacket or coat. He had a thin, dark jumper and dark velvet pants. He had shallow shoes on 
his feet, even though the snow was deep. His shoes were a size too big. He left an 
impression that he wasn’t bothered by any of this. More to the point, as if he didn’t notice 
that it was that cold. His movements were precise and calculated but then again, 
somehow distant. He did the job meticulously. He didn’t utter a word the entire time nor 
look at me even once. 
 When he finished the task, he moved away from the car. I put my hand in my 
pocket to give him some money. As I was still digging the inside of my pocket, and 
before I could find it, as if he didn’t want me to pay him, he came up to me and looked 
me straight in the eye and said: 
 “I’ll take a bullet if you have one. I’m from Vukovar.” 
 His voice was resolute and confirmed what he had just said. He truly wanted a 
bullet as payment for his effort. I stood stunned. I didn’t know what to do. My hand was 
still in my pocket. I wanted to say something but couldn’t find an appropriate word. I 
wanted to say that I had been to Vukovar during the war and know what it was like 
there. I tried to tell him that I had taken two boys from there through the cornfields and 
that one of them was about his age. I wanted to say to him so much, but whatever I 
thought of seemed inappropriate. Everything seemed to be just empty words, already 
spoken too many times. I couldn’t say anything to him. I couldn’t speak at all. What can I 
say to him? What can I tell him that he hasn’t already heard or experienced? 
 He stood calmly and watched me. Straight in the eyes. He didn’t say anything 
else. 
 I finally managed to pull some money out of my pocket. I fished out the biggest 
note I had, put it in his hand, sat quickly in my car, and drove off. Ashamed! He stood in 
front of the petrol station under the canopy. He didn’t say anything. He didn’t do 
anything, no gesture. He became so small in a second or two, and then I saw in my rear-
view mirror that he turned around and went back into the building. 
 The snow continued to fall. It was deep. I followed the road signs and arrived in 
Zagreb. I was tired, but not like I was an hour ago. Tomorrow I’ll drive to Vienna and 
send my films to Paris by plane. They should get to where they need to. 
 
1 December 1991 
Today is Sunday. I headed for Osijek. I hadn’t been on the Slavonian front for some time 
now. I am going with Richard and Theo, British and German freelancers. They’ve been 
here for quite a while, and everything is clear to them. Unlike most foreign reporters who 



wander in, you don’t need to start explaining from the beginning, giving them a run-down 
of the Yugoslav problem. They realise this isn’t a war between two Balkan tribes but a 
conflict of two political options, democracy and communism. They don’t confuse 
Slavonia with Slovenia and know how to get from point A to point B without falling 
victim or into the hands of the Chetniks. They realise the shortest way to a particular 
place isn’t always the quickest. There are countless challenges along whichever road you 
take, and your life often depends on that. They know how to watch out and not act brave 
senselessly. 
 But then again, they aren’t cowards. They just know how to behave appropriately 
in situations. That is why I decided to go with them. Otherwise, I prefer to go on my own. 
 It was pretty dark already as we approached Osijek. We almost ran into a 
minefield at the entrance to town. We stopped just a few metres before and turned around 
on the road. The city was completely blacked out when we arrived. As we approached, 
we already heard detonations in the distance. When we parked the car in the middle of 
the town square, the explosions weren’t echoing that far in the distance. We went to the 
Press Centre and after that to the hospital in the old Fortress, where we had some 
people we knew, to get some information about the situation in town. 
 It was pretty late when we finished our tour. We went to get some sleep. We 
stayed with friends. The flat was on the second floor of a building looking out onto the 
Drava River. It had electricity and water. Even the heating worked. The winter was dry 
and as cold as hell. 
 
Osijek, 3 December 1991 
We went and saw Glavaš this evening, the city’s defence commander. The guys wanted 
an interview with him. I interpreted. We spent a couple of hours talking, officially and 
privately. It was pleasant and relaxed. Unlike some other people we met, Glavaš knows 
how to listen to his collocutors. He even accepted some suggestions when we analysed 
the possible options. Two heads are always better than one. 
 When we were leaving, it was already relatively late. We left the car in the middle 
of the square some fifty metres from Glavaš’s headquarters. It was freezing, and my legs 
were stiff with the cold. There was a heavy fog, and you couldn’t even see an inch in 
front of you. The city was in a total black out. I had never seen such darkness in my life. 
It was as thick as tar. It was that thick, and even though we were walking next to each 
other, we couldn’t see each other. There was absolutely no light at all, neither natural nor 
artificial. There wasn’t a star in the sky. It was black above us, like a thick cloth. In front 
too. As if we were shut in a hermetically sealed box. You can’t help feeling helpless on 
such a night. 
 We walked and would briefly flash our torches to light the next ten to fifteen 
metres ahead. The light would flash for just a tiny second for us to see where we were 
going. We couldn’t have the torches lit any longer for fear of enemy snipers, the fifth 
columnists still active in the town. 
 When you drive your car at night, you have to move fast, so fast that snipers don’t 
have enough time to follow you. You have to move quickly regardless of the holes in the 
road made by mortar shells or any other possible obstacle along the way. That’s the only 
way to survive the night. 
 



4 December 1991 
Today we went to Nuštar. The last time I was there was when I was going to Vukovar. 
Then, Nuštar still looked like people lived there. Now it’s just a continuous ruin. Vukovar 
looked like that when I left it. 
 No one is living in Nuštar anymore, at least not the people who lived here before. 
Now, warriors are living in Nuštar, Croatian soldiers. They aren’t living here like their 
preceding hosts used to, in comfortable houses, next to a warm fire. They live in 
basements, in trenches. The front line is in Nuštar. Here you live prepared for anything. 
Prepared for frequent and heavy artillery destruction and greeting with mortar shells. This 
has become the customary way of communicating with the enemy. No one pays any 
particular attention to it. People get used to it, just like you do with the rain and snow in 
winter. And the winters here are harsh. The only thing is, there is no snow, just a little. If 
there were snow, it would be a bit warmer. Like this, it’s as cold as lying in your grave, as 
the saying goes. 
 Walking through the town, I noticed two small black dogs. They lived in a big 
black pig. The pig was dead and frozen. Hard as a rock. The two small dogs bit away two 
small black holes, big enough for them to crawl in. Each one had its own hole. The big 
black pig became their home. Like in the story of Hansel and Gretel when they came 
across the house of chocolate. Could we call those two little dogs like that? I don’t know, 
but there was some similarity. 
 There were dead animals throughout the town. They were stiff and frozen. 
Probably as a result of the shelling. 
 There were a lot of abandoned animals roaming around. And a lot of small dogs. 
 There isn’t one complete house in Nuštar anymore. A once rich Slavonian town, 
now in ruins. The houses were destroyed in various ways. Some were razed to the 
ground; others were missing part of a wall or part of the roof. One house was missing just 
one wall. Everything else seemed to be in order. The wall that was missing looked like it 
had been cut out with a knife. A bookshelf with books stood against the wall. The 
bookshelf and books were untouched, but there was no wall to be seen. I flipped through 
the books. I found an interesting one.  John Phillips: Yugoslav Story. 
 After that, we went to Vinkovci. The city was empty and in ruins. I wanted to see 
the hospital. I did. Or what was left of it. An eaten away skeleton and a little white flag 
with a red cross in the middle on the fifth floor of the building. You can see it from a 
distance, and they saw it too. They aimed well with machine guns, PAMs, projectiles. 
Nothing is sacred for them. 
 We returned to Osijek while it was still day. And tomorrow back to Zagreb. 
 
10 December 1991 
Exchanged Vukovar POWs arrived in Zagreb. The exchange included Dr Juraj Njavro 
and Dr Vesna Bosanac from the Vukovar Hospital, who addressed a press conference 
and spoke about their treatment in Serbia’s concentration camps. They also spoke of the 
possible indication of the murder of Croatian Radio Vukovar studio reporter Siniša 
Glavašević after Serb forces occupied Vukovar. 
 
15 December 1991 
I’ve been back in Slavonia again for three days already. This time Richard is with me. 



We are stationed in Osijek. We visited Vinkovci and Nuštar. Today we got information 
that our forces had managed to win back a large territory around Podravska Slatina. 
There is talk of a massive massacre of Croatian residents in surrounding villages 
committed by the retreating Chetniks. Tomorrow, we’re going to check. 
 
16 December 1991 
We went into Voćin today. A village some twenty kilometres from Podravska Slatina. I 
will never in my life forget what I saw there. Those horrific images of embodied evil will 
remain in my memory forever: massacred bodies of elderly people strewn around the entire 
village, killed in the most brutal possible ways. 
 As we approached the village, just past Mikleuš, where we turned off the main 
road to a local road, the horror scenes began. Our entry into hell started at the very 
entrance to Četekovac. A horrific massacre had already occurred in that village in 
September. That now seemed like some demonic foreplay. The appalling scenes were yet 
to follow in Voćin. 
  The day was foggy, grey and cold, devilishly cold. Visibility was poor, and we 
couldn’t see far ahead, perhaps about thirty metres. As we drove down the road, burnt 
houses to our left and right, black and gloomy, emerged in the early morning fog. What 
used to be someone’s home once now aroused an eerie feeling. There was absolutely no 
colour in the entire scene. The houses were black. Everything else was grey. The houses 
emerged in a regular rhythm as the car moved forward. Row after row of burnt black 
ruins would be torn from the fog and would jump in our faces and disappear behind us, 
and then some new ones would emerge, as you think to yourself, they seem to be endless. 
 On the road, next to the road, in the yards, dead animals. Cows. Pigs. Horses. 
Dogs. Lying frozen and stiff where they once lived and where death caught them. Trees 
felled and lying across the road, former barricades, now moved to the side. There was not 
one living person in that entire scene. Only their traces were left behind at the scene of 
the crime. 
 Loose cattle were roaming around from Četekovac to Voćin. Pigs. Cows. They 
were roaming along the road in search of food. Just before Voćin, I saw a couple of 
horses as they wandered through the frozen field. 
 A ramp stood at the entrance to Voćin. Next to the ramp is a bunker. That was a 
machine-gun nest. We saw a lot of those bunkers along the way but didn’t stop to 
investigate. Surprises are still always possible. There’s probably still some in the 
surrounding woods where they are still hiding. 
 Voćin was an affluent village with a majority Serb population. Croats lived here 
but were in a significant minority. Psychiatrist Rašković had already come here in the 
spring to rally his Serbianism and called on other Serbs to an uprising and armed 
rebellion. Unperturbed by anyone, they threatened their Croatian neighbours with what 
they put into practice over the past few days. I saw it all on a video cassette which was 
then recorded there by a local video amateur.  
  Everything seems in order as you drive along the main road in the village until 
about midway. There aren’t any burnt houses, no holes in the road from mortar shells. 
There aren’t any visible traces of any battles. The only thing is, it is deserted. There 
aren’t any people. Here and there, the odd Croatian soldier dives out of the fog, and 
that’s all. There isn’t even any sound. It’s as if you are watching a silent movie. There’s 



no mooing of cows or dogs barking, birds tweeting in the trees. It’s as if everything has 
died. Even sound! The only sound to be heard are the steps of a soldier’s boot, for just a 
brief moment when he appears and disappears again. And that’s all. The sense of death 
is eerie in a place like this. Here, not even sound has the right to live. Everything comes 
out of and disappears back into the fog. Soldiers. Houses. Frozen carcasses with icicles 
hanging from them in the very centre of the village. In one silent last scream by a 
gaping frozen jaw of a killed pig. Its screech is like the screech of the village, inaudible 
and lasting. 
 Next to a river, towards the bridge, there is a burnt bus station with a diner on 
the left side of the road. There is a little terrace behind it, next to the river. Water was 
seeping out and freezing in the air from a burst water pipe. Burnt chairs surround it, 
tables and sooty glasses, and a fine enamelled layer of ice. 
 We turned right towards the local store along a tree-lined street, or what was left 
of it. The road is strewn with branches and unexploded mines. There are many of them 
around, unbelievably many, and we trod carefully not to stumble on one accidentally. 
The end of the trees disappears in the fog. That’s where the church was, the Catholic 
one. The Chetniks used it as an arsenal for their ammunition. It used to be a shrine to 
Our Lady. People from around the country would come here once a year to 
commemorate the village’s patron saint. Art historians considered it to be a cultural 
monument of great importance. It used to be one of the oldest churches in this part of 
Croatia. 
 For all of us now, it’s a ruin. Not one stone left standing. They blew it up with the 
ammunition they had stored in it. And there was a lot of it. That can be seen by what is left of 
it now, strewn around from the detonation. Some say that they kept people, prisoners, in there 
when it went up in the air. However, that was never proven, even though a lot of people from 
the village are missing. 
 We went back into the centre of the village and extended down the main road, 
immediately alongside the creek. We came across a truck at the Orthodox church. It was 
collecting the corpses of massacred Croats. The truck was full. The bodies of tortured people 
lying on the deck of the back of the truck. Elderly men and women with their throats slit. 
Some were hacked with an axe or had the sign of the cross carved on their smashed skulls. 
Often their hands were tied. Often lobbed off with an axe or blunt chain saw. Arms and legs. 
One woman’s face was completely purple. She was probably strangled. 
 The Orthodox church stood in the background of that scene. The spiritual father of 
the Orthodox flock didn’t seem to have been bothered with these “mischievous” deeds by his 
faithful. The soldiers tell me that they found an automatic rifle under his bed. I’m not 
surprised. Not one window on his church was broken. Nor those on any Serb houses. The 
Croatian houses fared differently. If they hadn't already been burnt, they were targeted 
directly with artillery fire. 
 Most of the Croatian houses were built around the Catholic church. That made it easy 
for the criminals to conduct their slaughter. Their victims were all huddled close to each 
other. In one house, in the street running next to the church, I found the Medveds, a married 
couple. His father and mother, Mirko and Elizabeta Medved, were held hostage by the 
Chetniks for four months, as were the rest of the villagers who had stayed behind. The 
Chetniks used them as slaves. They had to work, care for food and wood for heating and 
clean up after them. As they retreated, they killed Mirko Medved on the doorstep of his 



house. They didn’t need him anymore. 
 Their son built a new, comfortable house next to theirs. Chetniks moved into his 
house. When we went inside to look, we saw a lot of JNA uniforms and boots. One tiny 
pair of boots. Mrs Medved, who worked as a teacher in the village school, recognised her 
colleague’s initials, also a teacher. 
 A little higher up, on the hill, another destroyed house, owned by the Šimić 
family. The grandmother’s throat was slit as she lay asleep in her bed. She was disabled 
and immobile. A huge pool of blood on her pillow. Two other members were slain in the 
kitchen and lay on the floor. A linoleum floor completely covered in blood, frozen into 
bloody ice. They were about sixty. Grandma was seventy-eight. Later they threw them in 
a hole behind the house. Now when they were excavated, old Ivan Šimić’s hands were 
tied. We can just imagine what they did to him before they killed him. Maybe death 
came as a relief. 
 A little further down from the Šimić house, at a cross road, a crucifix. Someone 
added a big Croatian flag to Jesus. Jesus was shot with rifle fire to the chest. The flag, 
too, has some odd stains on it. It was probably buried somewhere in the ground while 
the Chetniks lived in the village and had been unearthed again. At the foot of the 
crucifix, a large clock and a heap of thrown-out Yugoslav bank notes. That money is 
worthless. It’s spoilt, and hasn’t been able to buy anything for a long time now except 
maybe someone’s life from the White Eagles. They were probably paid with it for their 
crimes. 
 We followed the truck to Podravska Slatina, where the bodies were transferred. 
There’s no more room for them in the morgue, at the local cemetery. A twenty-metre-
long passage way covered with corpses and parts of people’s bodies. Each of the people 
killed is an original handicraft of an individual Chetnik. They were very creative. Not one 
victim was killed in the same way. One carbonised body with hand-cuffs on his hand was 
first castrated while still alive, then tortured in various ways and then burned in the end. 
An Adidas running shoe on his right leg, which was skinned to the bone.   
 Somewhere, all that was found were some parts of someone’s body. Somewhere 
just a torso, no limbs, no head. Others were slaughtered with a knife, others killed by an 
axe or pitchfork. Some just had their throat slit, others had smashed heads. What crime 
had these people committed to having been killed in this way? 
  There’s no room here for any new corpses. They are being driven to the Medical 
Centre and piled up in the passageway on the floor. The guys unloading can’t help but 
puke now and then. 
 We stayed the night in Podravska Slatina. Đuka, my mate from college, shows 
me a video recorded this spring in Voćin, during Jovan Rašković’s visit, the spiritual 
father of all Serbs in Croatia. Already then, everything was evident if someone wanted 
to see. 
 
17 December 1991 
Today, we went back to Voćin again. Another mass gravesite was discovered in a field 
just before entering the village. Viktor Supan tells us how they were killed. He is the 
father of one of the victims buried there, Vlado Supan, a nineteen-year-old youth. They 
took four of them to the field outside the village and gave them some shovels to dig their 
own graves. They dug that hole. When they finished, they killed them one by one and 
threw them inside. The spot where they were killed, some fifteen metres away from the 



hole, a frozen red stream, blood of those killed. The ground is frozen and hard, and it’s 
hard to dig. The guys keep rotating and try their best with that feat. Some thirty 
centimetres from the surface, already a left leg emerged of one of the victims. Then, a 
hand. The victim was quite large. He was wearing gumboots and a blue workers’ outfit. 
 That’s my Vlado, said Viktor Supan. 
 He stood above the people being dug out. He did not utter another word. He stood 
silent and watched as they slowly unearthed his nineteen-year-old son. His eyes were dry, 
red and swelled. His tears had all dried up after all those days of weeping. The guys 
digging keep rotating. Now and then, one of them runs off into the scrub. Pukes. As each 
victim is dug out, they are taken and laid on a blanket and taken to the truck, the same 
one that was here yesterday. Four victims were excavated. They were identified as 
Goran Salač, Drago Ivanković, Ivica Bon and Vlado Supan. 
 We drove Vlado’s father Viktor in our car to his home. Two dead Chetniks near 
his house. They didn’t want to surrender, so the guys threw a hand grenade. They were 
killed on the spot. Apart from still being there, they looked like Chetniks. They had long 
beards and their favourite tool – knives. Even dead as they were, they made you sick to 
the stomach. 
 
18 December 1991 
Today, a funeral was held in Podravska Slatina for the Voćin victims. Forty-three 
coffins were lined up on the plateau in front of the municipal offices in the very centre of 
town. Each casket is draped with a Croatian flag. In front of each coffin, a cross and a 
wreath. All the wreaths bore a tricoloured ribbon. Red, White and Blue. No inscription on 
the ribbon. An inscription on each cross. No inscription on the coffins. Just a number. 
Five. Ten. Twenty-four...Forty-three. Forty-three numbers from one to forty-three. Forty-
three wreaths. Forty-three crosses. The inscription on each cross, Year of Birth. Name, 
Year of Death. On forty-three of them. On one, there is no name, no Year of Birth. Just 
the number 13, which replaces everything. All the victims were identified. He wasn’t. 
Written on cross number thirteen, the following:  
 “Unidentified corpse. Found near the church. Burnt. With cuffs on his hands.” 
 A speech is held. A guard of honour by the Croatian Army, the firing of volley 
shots as a salute. The band plays. The coffins are loaded onto trucks. The procession 
marches through the town. Through the town centre and to the cemetery. All traffic is at a 
standstill. The funeral procession passes. Passers-by stop. Large graves are prepared in 
the cemetery. The procession has arrived. It started to rain. It was muddy. People wept. 
The coffins were lowered into the ground. 
 For you are dust, and to dust, you will return. Cardinal Franjo Kuharić 
celebrated a special Mass. 
 Forty-three coffins were lowered into the ground. Their crosses will remain in the 
earth above. Their relatives and friends stand over them. Little by little, the gathering 
dispersed. The rain didn’t stop falling. 
 
24 December 1991 
It’s Christmas Eve. Anyone who has a home and family has to be together tonight. 
Codfish and Midnight Mass. 
 Mile Dedaković Jastreb, commander of the Vukovar – Vinkovci – Županja 



defence sector, was released from prison today. He was arrested for alleged omissions in 
the defence, and embezzlement. Regardless of not having any evidence – he was arrested. 
He was physically abused in jail. Irrespective of the graveness of the charges – he was 
released. 
 A lot of people waited for him outside the prison, his wife and daughters and a 
few reporters from the press. It was a cold day, and we bounced up and down, freezing in 
front of the entrance. They tried to make a few of us go and wait somewhere else. 
Nevertheless, we managed to see him. He managed to get out. On Christmas Eve to be 
with his family. 
 Where will all those people who have lost everything, their home, family, be 
tonight? How will they spend the night and where? Where are they staying anyway? 
Where are they sleeping? Where are they living? What are they eating? Will they even 
know it’s Christmas Eve? That tomorrow is Christmas? One of us managed to find his 
loved ones. Will others be so lucky, or will they lose everything they have? 
 I called Magnum today. Thomas answered. He got the material. Voćin, definitely 
awful, he said. He won’t release it before Christmas. He doesn’t want to spoil the holidays. 
OK, Thomas. You know best. 
 I went to Ines’s for Christmas Eve for some codfish. Ines is an excellent cook. 
After that, I went home. I found a card stuck to my door: Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year, Vinko and Luka Kuduz. Two children’s drawings, two sincere greetings. 
Vinko and Luka are my neighbours next to me, door to door. Vinko and Luka are 
refugees from Osijek. They live here now with their mum, grandfather and grandma. 
Their father stayed in Osijek. He’s fighting in the Croatian Army. 
 I can hear them from my flat. A thin wall separates us. Sometimes at night, as I lie 
in bed, I hear noises on the other side. I can feel someone breathing next to me. If there 
wasn’t a wall there, our closeness would frighten us. Because people are afraid of 
intimacy, and tenderness, and a kind word. Because they need it so much. They 
desperately need a tender word, a friend, someone. 
 Merry Christmas, Vinko, Merry Christmas, Luka. Thank you. 
 
30 December 1991 
Today Živko Krstičević was killed. In Karlovac. I heard the news as I arrived in Osijek. 
The guys at the Press Centre showed me a fax from the Ministry of Information. I 
couldn’t believe it. It was on the News later. They even showed his last shot, taken as he 
was killed. 
  This morning I headed out from Zagreb for Osijek. An American photographer 
Bruce is with me. My friend asked me to help him. When we introduced each other, he 
said he came from Borneo, where he spent three weeks photographing wildlife.  OK, 
Bruce, I said, I’ll help you to get to know our urban life. I hope you will survive. 
 As we drove to Osijek, I don’t know why but I thought of Živko. I was thinking, 
why aren’t the two of us working together? We both go to risky terrain. We aren’t from 
the same media house, we aren’t competing against each other, and we don’t panic. We 
could help each other. It’s essential to have a good partner with you in the field, someone 
you can depend on and someone who won’t let you down or do something stupid. I 
honestly thought we could work well together. 
 I don’t believe in coincidence or chance. When they showed me the news about 
his death, it was almost as if I had known that that was the reason why he was on my 



mind the entire time on the way here. Déjà vu. A hunch. Or what? I hit my fist hard 
against the wall. Wow, that hurt, what pain. So what, let it hurt. We watched the news 
later. We saw him filming, his photos, his takes. Then a short whistle and boom right in 
front of him. He fell. His camera fell. It kept recording. The scene was overturned now, 
and nothing special could be seen except the sky. But it could be heard. His last breath! 
He grunted. Lost his life. Died. 
 
31 December 1991 
Today we had a Tour of the Wild Life, our style. An abridged course for beginners from 
the outside world who have no idea and don’t understand anything. I decided we should 
go to Vinkovci and Nuštar. There’s something always going on there. I was still under the 
impression of Živko Krstičević’s death yesterday. Somehow, I just couldn’t forget the 
single mine that came from out of nowhere and fell right in front of him. That scene kept 
repeating itself in my mind: the sound of the shell that fell, the thud and image of the world 
that wobbled and fell in the end, in the frame of Živko’s camera. I’m not superstitious, but 
I took that to be a bad omen. 
 Throughout the entire time of the war, I always carry and have a bullet-proof vest 
and helmet. They are always in the boot of my car. I never had, until now, ever worn them. 
I didn’t feel the need to. Until now. I always thought they were cumbersome. The vest was 
heavy, and the helmet was impractical while filming. Today, I decided to wear them. As if I 
had been given a message to do so. 
 As we stood next to the car and as I was undressing to put the vest on. Bruce stood 
and watched me. 
 “You’ve got a vest and helmet,” he said. 
 I could hear the envy in his voice, malice, jealousy, accusations, and I don’t know 
what else. He stood to the side and watched as I got ready. I had already put the vest on. 
His objections annoyed me. I felt his selfishness and envy. As if it was my fault that he 
didn’t have any. He knew where he was going. He could have thought about it and obtained 
one. He didn’t come here for a picnic. 
 “Do you want me to put it on you?” I asked. 
 “Then we would be equal,” he replied 
 Arsehole. Swine. How could we possibly be equal then? What stupidity. I need to 
pay for his idea of an adventure. If he gets hit, I have to die too, because the whole world 
would end then. We need to be equal in death. What an arsehole. 
 “OK, Bruce. I won’t wear it either, but then you have to go where I go. Wherever 
I go, you have to go too. OK? There’s no excuse to back down. Then we’ll be equal. 
Deal? 
 “OK, deal,” he said. He realised what was ahead of us. First, we went to 
Vinkovci. We arrived without any problems. We went through Đakovo. Just out of 
Đakovo, we could hear muffled detonations and see smoke in the distance. I perversely 
enjoyed seeing that he was afraid. Hang on, I thought, that’s just the first lesson. It was 
relatively calm in Vinkovci. The day was clear and sunny but cold. Everything was just 
like I had left it a few days ago. Maybe a few more ruins and death notices, but nothing 
that noticeable. As if any difference could have been noticed. Everything was in ruins in 
any case. I took him through the town. He recorded. He knew this was just the beginning, 
that the real action was yet to take place. In Nuštar! 



 It was calm when we arrived. No shooting anywhere. No mortar shells falling. 
The sun was still shining. The sky was still blue. We walked through the village, through 
the ruins. The ice had thawed out a little under the winter sun, and the road was muddy. 
Now and then, a tank would rush past us or an armoured vehicle and splash us with mud. 
We didn’t have anywhere to get out of their way, and what was the point. We passed by 
the church with its felled steeple and holes in the roof. A tree branch was hanging from 
Jesus’ crucifix that had fallen during the bombing. The large clock from the steeple lay at 
the foot of the crucifix. The hands on the clock pointed to just after three. That’s probably 
the time it died. 
 “Nice day to die,” I said. 
 “Where are we now?” asked Bruce. 
 “On the front line. This place is called Nuštar. Vukovar is fifteen kilometres 
northeast. You’ve heard of Vukovar?” 
 “Who hasn’t.” 
 “That’s where the Chetniks are. Have you heard about the Chetniks? Have you 
ever seen them? NO. Now we’ll see them.” 
  We came out of the village and headed straight ahead, up a slight slant. We had 
just stepped into no man’s land, the space separating Croatian and Serb forces. This is 
where our, and their scouts operate, commandos. They placed various surprise explosives 
for the other side and other lethal gadgets. A Croatian Army scout was escorting us. 
 I warned Bruce that where we were going now is very dangerous and that one 
wrong step means losing your life. Indeed, everything around us was strewn with anti-
infantry land mines. He had to put his foot down in precisely the same spot as we did, 
otherwise goodbye, my friend. As we passed, I pointed out some small surprises to him. 
Just half a metre away an anti-infantry mine with a feather. On the other side, a pull mine 
and so on as we went. After that, we entered a cornfield and walked along a pathway. 
There was a house in the middle of no man’s land, in the middle of the cornfield. A big, 
solid two-storey house. That was our destination. The house is on top of a small hill and 
has a good view of the terrain. 
 We walked slowly and cautiously. We watched carefully where we stood. A 
clearing surrounded the house. We crossed it slowly and approached the house. Quiet 
voices could be heard upstairs. The scout assured us they were ours. He gave a sign. It 
went silent upstairs. We stood clinging to the wall. We stopped breathing. A reply had to 
come from upstairs. We waited. The signal. They’re ours. 
 We went inside, up the stairs to the second floor. Our guys were monitoring the 
enemy. They seemed to have noticed something moving in the cornfield, about four 
hundred metres away. They didn’t have any optical equipment, so they weren’t sure. I 
only had my five-millimetre lens with me, which was pretty good for those sorts of 
things. I attached it and watched. 
 In the cornfield in front of us, on the enemy side, about four hundred metres 
away, between the first and second poplar tree on the left side, of a total of three that 
could be seen on the horizon, and just in front of the edge of the forest that was in the 
background, an enemy tank. Its dome and cannon were clearly visible above the corn. 
 Destroy. One guy went and got a malyutka - guided rocket launcher. He was back 
in a flash. There was only one. He had to hit it at first go, or it would fire back. A 
launching ramp was set up. The rocket was put in position. Wires connected. Start. 



 The rocket flew through the window. It looked like it was going really slow. We 
heard its characteristic sound. We waited tensely and followed its path. Will it hit the 
target? We stopped breathing. Bruce was taking photographs with the camera motor, five 
shots a second. I didn’t. I wanted to see it in real life, not through a lens. The rocket was 
guided with a small bat, like a joystick on a video game. It seemed to take so long. An 
entire eternity seemed to go by. And then we first saw a flash, and then the sound, a good 
sound, the sound of a hit. 
 We all jumped with joy. Yelled! One less. Happy New Year, Chetniks. Why it’s 
New Year’s Eve tonight. 
 We had to get out of there fast. They could fire back. Now they know where the 
rocket was fired from. It’s not safe here anymore. We quickly went back the same way. 
That was enough for today. It was already afternoon, and the sun was in the west. It’ll be 
dark soon. 
 Happy New Year, fellas. The best new year’s present I’ve ever known. As we 
drove towards Osijek, Bruce slept. I can already see Đakovo on the horizon, flashes 
from explosions. First, darkness and then the fire can be seen on the purple background 
of the night falling. The sound of a detonation can be heard now and then as I drive. 
They’re hitting Osijek, I thought to myself. 
 
1 January 1992 
We’re driving back towards Zagreb. I’m thinking about an odd dream I had. I dreamt 
myself dreaming. I was lying in bed and then woke up. I went to the bathroom, turned on 
the light and saw myself in the mirror. I was completely grey. That didn’t surprise me at 
all. “I’m surprised it hasn’t occurred earlier,” I said to myself in the mirror.  
 When I woke up in the morning, I went to the bathroom. I was convinced I had 
gone grey overnight and had come to terms with that. It didn’t even bother me. I had 
heard before that people had turned grey overnight, and that always fascinated me – how 
can that happen so quickly? 
 When I raised my eyes and looked at myself in the mirror, I was surprised. I 
wasn’t expecting to see what I did. I was just the same as before I went to bed. That was a 
surprise. I searched for grey hair on my head. Yeah, there were a few more than when I 
last looked, but how long ago was that? I don’t even remember. 
 The drive was pleasant, and we were on the verge of Podravska Slatina. I turned 
for Voćin. Let him see that too. I remembered Jimmy Fox from Magnum. We spoke on 
the phone the other day, before this trip. To discuss Voćin. He said that what I was doing 
was politics and that Magnum disapproves. He refused to distribute my photos of the 
massacre in Voćin. I didn’t understand. There won’t be any fewer massacres if Magnum 
doesn’t release those photos. In fact, when everyone sees them, that could help reduce 
them. The entire world. If what I am photographing is politics, then refusing to distribute 
them is also a political act. To bury your head in the sand, and who gives a damn. If that’s 
Magnum’s stance, like Jimmy says, then – GOODBYE. 
 I was here two weeks ago. Everything was different then. Barren. Silent. Death. 
Now I see birds flying again. Two weeks ago, I didn’t see even one: just animal carcasses 
and human corpses. I walked around the churchyard again. I skip from stone to stone. 
The presbytery was pretty much intact. I didn’t go inside last time. 
 Next to the wall on the right from the entrance where the door used to be, I saw an 



oil painting on canvas. The painting was of the church as it once used to look. Behind the 
church is a well-to-do manor, with a high steeple, green garden. In the distance, the hills 
surround the village. Everything is neat, clean, nurtured. Everything is in its place, the 
way it should be with serious people. The artist knew what he was doing when he painted 
it. It waited there for its new fate, hanging on the wall like that until a new artist came a 
created a new look for it and intervened on the painting. After intervening with his knife, 
he carved his signature on the painting. 
 
 
THREE STORIES FOR THE END 
 
Villach – Dubrovnik, 18 February 2006  
On 6 April 1992, in a refuge in Austria, at 3.51 am in the local hospital in Villach, a 
little girl weighing 3.23 kg and 50 cm long came into the world. Her sister Anamarija 
got a sister Margareta, and my brother a second daughter. Two years later, on 11 April 
1994, when they returned to Dubrovnik, they were joined by little Magdalena. She was 
born that day in Dubrovnik hospital. Now there are three. 
 At the end of 1992, a well-prepared military operation liberated the entire area of 
Dubrovnik municipality and refugees began to return. Some houses were burnt, some 
completely looted. The house they lived in was burned immediately. “This is an Ustasha 
house!” their next-door neighbour told the occupiers, to protect himself perhaps and his 
own property.  “This one is an Ustasha’s!” the occupiers confirmed and ordered that it be 
burned straight away, without even looting it first. And that’s how their house disappeared.  
 Many years later, Anamarija in Zagreb, a freshman studying textile design and 
her younger sisters Margareta and Magdalena are in grades seven and five in 
elementary school in Dubrovnik. They now live in another house in the Town. The old 
one has long been forgotten because of bad memories and bad neighbours. 
 According to world media, Dubrovnik is one of the most desired places to live in 
or as a holiday destination on this planet. Who was up is now down, and who was down is 
now up! In this world, only the moon’s cycle is eternal. 
 
Brčko, 18 February 2006 
He is a pensioner (74); she retired (71) in their home, which miraculously survived the 
war. After nine years as refugees, they – among very few who were allowed to return to 
their homes and accommodate themselves – live in their shed. The new owners, who 
were now living in their home, objected. However, the couples appeal was approved by 
special decree at the mercy of the foreign rulers in the Brčko District. The couple was 
permitted to move into a small wooden shed in the corner of their spacious garden, with a 
lawn and roses that once surrounded it. In August 2001, they became the lucky residents 
of their wooden shed. Once upon a time, in their previous lives before the war, they kept 
their firewood, coal and garden tools in it. Now, it’s their home. 
 They loved doing the gardening, mowing the lawn to a tee, always at the same 
height, watering and pruning the sumptuous rose bushes and different fruit trees around 
their yard. It was gorgeous to sit down in the early morning and sip on coffee just 
brewed: a sip of coffee, sucking on a sugar cube and then another sip...an ordinary, 
simple life. Sweet as sugar and bitter and hot like that first-morning coffee. 



 And now, again, in the morning, they sit in front of their wooden shed - their 
home. They enjoy the aroma of that warm beverage prepared on a small kerosene lamp 
with a bluish flame and the smell of roses that mingles with it. They would then work in 
the garden all day. Pruning roses, pulling weeds, cutting old branches off the fruit trees, 
until they once again shone with that once upon a time lustre. And the more the garden 
shone, the happier these two old people were. Their fortune was so solid and transparent, 
so apparent that it spread outside the walls of that tiny wooden shed. It extended beyond 
the roses surrounding their occupied house, beyond the entire street and the entire bleak 
city and above into the Dayton defined limits of the Brčko District. Their happiness 
confused and scared the new owners of their home. And they, who thought they would 
never leave here and that someone else’s house was now theirs, and someone else’s 
garden was now theirs, and this address that they had become accustomed to being their 
address, would sneak out of the house in the morning and sneak back in at night. The 
blinds on the windows lowered, they hardly ever turned on the lights, they never came 
out onto the spacious veranda. These odd lucky old people in the wooden shed scared 
them more than the war grenades, more than the chanting of the Muslim imam and his 
prayer from the Mosque, more than the bells ringing from the steeple on the Catholic 
church. 
 One day out of the blue, these two old people invited the new owners to come for 
coffee to their neat wooden dwelling. The very next morning, in the early morning dawn, 
bags laden with theirs and other people’s belongings, the new onwers sneaked out of this 
odd house, from this bizarre garden and this bizarre address. 
 After a year of living in the woodshed, after ten years of exile, in August 2001, 
my parents finally returned to their home. They are there now, as I write this, in good 
health and joy. 
 It’s lovely wherever you go, but there’s no place like home. 
 
Zagreb, 18 February 2006 
My flat. Bathroom to the right. It’s the same. A new water tank. Hrvoje installed it. I 
don’t see him often. Straight ahead into the kitchen: a combination cooker, only the 
electric ring works, a fridge. It’s old. The same table that I fixed. Eloise painted it while 
she lived here. Two chairs, the same ones. My dad fixed them while he lived here, while 
in refuge. A bookshelf is next to the door filled to the ceiling. I made that. Linoleum 
covering on the floor, new, black, fake granite. Eloise bought it when she moved here 
from Bristol. A small island divides the kitchen into two. I made it myself. I store dishes, 
glasses, wine bottles in it. Sometimes I drink from them when I have guests. A bottle of 
rakija on the bottom. I rarely drink it, even in company. The island top, books. On one 
chair books. The stool next to the table, books, books on the floor. Photographs and 
paintings on the walls: Josip Klarica, Tošo Dabac and Wolf, and a charcoal sketch of a 
Muslim woman with a hijab in a pine frame, a gift from Guillermo in 1993, when I was in 
Valencia for an exhibition. A bedroom to the left: a door opposite the door along the left 
wall, a low table with a TV, an armchair straight ahead, faux leather, deep, comfortable. I 
leave my clothes there; some folded, some aren’t. A showcase next to it, filled with 
books. A table to the right, papers, newspapers, photographs and under the table bags, all 
sorts, full of something. I don’t even remember what’s in them. Above the table is a 
window. It would look onto the street if I lifted the blinds. To the right a wardrobe, my 
things are in it: shirts, trousers, underwear, the same, next to it a low table, on top of it, 



cameras, lenses, manuscripts, books, a reading lamp. I turn it on for light. A large 
chandelier in the middle of the room. I hardly ever turn it on, only when I’m cleaning. I 
still don’t like the light. Above the table is a window. It would look onto the 
neighbouring building at night, in the summer, when it gets hot. There is a couch next to 
it, my bed, a third of the room, two pillows, two blankets, and books in the armchair. I 
read at dawn when I wake up and sometimes at night when I can’t sleep. Sometimes I can 
turn out the light, sink into sleep, the room sinks into darkness. 
 Darkness is rare; everything is visible. It can be seen in the dark. The room can be 
seen as it hovers between darkness and the street light. The light comes through the 
canvas blind. Under the sky in my room, I know that two phosphorous points are still 
shining, but they can’t be seen anymore. In the dark, my helmet, my torch, I know they 
send a signal in vain: The war was better? 
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